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Why US Nuclear Force Numbers Matter

The US debate about nuclear forces and policy often descends into 
arcane details. These details can be important, but it also is important to 
address a basic question: For effective deterrence, does the United States 
need greater numbers and different types of nuclear capabilities than 
the very limited numbers and types of nuclear weapons deemed necessary 
to threaten an opponent’s society? While it appears incongruous, a mini-
mum US nuclear deterrent typically is defined as a second-strike, or re-
taliatory, capability sufficient to threaten the destruction of an opponent’s 
societal or urban/industrial assets, such as “a nation’s modern economy, 
for example, electrical, oil, and energy nodes, [or] transportation hubs.”1

That adequacy standard for deterrence—the nuclear capabilities neces-
sary to threaten the destruction of an opponent’s societal assets—is “easy” 
to meet in quantitative and qualitative terms given the high vulnerability 
of unprotected, fixed societal targets to nuclear strikes.2 Indeed, the num-
ber of US second-strike weapons typically considered adequate to meet 
a minimalist standard for deterrence ranges from “several” weapons to 
hundreds of weapons.3 Such numbers are modest compared to the ap-
proximately 2,000 US nuclear weapons reportedly now deployed.4

Minimalists typically criticize as unnecessary and destabilizing US nu-
clear capabilities beyond those necessary for threatening opponents’ 
societies and populations. Indeed, these are the criticisms now leveled 
against the Obama administration’s fledgling US nuclear moderniza-
tion programs.5 The connection between the advocacy of minimal US 
nuclear capabilities and a deterrence policy of targeting opponents’ so-
cieties has been explicit for decades. For example, in 1961 a prominent 
academic commentator observed, “Would the Soviets be deterred by the 
prospect of losing ten cities? Or fifty cities? No one knows, although one 
might intuitively guess that the threshold is closer to ten than to either 
two or fifty.”6

More recently, two prominent commentators recommended a US 
“responsive force” of 400–500 nuclear warheads because this number of 
weapons would be adequate to target Russian sites, “affecting industrial 
recovery—the major nodes in the electric power grid and air, ground, 

This article is a revised version of the original published by the National Institute for Public Policy, 
Information Series (http://www.nipp.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/IS-404.pdf ).
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and rail transportation systems, as well as major industrial sites.”7 In 2010 
a minimum deterrence-oriented assessment by US Air Force personnel 
concluded that a US nuclear force of “311 weapons” would be more than 
adequate because, “there is not a state on the planet that could withstand 
that sort or punishment or a leader who would run that sort of risk.”8

The critical question here is, how much is enough for effective deter-
rence? As illustrated above, precise answers derived from the minimum 
deterrence approach range from several weapons to hundreds. However, 
every Republican and Democratic administration for five decades has 
rejected this minimalist standard for and approach to nuclear deter-
rence.9 There are six basic reasons for rejecting the minimalist standard 
of adequacy for US nuclear capabilities that everyone who cares about 
this subject should understand.

First, as illustrated above, there are many confident claims regarding 
the number of nuclear weapons adequate for deterrence. The problem 
with all such claims is that no one knows with precision the minimal 
US nuclear capability necessary to deter attack—now or in the future. 
Omniscience would be required to predict how many and what types 
of weapons will deter across a spectrum of circumstances and opposing 
leaderships. And, if that number somehow could be known, it would 
likely change rapidly with shifting circumstances. That is, the US re-
quirement for effective deterrence is not some known, set number of 
weapons or capability; it will change depending on the opponent, the 
time, and the context.10

Developments in circumstances that can shift deterrence requirements 
may be technical, political, operational, or even personal to a given lead-
ership. For example, the possibility that a US nuclear system could expe-
rience an unexpected reliability problem that would disable or degrade 
US weapons may best be mitigated by having a level of diversity and 
overlapping capabilities in the deterrent arsenal. This factor alone could 
lead US force requirements beyond the typical minimal definitions of 
adequacy. The goal of preventing nuclear war is so crucial that it is better 
to hedge with flexible, diverse, and overlapping capabilities rather than 
risk the failure of deterrence due to unknown or unpredictable develop-
ments or otherwise having too few or the wrong types of nuclear forces 
needed to deter. We should not plan only for a minimal US deterrent 
because no one knows what that capability is or how deterrence require-
ments may shift. Correspondingly, every US administration during the 
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last five decades has concluded that US nuclear deterrence forces should 
be diverse, flexible, and overlapping to help ensure the US always pos-
sesses the capabilities necessary to deter attack across a wide spectrum of 
threats and shifting circumstances.11

Second, to pose a retaliatory deterrent threat, US nuclear forces must 
be able to withstand an opponent’s “first-strike” attack. US forces mani-
festly vulnerable to a first strike would be useless as a retaliatory deterrent 
threat. Hence, the US deterrent must be sufficiently large and diverse to 
survive—under all conditions—a nuclear first strike by a determined foe. 
This requirement has led to a long-term consensus in favor of ensuring the 
United States possesses a sufficient number of nuclear weapons to survive 
an attack and a diverse nuclear triad of platforms for those weapons— 
nuclear bombers, sea-based ballistic missiles and land-based, interconti-
nental ballistic missiles. The diversity of this overlapping triad of nuclear 
systems, with their different operations and locations, helps to ensure that 
under all conditions an opponent could not reasonably anticipate destroy-
ing the US retaliatory nuclear deterrent in a first strike. This is one of the 
rationales for and great values of the US nuclear triad that again takes 
US nuclear requirements beyond the numbers typically associated with a 
minimum deterrent.

Third, as noted above, intentionally planning to destroy societal or 
urban-industrial centers establishes a minimal, easy-to-meet set of de-
terrence requirements for US nuclear capabilities. But, it also involves 
intentional threats to kill innocents and noncombatants on a massive 
scale. Thus, it is widely considered immoral, a potential violation of 
international law, and inconsistent with the Just War tradition. Instead, 
the United States should strive for deterrence capabilities that are not 
limited to or dependent upon threatening opponents with societal de-
struction. The US nuclear deterrent should instead have the diverse and 
flexible nuclear capabilities necessary to pose a threat to a variety of 
other types of targets and, indeed, to avoid to the extent possible an op-
ponent’s societal centers—thereby potentially minimizing the destruc-
tion of an opponent’s innocent noncombatants. This deterrence stan-
dard again imposes US force requirements that are likely more diverse 
qualitatively and larger quantitatively than typically is deemed adequate 
to meet the minimal deterrence standard of threatening the destruction 
of an opponent’s population and societal assets.
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It should be noted that this particular point stings advocates of mini-
mal US nuclear capabilities. They clearly want to avoid being charged 
with advocacy of an approach to deterrence that so offends all humanitar-
ian concepts. Consequently, they often claim in response that the types 
and scale of US nuclear capabilities and the targeting plans underlying 
US deterrent threats essentially make no real difference in the prospec-
tive level of societal destruction in a nuclear war. If so, then a minimal 
deterrent is no guiltier of violating humanitarian norms than other ap-
proaches to nuclear deterrence.12 There is, however, no doubt whatsoever 
that the types of nuclear weapons and targeting plans can dramatically 
affect the levels of destruction and casualties—with the weapons and tar-
geting plans advocated by minimalists unsurprisingly causing the great-
est levels of societal destruction. Many careful studies over decades have 
reached this conclusion.13 The United States should not help ensure that 
any use of nuclear weapons leads to unmitigated levels of societal destruc-
tion by adopting an approach to deterrence that is “easy” simply because 
societal targets are so vulnerable to nuclear weapons that few are needed 
to threaten such targets.

Fourth, and related to the above, for US deterrence strategies to func-
tion most reliably, the US deterrent must be able to threaten retaliation 
against those potentially different types of assets that opponents value 
most highly. In some cases, the minimalist deterrence threat to destroy 
an opponent’s societal infrastructure as the basis of US deterrence strat-
egy will not threaten what an opponent values most. There are many 
historical examples wherein leaders have willingly and knowingly ac-
cepted a high risk of societal destruction in pursuit of a goal judged to 
be more important than avoiding that risk.14 In short, threats against an 
opponent’s society embraced by minimalists may deter in some cases; 
however, in other cases, the opposing leader’s goals and values may sug-
gest an alternative approach to deterrence is necessary and require more 
and different types of US nuclear forces.

During the Cold War, for example, US deterrence policy reportedly 
was based in part on the expectation that Soviet leaders placed highest 
value not on urban-industrial centers but on their political and military 
assets, including the Soviet control structure itself and Soviet military/
nuclear capabilities. As the Carter administration’s secretary of defense, 
Harold Brown, said in 1980, the US deterrent should be capable of pos-
ing a threat to “what the Soviets consider most important to them,”15 
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which could include Soviet conventional and nuclear military forces, the 
Soviet political and military control structure, and military industry.16 

Thus, US forces had to be large enough and possess the diverse qualities 
necessary to threaten, for deterrence purposes, the military and political  
assets apparently valued most highly by the Soviet leadership—which were 
numerous and often protected. This was a standard for US deterrent forces 
well beyond the relatively small number of weapons typically deemed ad-
equate to meet the minimal deterrence standard of threatening society. 

In today’s international threat context, there is no reason to assume 
that current and future opponents, potentially including Russia and 
China, will not similarly place greatest value on numerous assets that 
are realistically vulnerable only to US nuclear threats and impose higher 
standards of adequacy on US deterrence capabilities than a minimal de-
terrent can.17 Again, because the US goal of deterring war is so critical, 
the size and diversity of the US nuclear arsenal for effective deterrence 
must be maintained accordingly.

Fifth, the minimum deterrence approach to sizing US nuclear forces 
provides little, if any provision for the failure of deterrence. For example, 
in most plausible contingencies, it would provide a president only the 
most miserable options possible if the United States or allies were to suf-
fer a nuclear attack. In the event of a nuclear attack, a president certainly 
would want the scope and size of any US response to help discourage 
any further nuclear escalation by the opponent. Yet, retaliating against, 
say, many Russian or Chinese societal targets—per minimum deterrence 
notions—would be likely to undo whatever targeting restraint Moscow 
or Beijing might have practiced in the initial attack and would do little 
or nothing to protect the United States from further attack. In 1962 
Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara emphasized precisely this point: 
“In the event of war, the use of such a force against the cities of a major 
nuclear power would be tantamount to suicide.”18 Similarly, in 1967, 
then-Secretary of the Air Force (and later Secretary of Defense), Harold 
Brown said, “the execution of the option to destroy Soviet population 
and industry would be our poorest choice.”19 There remains almost no 
conceivable circumstance in which US retaliation against numerous soci-
etal targets in the event of an initial Russian or Chinese attack could help 
to restore deterrence and limit the carnage. The president, instead, would 
want flexible and diverse US nuclear retaliatory options to have available 
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a response best suited to the crisis and to limiting further escalation and 
levels of destruction.

The hope that escalation can be limited in the event of war may be 
a faint hope, but the United States should not be limited, by the nar-
rowness of its capabilities and rigidity of its planning, to a response that 
would likely ensure that nuclear escalation proceeds unabated. Again, 
the US deterrence goal should be, and has been, to have flexible and 
diverse response options for the purpose of deterring further escalation 
and limiting damage,20 not the very narrow types of responses imposed 
by a minimum deterrence approach to sizing US forces. This point is not 
a rejection of deterrence or a call for a US “nuclear war-fighting” policy 
as some continually and mistakenly charge;21 it is a call for diverse US 
capabilities that make available to the president a variety of options best 
suited for deterrence and reestablishing deterrence and limiting nuclear 
escalation in the event deterrence fails. Once again, this goal can require 
a US arsenal well beyond the number and types of weapons deemed 
adequate for minimum deterrence.

Finally, the United States has formal extended deterrence responsibili-
ties to provide a “nuclear umbrella” for more than 30 allies. Many of 
these allies (particularly those in close proximity to Russia and China) 
consider the US nuclear umbrella essential to their security. However, 
a minimalist US nuclear deterrent capability limited to threatening an 
opponent’s society may be judged incredible—as in, not believed by 
the opponent—as an extended deterrent, because of the well-recognized 
US desire to limit civilian destruction in its military operations and, 
again, because of the likelihood that a US nuclear response against an 
opponent’s society could lead that opponent simply to launch strikes in 
return against US urban-industrial centers. In this case, a US extended 
deterrent threat focusing on an opponent’s society essentially would be, 
as Secretary McNamara warned, a US threat to commit national suicide 
on behalf of an ally. Opponents may understandably doubt that any US 
president would ever choose to proceed along such a course. Indeed, 
former Secretary of State Henry Kissinger long ago publicly explained 
to allies that they should never expect the United States to follow such a 
course.22 Even if the United States clearly possesses a minimal deterrent 
capability, an opponent’s doubts about its credibility would render a US 
minimal nuclear deterrent threat of little deterrent value. This potential 
credibility problem is not a vestige of the Cold War. Given Russia’s new 
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expansionism and numerous, explicit nuclear threats to US allies, it is 
again a serious contemporary concern.

Consequently, for decades US policy has been to have a diversity of 
flexible and limited nuclear response options, including dual capable 
aircraft (DCA) deployed in North Atlantic Treaty Organization coun-
tries that are intended to be more credible for extended deterrence 
purposes than a minimal deterrent. Department of Defense officials 
in the Obama administration fully recognize the continuing need for 
diverse nuclear options and the corresponding continuing need for 
the US triad and DCA. Why? Because “sustaining a diverse set of U.S. 
nuclear capabilities is essential for the role they play in regional deter-
rence and assurance.”23

Conclusion
For all of the reasons noted above, US officials have long recognized 

a minimalist US nuclear arsenal as inadequate to support US deterrence 
requirements. Minimal US nuclear force numbers may sound appealing 
to some, but in general, the smaller and less diverse the US force is, the 
less survivable it is, the less flexible it is, the more narrow the available 
US deterrent threat options are, and the less credible it is likely to be in 
some potentially critical contingencies.

It must be acknowledged that there is considerable speculation regard-
ing “how much is enough?” in both the minimum-deterrence approach 
to sizing the US nuclear force and the decades-long US approach that in-
stead seeks flexible, diverse, and overlapping capabilities. But, while both 
approaches involve speculation, the now-traditional US approach to de-
terrence is by far the more prudent in a subject area that begs for prudence.

Why so? Because deterrence is an art that includes numerous mov-
ing parts with some inherent and irreducible uncertainties. How much 
is enough for effective deterrence is not fully predictable because we have 
an inherently limited capacity to predict reliably and precisely how for-
eign leaders will think and act in crises. Given the great variety of inter-
national threats and the equally great variation in the perceptions, values, 
and decision-making modes of foreign leaders, no one knows with any 
level of confidence that a small, minimum deterrence-oriented US arsenal 
will deter on any given occasion—much less universally for all plausible 
occasions now and in the future. As a result, the most imprudent approach 
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to deterrence is to have an “easy,” small, and narrow set of US deterrence 
threat options based on the presumptions that opponents will be deterred 
by nuclear threats to their societies and that the United States can make 
such threats credibly. The effective functioning of deterrence is too im-
portant to depend on the assumption that the United States will face only 
opponents who are susceptible to minimum deterrent threats.

US planning must recognize the possibilities that other approaches to 
deterrence may be necessary and that deterrence may fail. Yet as noted 
above, minimum deterrence will lack credibility in plausible cases and 
makes no useful provision for the failure of deterrence. Indeed, it likely 
maximizes the prospects for uncontrolled societal destruction if deterrence 
fails. The functioning of deterrence is not foolproof, and thus, making no 
provision for its failure is grossly imprudent.

In summary, while all approaches to determining how much is enough 
for deterrence involve speculation about how opponents will think and act, 
for the United States, the possession of flexible, diverse, and overlapping 
capabilities is the most prudent approach. This is particularly so in the con-
temporary threat environment, which is characterized by an expansionist, 
revanchist, and hostile Russia that is adding to its nuclear arsenal and mak-
ing explicit nuclear first-use threats and also by an increasingly aggressive, 
expansionist China that also is adding to its nuclear capabilities.24

Advocates of a minimal US nuclear deterrent continue to call for re-
vising US nuclear deterrence policies and targeting plans per the mini-
mum deterrence adequacy standard to facilitate lower US nuclear force 
requirements.25 They actually argue against diverse and flexible US 
forces, because those attributes suggest the requirement for retaining 
larger US force numbers than they prefer.26 But, given the stark reality 
of increasing nuclear threats to the United States and its allies, US deter-
rence policies should not be determined by how well they facilitate easy 
standards and provide a rationale for eliminating US nuclear capabili-
ties; US deterrence policies serve purposes other than rationalizing the 
elimination of US nuclear forces. The adequacy of US nuclear forces 
and policies should be determined primarily by the requirements for 
deterring enemies and assuring US allies in the most effective and pru-
dent manner possible. The US goal must be for deterrence to work in 
all cases, which again suggests the value of capabilities that are adaptable 
for deterrence purposes across a wide variety of potential circumstances. 
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Consequently, the reasons described here for rejecting a minimalist US 
nuclear deterrent force continue to be sound. 

Keith B. Payne
President, National Institute for Public Policy;
Director, Graduate School of Defense and Strategic Studies,
Missouri State University; and 
Former deputy assistant secretary of defense
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Busting Myths about Nuclear Deterrence

America is embarked on a quest for a world without nuclear weapons, 
but we live in a world not yet safe from war and threats of war. Hence, 
as long as nuclear weapons exist, the United States must maintain a safe, 
secure, and effective arsenal—both to deter potential adversaries and to 
assure US allies and other security partners that they can count on US 
security commitments. Our nuclear posture communicates to potential 
nuclear-armed adversaries that they cannot use nuclear threats to in-
timidate the United States, its allies, or partners or escalate their way out 
of failed conventional aggression. The United States Air Force (USAF) 
will continue to maintain its responsibilities as steward of two of the na-
tion’s three legs of the strategic nuclear triad and the nation’s associated 
nuclear command, control, and communications infrastructure.

Since the Cold War, three states (India, Pakistan, and North Korea) 
have developed nuclear-weapon capabilities, while Iran remains on 
course to do so. Moreover, ongoing nuclear modernization programs in 
China and Russia point to the continued importance of nuclear deter-
rence and assurance for our allies and partners. Some countries now have 
military doctrines that include potential first use of nuclear weapons in a 
militarized crisis, and these countries regularly exercise those doctrines. 
These threats require the United States to seriously consider its respon-
sibility to educate and advocate for the commitment and investment 
needed to sustain nuclear deterrence capabilities in a dangerous world.

The commitment must resemble Voltaire’s Candide, dealing with the 
world as it is, rather than succumbing to the quest of Cervantes’s Don 
Quixote, tilting fatefully at windmills. Currently, there are too many er-
roneous popular myths accepted uncritically by too many people about 
US nuclear capability. This commentary serves as a myth buster to elu-
cidate these beliefs and confront them with the facts about America’s 
nuclear arsenal and the purpose that arsenal serves.

Myth #1: The United States  
Does Not Use Nuclear Weapons

Although no nation has detonated a nuclear weapon in war since 9 
August 1945, every US president since Harry Truman has used nuclear 
weapons to deter or compel adversaries by communicating the message 
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that the United States is fully capable of employing nuclear weapons un-
der circumstances determined by the National Command Authorities. 
US Navy ballistic missile submarines (SSBN) and USAF intercontinen-
tal ballistic missiles (ICBM) are used 24/7 to deter any nuclear-armed 
country with hostile intentions against the United States. Moreover, 
USAF nuclear-capable bombers also have been used to convey national 
resolve to adversaries and allies.

This was the case with Pres. Barack Obama’s decision to fly B-52 and 
B-2 bombers over the Korean peninsula in March 2013. North Ko-
rea had just completed its third nuclear weapons test and successfully 
launched a space-launch vehicle that clearly showed Kim Jung Un’s in-
tent to develop ballistic missiles capable of delivering a nuclear warhead 
against an Asian ally and possibly US territory. When the global news 
media noticed a B-2 over Seoul, one international news agency did not 
report that the bat-winged, radar-evading aircraft had flown a regularly 
scheduled peacetime exercise. Instead, the outlet stated that the “United 
States flew two nuclear-capable stealth bombers on practice runs over 
South Korea . . . in a rare show of force following a series of North Ko-
rean threats that the Pentagon said have set Pyongyang on a dangerous 
path.”1 Chinese, North and South Korean, Russian, European, and US 
news outlets likewise focused almost exclusively on the nuclear capabil-
ity of the bombers used in this mission.

Any nuclear-armed state contemplating aggression against the United 
States recognizes the overwhelming odds against its success and the 
jeopardy it faces for foolhardy acts. Silo-based ICBMs deployed across 
America’s heartland, SSBNs patrolling beneath the world’s oceans, and 
our nuclear-capable bombers are constant, tangible reminders of the 
price for nuclear aggression against the United States. Myth #1 Busted—
The fact is the United States uses its nuclear weapons every day.

Myth #2: Nuclear Weapons Have  
Only Limited Utility for Their Cost

The USAF spends about $5 billion a year to maintain ICBMs and 
bombers to deter nuclear attacks against the United States, and the ser-
vice is committed to a 10-year, $83.9 billion strategic modernization 
plan for its portion of the nation’s nuclear deterrent. The Congressional 
Budget Office reports that the federal government will spend $355 bil-
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lion over the next 10 years for all nuclear weapons investments, includ-
ing those of the USAF, the Navy, the Department of Defense (DOD), 
and the Department of Energy.2 These actual and projected expendi-
tures are by no means insignificant, yet the cost of a weapon system is 
meaningful only in relation to the capability it provides and the broader 
purpose it serves. Stated differently, one must measure the merits of a 
weapon beyond just its monetary cost relative to the threat it confronts.

By deterring the only existential threat that can destroy the United 
States, nuclear weapons are a bargain. This does not diminish the warf-
ighting capability of conventional forces, but history has shown repeat-
edly that conventional weapons are not an effective deterrent against 
major interstate war, and certainly would not be in a nuclear-armed 
world. In the past, civilian and military leaders often failed to anticipate 
the costly consequences of war. One need only consider the millions 
killed in the two world wars of the twentieth century to conclude that 
conventional forces alone do not deter national leaders determined to 
undertake large-scale aggression.

Yet, foreign leaders today could hardly fail to grasp the consequences 
of such aggression against the United States. Carl von Clausewitz ob-
served in his classic work, On War, that when the potential exists for 
extreme violence, states should not take the first step toward war with-
out carefully considering the last step. Because the US nuclear arsenal 
clarifies and sharpens nuclear-armed adversaries’ thinking about war 
in ways other weapons cannot, those states are wary of taking the first 
step—because they readily grasp the image of the last step. Nuclear de-
terrence is thus a bargain against extreme forms of aggression. Myth #2 
Busted—Nuclear weapons are a priceless deterrent until nuclear weapons 
are verifiably eliminated from all countries’ arsenals.

Myth #3: Nuclear Weapons Are Going Away

Why bother spending billions of dollars to modernize US nuclear 
forces? Faith in the eventuality of a world devoid of nuclear weapons 
is the clarion call of the arms control community for radically reduced 
spending on nuclear weapons.3 The hope for nuclear disarmament has 
inspired many US presidents, most recently President Obama, but the 
twenty-first century presents an incontestable reality of nuclear-armed 
states, most notably China and Russia.4 The Congressional Commission 
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on the Strategic Posture of the United States acknowledged this real-
ity: “The conditions that might make possible the global elimination of 
nuclear weapons are not present today and their creation would require 
a fundamental transformation of the world political order.”5

The commission observed—with specific reference to uncertainty about 
China and Russia—that “the U.S. nuclear posture must be designed . . . 
not just [for] deterrence of enemies in time of crisis and war but also assur-
ance of our allies and dissuasion of potential adversaries. . . . The triad of 
strategic nuclear delivery systems should be maintained for the immediate 
future and this will require some difficult investment choices.”6 In 2014, 
nearly five years after the commission’s final report was released, the 
commander of US Strategic Command affirmed that foreign “nuclear 
powers are investing in long-term and wide-ranging military moderniza-
tion programs.”7 Notable among these programs are China’s and Russia’s 
growing nuclear capabilities.

China’s once modest nuclear force is rapidly evolving in size and in 
quality. “Over the next three to five years, China’s nuclear program will 
become more lethal and survivable with the fielding of additional road-
mobile nuclear missiles; five nuclear-powered ballistic missile submarines, 
each carrying 12 sea-launched intercontinental-range ballistic missiles; 
and ICBMs armed with multiple independently targetable re-entry vehi-
cles.”8 In late 2014 Beijing tested its first ICBM capable of carrying up to 
10 warheads, a development that has been characterized as “a significant 
advance for China’s strategic nuclear forces and part of a build-up that is 
likely to affect the strategic balance of forces.”9 Even the less-favored air-
breathing leg of China’s nuclear arsenal will benefit from the addition 
of the new H-6K bomber, which is equipped with long-range, nuclear-
capable Changjian-10 cruise missiles, effectively increasing the aircraft’s 
combat radius to reach Okinawa, Guam, and Hawaii from the main-
land.10 Russia also continues a robust nuclear modernization program 
that includes silo-based and mobile versions of the RS-24 and mobile 
RS-26 ICBMs, both carrying multiple independently targetable reentry 
vehicles; deployment of up to eight new Borei-class SSBNs, fitted with 
16 launch tubes for new Bulava ICBMs (each carrying up to 10 inde-
pendently targetable warheads); and development of a new long-range 
bomber to be outfitted with hypersonic missiles.11 Given the reality of 
nuclear-armed states and nuclear-weapon aspirants, the United States 
must make the difficult choices to sustain our nuclear deterrent. Myth 
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#3 Busted—Nuclear weapons are not going away; rather nuclear states are 
modernizing their arsenals, while other states seek these weapons.

Myth #4: The United States  
Can Deter with Submarines Alone

This myth is predicated primarily on the notion SSBN survivability is 
“easier to achieve” relative to fixed-site ICBMs and long-range bombers 
that may be vulnerable on the ground and in the air.12 However, there 
are two risks with the submarine-only deterrent myth. First, while some 
argue the stealth of SSBNs ensures their survival for second-strike mis-
sions, the current US chief of naval operations has noted the limits of 
stealth-based platforms. Adm Jonathan W. Greenert has observed that 
the “rapid expansion of computing power also ushers in new sensors and 
methods that will make stealth and its advantages increasingly difficult 
to maintain above and below the water.”13 While adversaries probably 
could not achieve antisubmarine warfare (ASW) breakthroughs in the 
near term to threaten SSBNs, by divesting itself of the deterrent triad for 
a SSBN-based monad, the United States would necessarily create a high 
payoff incentive for adversaries to seek ASW capabilities to neutralize 
US ballistic missile submarines. Rather than saving defense resources by 
scrapping ICBM and bomber forces, a new and potentially destabilizing 
arms race could occur as each side postures and repostures below the 
world’s oceans.

The second risk of a submarine-only nuclear force is that the United 
States would have no way to demonstrate intent to nuclear-armed re-
gional adversaries or to allies who rely on US extended deterrence to 
preserve peace. Locational uncertainty is necessary for SSBNs to pre-
serve their second-strike capability; thus, submariners are highly averse 
to revealing their position. This vulnerability surrenders their primary 
method for survivability.14 However, being visible is exactly what is 
needed to demonstrate resolve—thus, the reason nuclear-capable bomb-
ers are so important. Ballistic missile submarines simply could not do 
what the B-2 bombers did over Korea in 2013. As the Commission 
on the Strategic Posture of the United States observed, “each leg of the 
triad has its own value.”15 The commission further pointed out that the 
unique and synergistic characteristics of the triad will remain “valuable 
as the number of operationally deployed strategic nuclear weapons” de-
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clines.16 Myth #4 Busted—The United States cannot safely deter nuclear 
aggression with a SSBN-based monad alone.

Myth #5: The USAF Is Stuck in a Cold War Mind-Set
Although the United States took an intellectual holiday from think-

ing about nuclear deterrence following the Cold War, the USAF has 
undertaken a fundamental transformation of its approach to thinking 
about nuclear weapons in the twenty-first century.17 Secretary of the Air 
Force Deborah James has noted the diminished understanding of deter-
rence across the nuclear enterprise and within the USAF, even among 
senior leaders, and she has made a forceful call for USAF professionals 
to reestablish their intellectual leadership on deterrence. In addition to 
dozens of immediate actions under its Force Improvement Programs, 
the USAF is undertaking longer-range reform of its doctrine, profes-
sional military education (PME) for all Airmen, and continuing educa-
tion of its nuclear professionals.

Established by the Nuclear Oversight Board, a governing body of 
USAF senior executives chaired by the secretary and chief of staff, the 
Air Force Nuclear Enterprise Flight Plan guides these initiatives. This 
publicly available document articulates the USAF’s foundational under-
standing of the nature of deterrence and Airmen’s role in providing the 
nation with nuclear deterrence capabilities.18

The USAF Chief of Staff, Gen Mark Welsh, has instituted a quar-
terly deterrence seminar for Air Staff principals. He leads this tabletop 
exercise, employing staff and outside expertise to consider various plau-
sible near-future scenarios and debating contending solutions. USAF 
senior executives take this seriously, and their debates are frank, open, 
and sometimes contentious.

The curriculum of all USAF PME institutions is under vigorous re-
view; new content and courses on twenty-first century nuclear deter-
rence are being introduced at every level. The Air Force Academy will 
soon offer several new courses supporting a new nuclear weapons and 
strategy minor for undergraduates. For all general officers and senior ex-
ecutives (even the chief of chaplains) there is now a senior leader course, 
“Nuclear 400,” that engages participants in problem solving case studies 
of real-world deterrence operations and nuclear enterprise management 
challenges. Nuclear professionals are required to complete weeklong 
continuing education courses to refresh and renew their expertise.
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The Air Force LeMay Doctrine Center is bringing together nuclear 
deterrence professionals from all across the USAF to make a funda-
mental transformation of the nuclear deterrence operations annex to 
Air Force doctrine and to revise the treatment of deterrence across all 
elements of Air Force basic doctrine. In November 2014 the Air Force 
Studies Board of the National Academies concluded a two-year effort to 
develop a comprehensive plan for developing new methods, approaches, 
and tools for analyzing twenty-first century deterrence.19 General Welsh 
directed the board’s recommendations be implemented to enable USAF 
senior leaders to exert renewed intellectual leadership on deterrence.

America’s Airmen know deterrence and are ready to articulate twenty-
first century deterrence capabilities. The USAF has undertaken several 
activities and initiatives to reverse the lack of attention and interest that 
beset much of the DOD after the Cold War.20 Moreover, the USAF will 
sustain its commitment and effort to deter extant and emerging nuclear 
threats in a post–Cold War world. Myth #5 Busted—The USAF is not 
stuck in a Cold War mind-set—far from it.

Conclusion
Although the United States is committed to the goal of a nuclear-

weapon-free world, as long as nuclear weapons exist in foreign arsenals, 
there is simply no alternative path for the United States than to maintain 
safe, secure, and effective nuclear capabilities. As a visible signal of our 
intent to act if circumstances warrant, the US bomber force remains 
crucial for extended deterrence of threats against allies and other part-
ners during times of crisis. ICBMs, widely dispersed around three Air 
Force bases, are key for deterrence of attack against the United States, 
because for the foreseeable future no aggressor has any prospect of dis-
arming our land-based missile force. Ballistic missile submarines patrol 
securely beneath the world’s oceans, ensuring a secure second-strike ca-
pability even under the direst circumstances. With the commitment of 
resources, the unique attributes of each leg of the triad will continue to 
complicate adversaries’ offensive and defensive planning and contribute 
to America’s security.

Nuclear weapons played an essential role in preventing superpower 
war during the Cold War. Although the potential for major state-on-
state war today may be lower, it is not absent and may indeed grow; 
therefore, USAF nuclear capabilities, as part of the US nuclear arsenal, 
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continue to provide essential contributions to preserve the peace. Diffi-
cult decisions lay ahead, as the United States thinks about nuclear forces 
and nuclear deterrence. However, focusing on facts and applying sound 
reasoning can make the choices clearer. 
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The Need for a Strong US Nuclear 
Deterrent in the Twenty-First Century
Nuclear weapons will continue to have a significant influence on inter-

national security for the foreseeable future. Their elimination has not 
been seriously considered in any of the nuclear weapons states except the 
United States and the United Kingdom. France, Russia, China, India, 
Pakistan, and North Korea have shown no such inclination. Indeed, 
Russia, China, India, and Pakistan are all embarked on major nuclear 
weapons modernization programs. In such a world, the United States 
will continue to need a viable and effective deterrent to prevent nuclear attack 
or nuclear blackmail against ourselves or our allies. The key questions are: 
What constitutes a credible deterrent and how much is enough?

While the United States has deferred nuclear weapons modernization, 
other nations are moving forward. Among the so-called P-5 nuclear 
weapons states, Russia is deploying a new generation of intercontinental 
ballistic missiles (ICBM) and is contemplating building a second new 
type—a giant Cold War throwback in the “heavy” ICBM class. It is also 
deploying two new types of submarine-launched ballistic missiles (SLBM) 
and a new class of strategic ballistic-missile submarines (SSBN). China 
is deploying two new types of ICBMs, developing a new SLBM, and 
building a new class of SSBNs. It is the only one of the P-5 nuclear 
weapons states which continues to increase the size of its nuclear missile 
force. France is completing a long-standing modernization of its SLBM 
force. Since 2009, India and Pakistan have accelerated their subconti-
nental nuclear arms race, and both countries are building and testing 
longer-range land-based missiles. India is moving rapidly toward de-
ployment of an SSBN and achieving a strategic triad, while Pakistan is 
doubling its fissile material production capability and has deployed a 
new generation of tactical nuclear weapons. North Korea continues its 
attempt to develop ICBM-class missiles. In contrast to all of this, the 
United Kingdom has postponed, until after the next parliamentary elec-
tions in 2015, a final decision to replace its aging SSBNs with new ships 
(although preliminary design work is proceeding). The United States has 
deferred any major efforts to modernize the three legs of its nuclear triad 
or its nuclear weapons infrastructure.

It should be clear that the often-repeated aspirational statement made 
by the nuclear disarmament and nonproliferation lobbies—that the 
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United States and United Kingdom could “lead by example” by reducing 
their nuclear arsenals and other nuclear powers will follow suit—is demon-
strably false. In fact, during the past 20 years (a period of dramatic nuclear 
reductions by the United States and Russia and significant reductions by 
the United Kingdom and France), Indian and Pakistani nuclear arsenals 
have continued to grow, North Korea has become a nuclear weapons 
state, Syria began a clandestine nuclear weapons program, and Iran is on 
the verge of beginning such a program.

While the US and UK administrations have been reducing the role of 
nuclear weapons in their respective national strategies, the Russian govern-
ment has placed them at the very heart of its national security strategy. Ad-
ditionally, the Kremlin publicly threatened to use nuclear weapons against 
Russia’s neighbors over the past three to four years, including an exer-
cise in the fall of 2009 which simulated nuclear attacks against Poland. 
It authorized Russian strategic bombers to repeatedly undertake highly 
provocative flights near and into UK, US, and other NATO airspace 
and published a “military doctrine” which named NATO as a military 
threat and suggested preemptive strikes against NATO ballistic missile 
defense (BMD) sites.

Consequently, in a world where nuclear-armed states use their nuclear 
weapons for coercion and intimidation, the United States must main-
tain a capable, secure, and credible nuclear deterrent.

Elements of a Capable, Secure, and Credible Deterrent
Academic literature often suggests that deterrence can be accom-

plished in two ways: “deterrence by denial” or “deterrence by punish-
ment.” This distinction misunderstands the reality of the nuclear deter-
rent. Deterrence by denial suggests that an effective defense can blunt an 
aggressor’s attack, causing it to recognize eventually that the planned 
aggression will not succeed. By extension, this suggests that a superb 
conventional defense, augmented by a highly effective missile defense, is 
a substitute for nuclear deterrence and that such a conventional deter-
rent alone is sufficient to prevent aggression, even against an aggressor 
armed with weapons of mass destruction (WMD).* 

*To be clear, ballistic missile defenses play a key role in US and allied security by complicating an aggres-
sor’s risk calculus, successfully defending against small-scale attacks, and by limiting damage should an attack 
occur. The point here is that such defenses are a complement to, not a substitute for, nuclear deterrence.
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But this plays into the fallacy of a stand-alone conventional deterrent—
a determined enemy will work to negate the conventional defenses and 
missile defenses and, having done so, can then attack. What distin-
guishes nuclear deterrence is the inevitability of a devastating response, 
even if the victim is about to be defeated on the battlefield.

An effective nuclear deterrent consists of five key pillars:

1.  A clear determination of what the deterrent is designed to pre-
vent (an attack on a country’s homeland, an ally’s homeland, or on 
other critical assets, such as reconnaissance systems?);

2.  An understanding of what constitutes the potential aggressor’s 
vital assets which loss through nuclear retaliation would negate 
any benefits that aggression might hope to achieve;

3.  A deterrent force structure manifestly capable of delivering a dev-
astating attack against the aggressor’s most valued assets;

4.  A deterrent force structure which cannot be destroyed or fatally 
weakened by a preemptive attack; and

5.  A declaratory policy which is credible in the mind of the potential 
aggressor’s leadership and creates no doubt that certain forms of 
aggression will draw a nuclear response.

What is its Purpose?

For the most part, national nuclear deterrents in the twenty-first century 
are intended to deter either direct conventional or nuclear attack on the 
possessor’s homeland or to prevent nuclear blackmail. The policy of the 
United States makes clear our nuclear weapons serve not only to deter 
attack on our homeland, but to protect our allies’ security as well. The 
United States has “extended” its deterrent to cover NATO, Japan, the 
Republic of Korea, and Australia. This places additional demands on our 
force structure and strategic flexibility.

What does the Adversary Leadership Value?

Understanding what a potential adversary’s leadership values is fun-
damental to having a credible deterrent policy. Democracies are fairly 
transparent, and it is relatively easy for a potential aggressor to deter-
mine what types of nuclear threats might be used to intimidate freely 
elected governments. Deterring authoritarian states, however, is more 
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difficult. Authoritarian regimes usually do not share the same values as 
democracies. They tend to focus on preserving the mechanisms used to 
control their society and ways to maintain those societies even in time 
of war. The worst mistake US policymakers can commit in this regard 
is to “mirror image”—that is, to impute their own value structure to a 
potential enemy’s leadership. 

Manifest Capability

A deterrent force must be seen as capable by potential adversaries. 
While it is important that a possessor government be confident its deter-
rent can carry out its intended mission, even in extremis, this is a nec-
essary but insufficient condition of deterrence. The potential aggressor 
must recognize this as well. This requires conducting sufficient exercises, 
including test-firings where appropriate, to ensure that technical capa-
bility, as well as operational proficiency, is widely perceived as equal to 
the task. Former Defense Secretary Robert McNamara (who, while serv-
ing in office, strongly supported nuclear deterrence but later recanted 
his views and obfuscated his government record) probably summed 
this up best when he told the US Senate Armed Services Committee in 
1963, “any force that has such characteristics that it cannot be thought 
of as an operating force cannot serve as a deterrent, and therefore, unless 
one has a force that has capabilities for actual operations and a force for 
which one has an operational plan, one, in my opinion, does not have a 
credible deterrent.” 

Survivability 

A nuclear force which an enemy can destroy preemptively is a target 
and an invitation to surprise attack, not a deterrent. A true deterrent 
must have at least one force element capable of surviving a preemptive 
attack and retaliating effectively. In today’s world, the safest means of 
achieving this is to deploy a portion of the force—or in some nations, 
the entire force—on submarines, at least one of which is continuously 
at sea. Having multiple types of deterrent forces increases the overall 
survivability of a deterrent.

A Credible Declaratory Policy

A credible policy is one which ties the protection afforded by the 
nuclear deterrent to a believable set of objectives in the eyes of one’s 
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own people, allies, and potential enemies. Nuclear weapons are not, and 
never were intended to be, all-purpose deterrents. It would not be credible, for 
example, to threaten nuclear retaliation in response to a proxy guerilla war 
in some foreign territory, a lamentable but small-scale conventional attack 
on one’s own forces, or even the loss of one or several orbiting satellites. 
Recall, for example, the North Korean seizure of the USS Pueblo or 
the Iraqi attack on the USS Stark. Nuclear responses are credible when 
linked directly to the defense of a nation’s vital interests and territo-
rial integrity and, where undergirded by treaties and decades of demon-
strated commitment, to the defense of allies’ vital interests and territorial 
integrity. A potential adversary who believes that a deterrent has been 
linked to the defense of something which is not worth risking national 
survival through the military employment of nuclear weapons is likely 
to test that proposition.

The Nuclear Triad: 
A Deterrent Force Which Has Stood the Test of Time
The US nuclear triad of land-based ICBMs, submarine-based ballistic 

missiles, and heavy bombers is a deterrent force which for decades has 
provided a survivable and manifestly capable deterrent. While its birth 
was unintentional (the product of interservice rivalry), the triad has 
shown, in its combination of basing modes, delivery systems, and war-
head types, an overall capability which ensures that no enemy attack 
could prevent effective US retaliation. In essence, the triad has been 
modernized twice—in the early 1960s by the Kennedy administration 
and in the 1980s by the Reagan administration. As discussed below, 
each of the systems will require significant modernization or replace-
ment in the next two decades.

ICBMs 

The very first Minuteman I was deployed in 1963. The current system, 
the Minuteman III, was first deployed in 1970. Currently 450 Minute-
man IIIs are deployed at three ICBM bases: F. E. Warren (Wyoming), 
Minot (North Dakota), and Malmstrom (Montana). The Minuteman 
III has received several generations of sustainment and modernization, 
most recently focusing on propulsion replacement, guidance replace-
ment, and Mk21 fuse refurbishment. These last three are designed to 
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support Minuteman III service life through 2030. The Air Force has 
embarked on a process to determine future ICBM needs; this will sup-
port the decision for the MM III SLEP (service life extension program) 
or new ICBM development in the 2015 time frame. 

SLBMs 

Trident D5 SLBMs are carried aboard 14 Ohio-class SSBNs, 12 of 
which are operational with about half the force at sea on any given day. 
Currently, 241 Trident D5 SLBMs are deployed. Each missile is esti-
mated to carry four warheads—either the W76 or the larger, more mod-
ern W88. There is a life extension program (LEP) for the W-76 which 
is slated to be completed by 2018; approximately 1,200 warheads are 
expected to be refurbished. The Trident D5 SLBM also is undergoing 
an LEP that will modernize guidance systems and missile electronics 
and build additional D5 missiles. The Ohio-class submarines are under- 
going cycles of refurbishment and modernization to maintain them for 
several more decades. As currently envisioned, they will be replaced by 
12 new Ohio replacement program (ORP) submarines with 16 launch 
tubes each. The first of the new submarines was originally slated to go 
into service in 2029, and the last of the original Ohio-class submarines 
is to be retired by 2040. The FY-2013 budget delayed delivery of the 
first new SSBN by two years. This will cause the number of operational 
SSBNs to fall to 10 in the 2030s. 

Bombers 

The United States has two bombers assigned to nuclear missions—the 
B-2 stealth bomber and the venerable B-52H, the most “modern” of 
which was built in 1962. The B-2s, first deployed in 1997, carry nuclear 
gravity bombs. B-52s carry the AGM-86B air-launched cruise missiles 
first deployed in 1980. The 2010 Nuclear Posture Review stated that a 
study was seeking alternatives for a new long-range bomber. More-recent 
statements by the Air Force leadership state the plane will have a nuclear 
mission but probably not when it initially becomes operational. The 
Air Force has begun a program to procure a new long-range stand-off 
(LRSO) weapon to replace the AGM-86B, but it is not yet clear whether 
the program, as structured, will be affordable. 
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How Much is Enough?
One of the classic questions confronting defense analysts and military 

planners is how large a nuclear stockpile is required to be an effective de-
terrent. The discussion frequently focuses on a false dichotomy of what 
is needed to hold at risk so-called war-fighting or counterforce targets 
(e.g., military forces, leadership sites, and war-supporting industry) versus 
what is required to hold at risk countervalue targets (e.g., cities). Some 
even believe, mistakenly, that US policy in the 1960s was countervalue-
oriented. The simple fact is that deterrence is highly complex and rests 
on convincing any potential aggressor that the devastation created by 
our retaliation would far outweigh the benefits of any aggression, so that 
attacking us or our allies becomes unthinkable. This means, as noted 
above, that an effective deterrent requires holding at risk that which a 
potential enemy’s leadership values most. Given the world in which we 
live, US deterrence requirements are driven primarily by the need to 
deter a future Russian leadership, should it develop hostile intent, and 
secondarily, by the need to deter a future Chinese leadership in the 
same circumstances. While other deterrence requirements exist, they 
can be treated as lesser included cases from a force structure and force 
sizing standpoint.

The recently retired commander of US Strategic Command, Gen 
Kevin Chilton, USAF, testified to Congress in 2010 that he was “com-
fortable with the force structure that we have” provided by the New 
START treaty, as it is “adequate for the mission that we’ve been given, 
and is consistent with NPR.” That means a force of about 1,550 de-
ployed strategic nuclear weapons, which translates into about 2,200–
2,500 actual weapons due to the treaty’s “counting rules.” While some 
additional reductions may be justified by future positive international 
developments, it should be clear that radically deep reductions to only a 
few hundred weapons would be wholly inadequate. Such a small force 
would fail almost all of the requirements of a capable, secure, and cred-
ible deterrent discussed above for two reasons: First, it would not deter a 
direct attack on the United States, let alone threats to and blackmail of 
our allies, because it would be too small to threaten retaliation against 
the most valued assets of a Russia or China gone bad; and second, it 
would be too small to be survivably based and most likely would have to 
be deployed in a single basing mode rather than a triad. Put another way, 
it would be susceptible to an enemy preemptive first strike.
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Conclusion
In the 300 years following the Treaty of Westphalia in 1648 and the 

emergence of the modern nation-state, the great powers of Europe went 
to war with one another an average of seven times per century. Even 
the horrific carnage of World War I, “the war to end all wars,” which 
resulted in 15 million dead and 20 million wounded and decimated a 
generation of European males, was insufficient to prevent World War II. 
But after 1945, the great powers in Europe, and elsewhere around the 
world, have not engaged in direct military conflict with one another. 

Human nature has not changed; witness the atrocities committed in 
the “civilized and modern” Yugoslavia once that country imploded into 
civil war or the unspeakable crimes committed by terrorists over the last 
decade. But something else did change: nuclear weapons have made war 
among the great powers too dangerous. As a result, they have moderated 
the behavior of the great powers toward one another. But this stability 
is fragile. 

If the United States were to reduce its nuclear deterrent to a point 
where it could not be extended to its allies—or even to a point where 
it was perceived to be unable to threaten the vital interests of poten-
tial enemy leaderships—we could see a return to the dangers of the 
“nuclear-free world” which preceded 1945. On the other hand, a strong 
and modernized deterrent will allow this nation to continue to main-
tain the peace and to provide for our own and our allies’ security. We 
must not fail to ensure the peace. We must maintain a modern nuclear 
deterrent. 

Franklin C. Miller 
Principal at the Scowcroft Group, Washington, DC
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The New Era of Nuclear Weapons, 
Deterrence, and Conflict

We have published a series of articles in recent years about the role of 
nuclear weapons in international politics.1 Taken together, these articles ad-
vance two main arguments: First, technological innovation has dramati-
cally improved the ability of states to launch “counterforce” attacks—
that is, military strikes aimed at disarming an adversary by destroying 
its nuclear weapons. Second, in the coming decades, deterring the use 
of nuclear weapons during conventional wars will be much harder than 
most analysts believe. Both of these arguments have important implica-
tions for the US nuclear weapons modernization effort currently under-
way, and both have generated discussion and criticism in the nuclear 
analytical community. Thus, we offer here a brief summary of our main 
points and rebuttal to several of the criticisms.

The Counterforce Revolution and US Nuclear Primacy
The first set of arguments is about an important, yet virtually unnoticed, 

consequence of changes in military technology and the balance of power. 
In a nutshell, the same revolution in accuracy that has transformed con-
ventional warfare has had equally momentous consequences for nuclear 
weapons and deterrence.2 Very accurate delivery systems, new recon-
naissance technologies, and the downsizing of arsenals from Cold War 
levels have made both conventional and nuclear counterforce strikes 
against nuclear arsenals much more feasible than ever before. Perhaps 
most surprising, pairing highly accurate delivery systems with nuclear 
weapons permits target strategies that would create virtually no radio- 
active fallout, hence, vastly reduced fatalities. 

For nuclear analysts weaned on two seeming truths of the Cold War 
era—that nuclear arsenals reliably deter attacks via the threat of retaliation, 
and that nuclear weapons use is tantamount to mass slaughter—the impli-
cations of the counterforce revolution should be jarring.

The conventional view linking nuclear weapons to stalemate and 
slaughter was correct during the latter decades of the Cold War. By the 
mid 1960s, a truly effective nuclear counterforce strike by either side—
that is, a disarming blow by one superpower against the nuclear arsenal 
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of the other—had become impossible.3 Each of the superpowers wielded 
an enormous arsenal, which was deployed on a diverse set of delivery 
systems. The sheer number of targets that would have to be destroyed, 
combined with the limitations of contemporary guidance systems, virtu-
ally guaranteed that any disarming attack would fail, leaving the enemy 
with a large number of surviving weapons with which to retaliate. Further-
more, any significant counterforce strike would have produced enormous 
quantities of lethal radioactive fallout and hence caused millions of civilian 
casualties.4 Most Cold War strategists—many of whom are still active in 
the nuclear analytical community today—came to instinctively associate 
nuclear weapons with stalemate and nuclear use with Armageddon. 

But nuclear weapons—like virtually all other weapons—have changed 
dramatically over the past four decades. Modern guidance systems permit 
nuclear planners to achieve “probabilities of damage” against hardened 
nuclear targets that were unheard of during the Cold War. And height-
ened accuracy also permits nontraditional targeting strategies that would 
further increase the effectiveness of counterforce strikes and greatly re-
duce casualties.5 The revolution in accuracy and sensors, and the rela-
tively small contemporary arsenals, mean that nuclear balances around 
the world—for example, between the United States and China, the 
United States and North Korea, and perhaps in the future between Iran 
and Israel—bear little resemblance to the Cold War superpower standoff. 

To illustrate the revolution in accuracy, in 2006 we modeled the hardest 
case for our claim: a hypothetical US first strike on the next largest nuclear 
arsenal in the world, that of Russia. The same models that were used dur-
ing the Cold War to demonstrate the inescapability of stalemate—the 
condition of “mutual assured destruction,” or MAD—now suggested that 
even the large Russian arsenal could be destroyed in a disarming strike.6 
Furthermore, the dramatic leap in accuracy—which is the foundation for 
effective counterforce—is based on widely available technologies within 
reach of other nuclear-armed states, including Russia, China, Pakistan, 
and others. Our overriding message is not about the US-Russian nuclear 
balance per se. Rather, our point is that key beliefs about nuclear weapons 
have been overturned; scholars and analysts need to reexamine their under-
lying assumptions about nuclear stalemate and deterrence.

Since 2006, we have discussed these issues with many nuclear analysts, 
US government officials, and military officers involved with the nuclear 
mission. Almost everything we learned reinforced our views about the 
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counterforce revolution and suggests our earlier work understated the 
leap in US counterforce capabilities—with one exception. We previously 
argued that US “nuclear primacy”—the ability to use nuclear weapons 
to destroy the strategic forces of any other country—appeared to be an 
intentional goal of US policymakers. We noted that even as the United 
States greatly reduced its nuclear arsenal, it retained, and in some cases 
improved, those nuclear forces that were ideally suited to the counter-
force mission. Based on what we have subsequently learned, we would 
recast and sharpen this part of our argument to contend that the United 
States is intentionally pursuing “strategic primacy”—meaning that Wash-
ington seeks the ability to defeat enemy nuclear forces (as well as other 
WMD)—but that US nuclear weapons are but one dimension of that 
effort. In fact, the effort to neutralize adversary strategic forces—that 
is, achieve strategic primacy—spans nearly every realm of warfare: for 
example, ballistic missile defense, antisubmarine warfare, intelligence-
surveillance-and-reconnaissance systems, offensive cyber warfare, con-
ventional precision strike, and long-range precision strike, in addition 
to nuclear strike capabilities.

In sum, two fundamental “truths” about nuclear weapons—they re-
liably produce stalemate and their use would necessarily create mass 
casualties—have been quietly overturned by changes in technology and 
dramatic force reductions. Unfortunately, many contemporary analyses 
of nuclear politics seem to rest on the assumption that nuclear deterrence 
still functions as it did in the 1970s. The stipulation of mass slaughter 
under MAD conditions may be true for some nuclear relationships in the 
world but not for others. And new conditions generate new questions: 
for example, how is deterrence likely to work when nuclear use does not 
automatically imply suicide and mass slaughter? In particular, what are the 
implications for US nuclear policy?

The Problem of Coercive Escalation 
and US Nuclear Modernization

A second set of arguments stems from the problem of nuclear escala-
tion and the future of the US nuclear arsenal. Our main claim is that de-
terring nuclear conflict will be much more difficult in the coming decades 
than many analysts realize. As nuclear weapons proliferate, it becomes 
increasingly likely that the United States will find itself in conventional 
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conflicts with nuclear-armed adversaries. Those adversaries understand 
the consequences of losing a war to the United States—prison or death 
typically awaits enemy leaders.7 Coercive nuclear escalation as a means 
of creating stalemate and remaining in power is one of the only trump 
cards available to countries fighting the United States.

Some analysts might scoff at the notion that a rational leader would 
use nuclear weapons against a superpower like the United States. But 
that retort conflates the logic of peacetime deterrence with the logic 
of war, and it ignores history. During peacetime, almost any course of 
action is better than starting a nuclear war against a superpower. But 
during war—when that superpower’s planes are bombing command and 
leadership sites, and when its tanks are seizing territory—the greatest 
danger may be to refrain from escalation and let the war run its course. 
Leaders of weaker states—those unlikely to prevail on the conventional 
battlefield—face life-and-death pressures to compel a stalemate. And 
nuclear weapons provide a better means of coercive escalation than 
virtually any other.

The notion of countries escalating conflict to avoid conventional de-
feat may sound far-fetched, but it is well grounded in history. When 
nuclear-armed states face overwhelming conventional threats—or worry 
about the possibility of catastrophic conventional defeat—they often 
adopt coercive escalatory doctrines to deter war or stalemate a conflict 
that erupts. Pakistan openly intends to use nuclear weapons to counter 
an overwhelming conventional Indian invasion. Russia claims it needs 
theater nuclear weapons to counter NATO’s conventional advantages. 
Israel expects to win its conventional wars but retains the capability for 
nuclear escalation to prevent conquest in case its conventional forces 
suffer a catastrophic defeat. 

The discussion of coercive nuclear escalation should sound familiar 
to Western analysts, as it was NATO’s strategy for three decades. From 
the mid 1960s until the end of the Cold War, NATO planned to deter 
war, and stalemate it if necessary, through coercive nuclear escalation. 
NATO understood that—by the mid 1960s—it could no longer win a 
nuclear war against the Soviet Union, but it still based its national security 
strategy on coercive escalation because it believed Warsaw Pact conven-
tional forces were overwhelming.

In short, the escalatory dynamics that existed during the Cold War exist 
today—and they are just as powerful. States still face the same critical 
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national security problem they faced during the Cold War and through-
out history: namely, how to prevent stronger countries from conquer-
ing them. The high-stakes poker game of international politics has not 
ended; the players and the cards dealt have merely changed. Those who 
were weak during the Cold War are now strong, and another set of 
militarily “weak” countries—such as North Korea, Iran, Pakistan, and 
even China and Russia—now clutch or seek nuclear weapons to defend 
themselves from overwhelming military might, just as NATO once did.

What can the United States do to mitigate the problem of escalation? 
Ideally, it should avoid wars against nuclear-armed enemies. But that 
option may not be possible given current US foreign policy and alli-
ances. War may erupt on the Korean Peninsula, ensnaring the United 
States in a battle against a desperate nuclear-armed foe. In the future, 
Washington may fight a nuclear-armed Iran over sea lanes in the Persian 
Gulf. And the United States could someday be dragged into war by a 
clash between Chinese and Japanese naval forces near disputed islands. 

Alternatively, the United States could seek to develop conventional 
war plans designed to wage limited war without triggering enemy esca-
lation. Development of alternative plans is sensible, but history shows 
that wars are difficult to contain, and modern conventional warfare is 
inherently escalatory. 

A third option to mitigate these dangers is to retain, and improve, 
US nuclear and nonnuclear counterforce capabilities. Fielding powerful 
counterforce weapons may help deter adversary escalation during war—
by convincing enemy leaders to choose a “golden parachute” rather than 
escalation—and would give US leaders better response options if deter-
rence failed. In particular, the United States should retain and develop 
nuclear weapons that bring together three key characteristics of counter-
force: high accuracy, flexible yield, and prompt delivery.

To be clear, sharpening US counterforce capabilities is not a “solution” 
to the problem of adversary nuclear weapons. Although, ceteris paribus, 
it would be better to have excellent counterforce capabilities than to lack 
them, given enough time and motivation, many countries could greatly 
increase the survivability of their forces. But given the plausible prospect 
that the United States will find itself waging war against nuclear-armed 
states, and given the powerful incentives of US adversaries to brandish 
or use nuclear weapons, it would be reckless to proceed without a full 
suite of modern nuclear and nonnuclear counterforce capabilities. 
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Response to Our Critics
A recent conference panel devoted to our work raised several criti-

cisms, some familiar and others new.8 Below we summarize the main 
objections and offer our response.

“The United States is not seeking to neutralize adversary 
deterrent forces.”

Some critics argue that the United States is not seeking strategic pri-
macy. They reject any intent behind the emergence of US nuclear pri-
macy and downplay the effort to neutralize adversary deterrent forces in 
US military strategy. Instead of the United States bolstering its counter- 
force capabilities, critics emphasize how it is minimizing the role of nuclear 
weapons in national security strategy—as only this is consistent with 
international arms control and nonproliferation efforts aimed at con-
vincing other states to forego strategic weapons, reduce existing arsenals, 
or cancel modernization programs. The implication is that we have mis-
takenly imputed sinister motives to US defense programs and planning.

Disavowal of the US pursuit of strategic primacy comes most fre-
quently from those who work inside or outside the government on arms 
control and nonproliferation policy. Yet, those who work on US regional 
war plans and counterproliferation policy typically see nothing contro-
versial in our claim that the United States seeks the ability to neutralize 
adversary strategic weapons. In fact, this effort appears to be official US 
policy. As a simple Internet search shows, the US government does not 
hide the wide range of research and planning efforts underway that fall 
under the rubric of “defeat WMD” or “combatting WMD.” And the 
underlying logic behind those efforts is simple: deterrence may fail, es-
pecially during conventional wars, and therefore the United States needs 
the ability to defend US forces, allies, and the US homeland from enemy 
WMD using, depending on the circumstances, conventional strikes, 
missile defenses, special operations, offensive cyber attacks, and in ex-
treme cases nuclear strikes. In short, “defeating WMD” and “seeking 
strategic primacy” are essentially synonymous: protecting oneself from 
others’ strategic weapons (which sounds reasonable) and neutralizing 
others’ strategic deterrent forces (which sounds more malicious) are 
simply two phrases describing the same behavior.

Current US grand strategy—which takes an expansive definition of 
national interests and is committed to a global network of alliances—
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means that the United States may be drawn into wars with WMD-
armed adversaries. We agree with many US government officials that 
the ability to neutralize those adversary capabilities in such a conflict 
may be critical. Others are free to disagree. But all analysts should rec-
ognize that current US efforts to neutralize adversaries’ deterrent forces 
are inherently threatening to those states, and few should be surprised 
when those adversaries treat US pleas for greater arms reductions with 
considerable skepticism.9

“Nuclear weapons are unnecessary; conventional weapons can 
do the job.”

A second criticism is that retaining (or improving) specific US nuclear 
weapons for the counterforce mission is unnecessary. The idea is that 
modern delivery systems are now so accurate that even conventional 
weapons can reliably destroy hardened targets. The key, according to 
this argument, is simply knowing the location of the target: if you know 
where it is, you can kill it with conventional weapons; if you do not, 
even nuclear weapons will not help. The implication is that even though 
counterforce capabilities are crucial, nuclear weapons are not needed for 
this mission.

This criticism is wrong, because there is a substantial difference between 
the expected effectiveness of conventional strikes and the expected ef-
fectiveness of nuclear strikes against a range of plausible counterforce 
targets. Even the most powerful conventional weapons—for example, 
the GBU-57 “Massive Ordnance Penetrator”—have an explosive power 
comparable to “only” 3–5 tons of TNT. By comparison, the least-
powerful (according to open sources) nuclear weapon in the US arsenal 
explodes with the equivalent power of roughly 300 tons of TNT.10 The 
higher yield of nuclear weapons translates to greater destructive radius 
and higher likelihood of target destruction.11 Against ordinary targets, 
the accuracy and destructive power of conventional weapons is suf-
ficient. Against nuclear targets—if success is defined by the ability to 
destroy every weapon targeted—the much greater destructive radius of 
nuclear weapons provides a critical margin of error. 

Furthermore, in real-world circumstances delivery systems may not 
achieve their usual levels of accuracy. Jammers that degrade the effective-
ness of guidance systems and active defenses that impede aircraft crews or 
deflect incoming missiles can undermine accuracy. Even mundane things 
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like bad weather can degrade wartime accuracy. Against hardened tar-
gets, conventional weapons must score a direct hit, whereas close is good 
enough when it comes to nuclear weapons. Lastly, many key counter- 
force targets are mobile. In those cases, nuclear weapons allow for greater 
“target location uncertainty” (when the target has moved since being ob-
served) compared to their conventional counterparts.12

It is true that modern guidance systems have given conventional weapons 
far greater counterforce capabilities than ever before, but there is still a 
sizable gap between what nuclear and conventional weapons can accomplish.

“These arguments undermine US arms control  
and nonproliferation policy.”

Finally, some critics suggest that whatever the truth of our claims, an 
open discussion of these issues is counterproductive because it under-
mines US arms control and nonproliferation objectives. They worry that 
our analysis emboldens defense hawks in other countries (particularly in 
Russia and China), undermines informal “Track II” diplomacy, and may 
catalyze foreign nuclear arms modernization. More broadly, by drawing 
too much attention to the leap in US nuclear capabilities and the utility 
of nuclear weapons for relatively weaker states, we undermine US efforts 
to delegitimize and prevent the spread of the nuclear weapons. 

This critique is misguided for three reasons. First, other countries under- 
stand that the United States wields enormous counterforce capabilities 
and seeks to enhance them. For example, defense analysts in Russia and 
China closely watch and frequently comment on changes in US military 
capability. Moreover, potential US adversaries understand that nuclear 
weapons are uniquely suitable tools to deter a superior adversary or pre-
vent catastrophic conventional defeat. This is why Pakistan relies on 
nuclear weapons to deter India; why Russia says it needs theater nuclear 
weapons; why Israel will not abandon the “Samson Option”; and why 
North Korea clings at such great expense to its nuclear weapons. 

Second, stifling discussion of these issues is detrimental to US national 
security. For example, some defense analysts seem to have adopted the 
assumption that no country would deliberately use nuclear weapons 
against the United States, even though deliberate escalation was US 
policy when NATO felt it was too weak to defend itself against a Soviet 
invasion of Europe. If analysts continue to hold a false sense of the 
irrelevance of nuclear weapons even as US adversaries cling to them to 
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try to keep the United States at bay—and if analysts convince enough 
policymakers to do the same—there is a real danger the United States 
could stumble into a nuclear war. The lack of open discussion about 
the role of nuclear weapons is compounded by the constraints of se-
curity classification, which further limits the ability of policymakers to 
explain important issues. In short, ignoring these issues—not discussing 
them—is the real danger.

Finally, unless they recognize the strategic incentives faced by countries 
like North Korea, Pakistan, Iran, and China, US leaders are susceptible 
to misattributing malign and aggressive intentions from those countries’ 
efforts to acquire nuclear weapons or modernize delivery systems and ar-
senals. Unless US leaders understand that other countries rely on nuclear 
systems to keep more powerful potential adversaries in check—and un-
less they acknowledge to themselves that the United States is working 
steadily to neutralize adversary deterrent forces—they are more likely to 
misperceive enemy efforts to develop a robust deterrent force as a clear 
sign of hostility and as evidence that the other country is out of step 
with international standards of behavior. Simply put, the United States 
may prefer that its adversaries disarm or remain unarmed and thus leave 
themselves vulnerable to US power, but the fact that they often do not 
should not be misperceived as a sign of aggression.

Conclusion
The arguments we advance here raise new puzzles for scholars and 

pressing issues for policymakers. Scholars need to reexamine much of 
the established wisdom about nuclear deterrence. From Schelling’s early 
works to the present, many scholars have explored nuclear deterrence 
dynamics by modeling coercion under conditions of mutual vulnerability. 
Those models suggest that deterrence success depends principally upon 
resolve rather than capabilities (because the capability of each side to 
inflict unacceptable damage is an assumption of the model). Schelling’s 
formulation made sense when he developed it—to explore the chal-
lenges of Cold War deterrence under conditions of MAD—but the same 
analytic framework is still used today even though many nuclear dyads 
are not characterized by nuclear stalemate. The counterforce revolution 
means that nuclear exchanges may not lead to mutual devastation—one 
party may suffer far less or even be spared entirely. Analytical models 
and conclusions derived from them (for example, about the importance 
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of resolve over capabilities for deterrence success) need to be reexamined 
and updated.

The challenges facing US policymakers, given the changes in the nuclear 
landscape, are profound. They must find a way to build sufficient counter- 
force capabilities to protect the United States and its allies from quite 
plausible adversary escalatory strategies—all the while avoiding building 
so much capability that it triggers a Cold War–style arms race with Russia 
and China. They must direct the US military to develop concepts for 
waging conventional war against nuclear-armed adversaries that would 
permit the United States to achieve its military objectives yet reduce the 
incentives for adversary escalation. 

Perhaps most fundamentally, US leaders must encourage a more 
transparent and public debate about the roles and missions of US nuclear 
forces—and the capabilities that must be retained in the arsenal to execute 
those missions. Unfortunately, many contemporary nuclear analysts, 
policy advocates, and policymakers seek to minimize discussion about 
nuclear weapons and simply assert that nuclear weapons are not particu-
larly useful in the twenty-first century. That is a dangerous approach. 
The very reason the United States relied on nuclear weapons in the past 
is the reason potential US adversaries will rely on them now and in the 
future: nuclear weapons are a powerful deterrent against conventionally 
superior adversaries. In short, we need to be honest about why states rely 
on nuclear weapons, as we once did, and the dangers this poses for the 
United States and its allies. 
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The Common Sense  
of Small Nuclear Arsenals

James Wood Forsyth Jr.

Common sense is not what we put into the world. It is what we 
find there.

—Jacob Bronowski

With the publication of President Obama’s security strategy, entitled 
Sustaining U.S. Global Leadership: Priorities for 21st Century Defense, it 
appears US policymakers are interested in reducing the size of Ameri-
ca’s nuclear arsenal.1 This seems to make sense. Reducing the number 
of nuclear weapons in the world has been part of the American secu-
rity agenda for some time. Interestingly, as the United States seeks yet 
another round of nuclear arms reductions, the number of states with 
small nuclear arsenals has risen, albeit slowly, throughout the world. As 
of 2010, nine states possessed nuclear weapons. The United States and 
Russia each has thousands, with estimates running as high as 20,000 
between them. The remaining seven states share a combined total of 
approximately 1,000.2 In this regard, the United States and Russia ap-
pear to be out of line with the rest of the world; small nuclear arsenals, 
not large ones, are the global norm. As the United States contemplates 
a change in its nuclear posture, might a new epoch in the evolution of 
nuclear history and strategy be emerging? Has the age of small nuclear 
arsenals truly arrived?3

Small nuclear arsenals are not new, per se. For a variety of reasons, 
France developed a small, independent nuclear arsenal after World War 
II.4 It kept its force levels comparatively low, even during the Cold War 
when the arms buildup in the Soviet Union would have seemed to 
threaten its very existence. France’s behavior is not unusual, however. 
The majority of states with nuclear arsenals have opted to keep them rel-
atively small; they have not acquired large numbers of nuclear weapons, 
as was the habit of the superpowers during the Cold War. Instead, these 
states seem content with a small force capable of warding off an attack as 
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well as dissuading others from interfering in their internal and external 
affairs. That pattern is continuing and, therefore, is worth examining. 

In this article I use structural theory to explain what I call “the com-
mon sense of small nuclear arsenals.” The central claim advanced here 
is that small numbers of nuclear weapons seem to socialize leaders 
to the dangers of adventurism and, in effect, halt them from behav-
ing recklessly or responding recklessly to provocation.5 This is a bold 
and somewhat dangerous claim, so it is important to elaborate the 
argument. Like many, I believe nuclear weapons are here to stay for 
the foreseeable future, however regrettable that might be, and I make 
no claims about the durability of deterrence. Deterrence may indeed 
fail one day, but if it does, it will not be because leaders are insensi-
tive to the punishments they face should they choose to use a nuclear 
weapon. If leaders were insensitive to punishment, deterrence would 
not work at all. Furthermore, mine is a state-centric argument. Why? 
States remain, for better or worse, the most important actors in inter-
national politics. That is not to say they are the only actors. Clearly, 
they are not. But should the day come when a nonstate actor obtains 
a nuclear weapon, it will, in all likelihood, be provided by someone 
connected to a state. 

I begin the argument by examining the dynamics of deterrence and 
dissuasion and then explain small nuclear arsenals in terms of structural 
theory, relying most heavily on the effects of socialization. Lastly, I out-
line some concerns for policymakers. 

The Dynamics of Deterrence and Dissuasion
Nuclear weapons, more so than any other, “hold power at bay,” 

as Bernard Brodie so aptly put it.6 In what remains one of the most 
quoted statements in the field of national security studies, Brodie sum-
marized the message of his book The Absolute Weapon with these words: 
“Thus far, the chief purpose of our military establishment has been to 
win wars. From now on, its chief purpose must be to avert them. It 
can have no other useful purpose.”7 As a RAND analyst, Brodie would 
develop a deep understanding of nuclear weapons and their destructive 
potentialities. For illustrative purposes, this cannot be overstated: one 
300-kiloton weapon is more than enough to destroy a city the size of 
London. If a bomb of that size were detonated above Trafalgar Square 
on a workday, approximately 240,000 people would die instantly, and 
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410,000 casualties would be sustained. Nearly everything within a 3-km 
radius would be destroyed, with burn victims reaching out as far as 
Victoria Park. The same bomb detonated above Mumbai on a workday 
would kill over one million people and produce more than two million 
casualties.8 Even if one were to assume the worst, a “bolt from the blue” 
in which a state lost 50 percent of its nuclear capability to a first strike, a 
relatively small force of even 100 weapons would allow that state to strike 
back over 50 times before it had to negotiate.9 Common sense would tell 
us that few states, if any, could withstand that sort of punishment, and 
even fewer leaders would run that sort of risk. Nonetheless, as deterrence 
strategy evolved, discussions often focused on the idea that it was difficult 
to achieve.10

In the Eisenhower years, “massive retaliation” was the phrase used to 
describe how America would respond to a Soviet attack. Certainly, de-
terrence must have been presumed to be difficult if one had to threaten 
to respond massively to achieve it. As the Soviet arsenal grew, MAD (mu-
tually assured destruction) became the acronym for the notion that de-
terrence depended upon the capability and the will to destroy a country. 
Beginning in the 1960s, assured destruction became the emphasis, and 
the policy became something of a two-headed monster. Not only was 
deterrence difficult to achieve, but the thought it might fail made the 
very attempt to achieve it doubly dangerous. Henry Kissinger made this 
plain when he counseled European allies not to keep “asking us to multi-
ply strategic assurances that we cannot possibly mean or if we do mean, we 
should not want to execute, because if we execute, we risk the destruction 
of civilization.”11 

Throughout the Cold War the idea that deterrence was difficult cast a 
long shadow. But as the Cold War evolved, so, too, did analysts’ think-
ing.12 When the Eisenhower administration introduced its New Look 
policy in January of 1954, John Foster Dulles left the world with the 
impression that aggression anywhere would elicit heavy nuclear retalia-
tion. Just three months later, he amended that policy. To deter major ag-
gression, Dulles thought, “the probable hurt” only needs to “outbalance 
the probable gain.”13 In the 1960s, the Kennedy administration recog-
nized both the need for a secure retaliatory capability and the fact that 
the services desired to purchase capabilities far in excess of that need.14 
It therefore sought to program capabilities that would be invulnerable 
to a counterforce strike and would be able to inflict unacceptable damage 
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on the Soviet Union—but no more.15 Looking back, Secretary of Defense 
McNamara had this to say: 

Our goal was to ensure that [the Soviets], with their theoretical capacity to 
reach such a first-strike capability, would not outdistance us. But they could not 
read our intentions with any greater accuracy than we could read theirs. The 
result has been that we have both built up our forces to a point that far exceeds a 
credible second-strike capability against the forces we each started with. In doing 
so neither of us has reached a first-strike capability.16 

In other words, both sides were deterred fairly early on, even though 
that may not have been the intention. 

Similarly, reflecting on what he learned from the Cuban missile crisis, 
Kissinger remarked that the Soviet Union had only “60–70 truly strate-
gic warheads while we had something like 2,000 in missiles and bombs. 
. . . [But] with some proportion of Soviet delivery vehicles surviving, the 
Soviet Union could do horrendous damage to the United States.”17 
Since there was no way to ensure our force of 2,000 could destroy their 
smaller force of 60 or 70, the crisis exemplified how a small force could 
inhibit the use of a large one. Along these lines, National Security Advi-
sor McGeorge Bundy concluded, “A decision that would bring even one 
hydrogen bomb on one city of one’s own country would be recognized 
in advance as a catastrophic blunder; ten bombs on ten cities would be 
a disaster beyond history; and a hundred bombs on a hundred cities are 
[sic] unthinkable.”18

Whatever its logical shortcomings, it is important to stress that deter-
rence worked—it kept the Cold War “cold” and allowed international 
life to go on without a catastrophic nuclear war. After 70 years, most 
analysts agree on the basic dynamics of deterrence, and the contempo-
rary debate regarding deterrence, when not addressing the problem of 
nonstate actors, tends to pivot on force structure considerations.19 Here, 
the behavior of states with small nuclear arsenals is instructive. As previ-
ously mentioned, most states with nuclear arsenals have not acquired 
large numbers of nuclear weapons. Instead, they appear content with a 
relatively small arsenal capable of warding off an attack as well as dissuad-
ing others from interfering in their internal and external affairs. But of the 
two roles nuclear weapons seem to play—deterrence and dissuasion—
is one more important than another? For India and Pakistan, nuclear 
weapons play a decidedly deterrent role. But if one were to free Britain 
of its NATO obligations, who exactly would Britain be deterring today? 
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What about France? Neither of these countries is as hard-pressed in the 
security arena as India or Pakistan, yet both hold on to nuclear weapons. 
While nuclear weapons still “hold power at bay,” one must wonder whose 
power is being held at bay and how. 

It is important not to overinterpret this. Nuclear weapons serve a pur-
pose. How else can one explain why nine states have them, while others 
appear to want them? But what purpose do they serve, in general? To an-
swer that question, one must look at what nuclear weapons do for states. 
Among other things, nuclear weapons socialize leaders to the dangers 
of adventurism and, in effect, halt them from behaving or responding 
recklessly to provocation.20 Statesmen may not want to be part of an inter- 
national system that constrains them, but that is the system that results 
among nuclear powers. Each is socialized to the capabilities of the other, 
and the relationship that emerges is one tempered by caution despite the 
composition, goals, or desires of its leaders. In short, nuclear weapons 
deter and dissuade. 

Dissuasion is not a new term, but it is one that lacks specificity. The use 
of the term here stems from the work of Patrick Morgan, whose thoughts 
on general deterrence are particularly useful. Dissuasion and general de-
terrence share many common elements. Both are rooted in deterrence 
theory and share an emphasis on uncertainty and ambiguity. Like general 
deterrence, dissuasion is “complicated and ambiguous, hard to analyze.” 
Because it is amorphous, theorizing about general deterrence has been 
difficult. The same can be said for dissuasion.21 But deterrence and dis-
suasion are not two sides of the same coin; they differ in a number of 
important respects. 

Deterrence involves “setting the stage—by announcement, by rigging 
the tripwire, by incurring the obligation—and waiting. The stage-setting 
can be non-intrusive, non-hostile, and non-provocative, but the act to 
be deterred is always intrusive, hostile, and provocative. The deterrent 
threat changes the consequences only if the act in question—the one being 
deterred—is then taken.”22 Dissuasion need not be announced; there are 
no tripwires or obligations, no waiting or threats. Dissuasion does not 
change the consequences of a specific act in question but does, through 
socialization, change the nature of state relations. Deterrence is specific; 
dissuasion is more general. For deterrence to work, one “must dig in or 
lay a mine field.”23 For dissuasion to take hold, one need only possess 
mines, albeit nuclear ones. In this regard, the pursuit of power to de-
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ter and dissuade marks a difference in relations among nuclear powers 
today. The relationship among China, Russia, and the United States is 
instructive.

China’s nuclear numbers remain puny compared with those of Russia 
and the United States. Yet, despite these large nuclear inequities, China 
continues to modernize its conventional and nuclear capabilities, extend-
ing its influence throughout the region. How does one explain this behav-
ior? Apparently, China has reasoned that its small nuclear arsenal is suf-
ficient to socialize rivals to the dangers of war. There is little that Russia 
or the United States can do militarily to prevent China from pursuing its 
armament programs or vice versa. The presence of even a small number 
of nuclear weapons makes talk of war reckless, so leaders on all sides try 
to avoid it. Yet, it would be a mistake to suggest that China is actively 
deterring the United States or Russia in the same manner that the super-
powers deterred one another during the Cold War. Instead, it might be 
more precise to conclude that the three countries have tacitly entered 
into a period of mutual dissuasion; nothing official has been declared, 
but all know the stakes are too high for anyone to engage the other mili-
tarily. If leaders in China, Russia, and the United States understand this, 
others do as well, which is why the slow spread of small nuclear arsenals 
(i.e., nuclear proliferation) is likely to continue. 

Why Numbers Don’t Count
Strategists have long recognized that throwing more men and weap-

ons into battle may increase the carnage but not necessarily procure 
victory. The same holds true with nuclear numbers. Simply put, large 
arsenals buy statesmen little. This presupposes that statesmen are not 
sensitive to the actual number of nuclear weapons a state may possess; 
they are sensitive to whether or not it has one at all. The mere fact that a 
state may have a nuclear weapon or seek to acquire one seems to be suf-
ficient to condition statesmen to act cautiously. As Steven Walt aptly put 
it, American policymakers understand this logic, or “they would not be 
so worried when a state like North Korea or Iran makes a move to join 
the nuclear club.”24 This begs the question, How many nuclear weapons 
do states need to achieve relative security? That is a big question for which 
there is, theoretically, a small solution: an arsenal that an adversary might 
be able to take out with a first strike and one it knows it cannot. Since 
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deterrence holds as a result of a viable second-strike capability, the capa-
bility to dissuade need not be large.25 

But suppose an adversary were contemplating a first strike. What do 
you believe the second question put to the leader would be? It might be, 
And which city of ours are we willing to give up in exchange? The exam-
ple is illustrative for two reasons. First, strategy is not contingent upon 
just the first move but also the following ones.26 Second, in high-stakes 
games like nuclear war, second- or third-round moves are riddled with 
danger, so everything turns on preventing the first move, which makes 
the game relatively easy to understand and simpler to play. Moreover, 
leaders socialized to the dangers of nuclear weapons seem to understand 
that while numbers count, a small number of nuclear weapons are more 
than enough to dissuade the staunchest of rivals, even ones with com-
parably large nuclear numbers. Again, China’s behavior is instructive.

As mentioned, China’s nuclear numbers remain relatively small com-
pared to those of the United States and Russia—approximately 400 nu-
clear weapons, with about 200 operationally deployed. China most likely 
possesses 30 intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBM) capable of striking 
the continental United States and about 10 capable of striking Hawaii 
and Alaska. It also possesses roughly 100 intermediate-range weapons 
capable of striking US bases, friends, and allies in the Pacific region.27 
In contrast, the United States possesses approximately 450 ICBMs, each 
capable of carrying one to three warheads; 14 Trident submarines, each 
equipped with 24 submarine-launched ballistic missiles (SLBM) that 
carry as many as eight warheads each; and 100 or so nuclear bombers 
capable of carrying a variety of payloads to include air-launched cruise 
missiles (ALCM).28 For illustrative purposes, let us assume Russia has a 
similar mix. As previously mentioned, despite these rather large nuclear 
inequities, China continues to modernize its conventional and nuclear 
capabilities, extending its influence throughout the region. 

China behaves as if its small nuclear arsenal is sufficient to dis-
suade rivals. In international politics, dissuasion restrains states from act-
ing externally but affords opportunities to act internally, allowing China 
to pursue whatever weapons it chooses. Shrewd states recognize this as 
well as the fact that large nuclear arsenals have a diminishing return. 
There seems to be little the United States or Russia can do militarily to 
prevent China from pursuing its armament program. This is not the 
same as saying that nothing can be done to influence China’s policies. 
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China’s economic, diplomatic, and military policies can be influenced 
by the coordinated economic, diplomatic, and military policies of the 
United States and Russia, but China’s military designs are secured by 
its relatively small nuclear arsenal.29

Socialization, Nuclear Weapons, and Structural Theory
Since the advent of nuclear weapons, there have been few wars among 

nuclear states. That is not the same as saying nuclear powers do not quar-
rel, threaten, or even fight proxy wars against one another—they do. But 
nuclear states rarely, if ever, fight wars against one another. Why? As pre-
viously mentioned, nuclear weapons seem to socialize leaders to the dan-
gers of adventurism and, in effect, halt them from behaving recklessly. 
In short, the risk of nuclear war makes leaders risk-averse; they must 
act with deliberate restraint, carefully plotting their courses of action in 
terms of how other nuclear leaders might react, even if they would pre-
fer not to. Along with the “democratic peace” theory—which has been 
touted as the closest thing we have to an empirical law of international 
behavior—the “long peace” among nuclear powers is impressive.30

Some might have difficulty imagining why nuclear leaders would be-
have in the manner described here, so a brief discussion on the role 
of structure in international politics is warranted. Structural analysis 
addresses the positioning of actors in social and political systems—the 
properties and relations that make them parts of a system.31 Within the 
field of international politics, most scholars accept Waltz’s tripartite con-
ception of structure (functional differentiation, ordering principles, and 
power distribution). In the standard Waltzian account, international sys-
tems are largely undifferentiated—and pretty much all the same. States 
are assumed to be “like units” made different only by their position 
among other states, strong states being privileged over weak ones. An-
archy is the “ordering principle” of international systems, meaning that 
there is no higher authority to which states can appeal to reconcile dif-
ferences or ensure their survival. Power is distributed unevenly through-
out the system, so states are unequal—making international systems un-
equal. To say structural theory provides a positional picture of politics is 
to say that states can be measured in terms of how they stack up against 
one another in terms of relative power. Few things affect this “stacking 
up” more than nuclear weapons, which is why statesmen pay attention 
to who has these weapons and if they might be used against them. 
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To say that nuclear weapons socialize leaders to the dangers of adven-
turism is to say that leaders pay attention to survival, because no one else 
can do so for them; the structure of international life prohibits it. In this 
sense, the “survival motive” is law-like. All human conduct is shaped in 
some measure by what individuals believe to be general laws. In science, 
laws establish relations between variables. Kepler’s laws of planetary mo-
tion described the orbits of the planets by proving that a planet “sweeps 
out equal areas of its ellipse in each equal interval of time.”32 That is 
not how I use the term here, for in international politics there are no 
laws that operate with such fidelity. There are, however, softer, law-like 
relationships. “Such relationships are not based on a linkage that has 
been found, but on one that has been found repeatedly.”33 To assert that 
democracies do not fight wars against one another is to make a law-like 
statement. Moreover, states, like humans, respond to signals and inter-
pret them by putting them into some general category thought to be 
law-like. As Jacob Bronowski noted, “We then assume that the future 
will have some general likeness with futures we have met before which 
followed this kind of signal, and this is the kind of future we prepare 
for.”34 Few things send a stronger signal to statesmen than the threat of 
nuclear war, and in this regard, the threat of nuclear war plays a social-
ization role. Since socialization is important to this discussion, we need 
to be clear about its meaning.35

Socialization refers to a relationship between at least two parties where 
“A influences B. B, affected by A’s influence, then influences A.” As Waltz 
put it, “Each is not just influencing the other; both are being influenced 
by the situation their interactions create.” Moreover, the behavior of the 
pair cannot be “apprehended by taking a unilateral view of either mem-
ber.”36 Each acts and reacts in accordance with the other. The “global 
teenager” provides an example of the socialization process that occurs 
throughout the world. No one tells all the teenagers in the world to dress 
alike, but most of them do most of the time. 

Likewise, no one tells all the states in the world to behave themselves, 
but most of them do most of the time. States are socialized to this idea 
by interacting with other states, particularly the great powers—whose 
role it is to set and enforce the rules of the game. In both instances, 
socialization is “a process of learning to conform one’s behavior to soci-
etal expectations” and a “process of identity and interest formation.”37 
Socialization draws members of a group into conformity with its norms. 
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Socialization also encourages similarities in behavior. Analogically 
speaking, nuclear relationships are like economic markets in that both 
are about self-help. They are also “individualist in origin, spontaneously 
generated, and [may even be] unintended.”38 But unlike markets, which 
can be left to their own devices to self-correct in times of disequilibrium, 
nuclear relationships must be corrected by leaders in times of crisis. This 
can be explained in terms of structural theory and the socializing effect of 
the survival motive. Because no higher authority exists to protect states 
from the harmful intentions of others, statesmen must pay attention 
to survival. Nothing threatens survival more than the threat of nuclear 
war, which is why nuclear statesmen are so highly sensitive to it. Even 
more importantly for this discussion, statesmen do not seem to be sensi-
tive to the actual number of nuclear weapons a state might possess, only 
whether or not a state possesses any at all. From this, can one conclude 
that nuclear leaders act with law-like regularity? The Cuban missile 
crisis and the Kargil conflict are illustrative. 

During the Cuban missile crisis, Kennedy and Khrushchev sought 
solutions short of war, despite their sharp political, cultural, and eco-
nomic differences.39 That the Soviets might have underestimated how 
the United States would react when confronted with a relatively small 
number of missiles based off the coast of Florida is not as telling as how 
both leaders behaved when they realized what was at stake. Secretary of 
State Dean Rusk’s comment that “We were eyeball to eyeball” is illustra-
tive for several reasons. First, the two sides were staring into the face of 
grave danger. Second, both grasped the importance of avoiding nuclear 
war. Lastly, even though the situation was riddled with ambiguity, the 
two sides recognized that the outcome of the crisis depended as much 
on the moves of one side as it did the other. One quotation is repre-
sentative of many others.40 In a meeting with the Joint Chiefs of Staff, 
President Kennedy outlined what was on his mind:

If we attack Cuban missiles, in any way, it gives them a clear line to take Berlin, 
as they were able to do in Hungary under the Anglo war in Egypt. We would 
be regarded as the trigger-happy Americans who lost Berlin. We would have no 
support among our allies. We would affect the West Germans’ attitude toward 
us. And people would believe that we let Berlin go because we didn’t have the 
guts to endure Cuba.
If we go in and take them out in an air strike . . . we increase the chance greatly, 
as I think—there’s bound to be a reprisal from the Soviet Union, there always 
is—of their just going in and taking Berlin by force. Which leaves me one alter-
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native, which is to fire nuclear weapons—which is a hell of an alternative—and 
begin a nuclear exchange, with all this happening.41 

During the entire crisis, the number of Soviet nuclear weapons on 
Cuban soil was never the focal point of US concern; in fact, the true 
number of these weapons—strategic and tactical—was not known until 
many decades later. The avoidance of nuclear war was the focal point; 
the threshold easily recognized, best not crossed, and worth avoiding. 
As early as 1962, the superpowers understood that they could race to 
the brink but no further, lest they run the risk of nuclear war; a risk that 
neither side would willingly take. Following the crisis, both sides took 
steps to reduce uncertainty and improve crisis stability.

 As Kennedy and Khrushchev became increasingly socialized to the 
possibilities of nuclear war, the relationship that emerged was tempered 
by caution in that each leader sought solutions short of war. Something 
similar seems to have occurred during the Kargil conflict between In-
dia and Pakistan. Prior to acquiring a relatively small nuclear capability, 
Pakistan fought three bloody wars with India. Today, with both parties 
possessing nuclear forces, the sharp differences that separate India and 
Pakistan have not been sufficient to drive either side to war.42 While the 
two sides actively engage in a game of tit-for-tat, nuclear weapons seem 
to have socialized leaders to the dangers of nuclear war, and as a result, 
the relationship between them has steadied. Far from perfect, relations 
between India and Pakistan can be summarized as tense but stable.43

The presence of nuclear weapons played a role in shaping the character 
of the Kargil conflict, the first conflict between nuclear-armed India and 
Pakistan. A retrospective look indicates that neither side actually threat-
ened the other with the use of nuclear weapons.44 This was not clear dur-
ing the conflict, however. According to one source, nuclear threats were 
issued between Pakistan and India no fewer than 13 times.45 The most 
prominent of these was made by Pakistan’s foreign secretary Shamshad 
Ahmad when he stated, “We will not hesitate to use any weapon in our 
arsenal to defend our territorial integrity.”46 Additionally, it was believed 
that both sides increased their nuclear readiness levels.47 US intelligence 
agencies believed Pakistan had mobilized and was arming its missiles 
with nuclear warheads—a fact that caused President Clinton to lean 
heavily on Prime Minister Sharif to withdraw Pakistani forces and bring 
the conflict to an end.48 India, too, had reportedly placed its forces at 
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“Readiness State 3”—preparing aircraft as well as short- and medium-
range ballistic missiles for use.49

Whether overt threats were exchanged or nuclear forces mobilized 
seems to have mattered less than the presence of nuclear weapons. That 
is, nuclear weapons seem to have played a role in how each side fought 
during the conflict. Of the two states, India was most notable for the 
restraint it put on its armed forces. Unlike in previous military responses 
to Pakistani aggression, Indian leadership took great care to avoid send-
ing Indian forces into Pakistani territory.50 According to P. R. Chari, 
Indian forces “were under strict orders not to cross the LoC [Line of 
Control] under any circumstances. Hot pursuit of retreating enemy 
forces was not permitted, nor could their bases across the LoC be at-
tacked.”51 Additionally, though it may have been militarily prudent to 
divert Pakistani attention, India refrained from taking the fight outside 
of the immediate Kargil region.52 

Although the cover of nuclear weapons may have played a role in 
convincing Pakistan it could get away with the initial incursion, when 
the miscalculation became apparent, Pakistan showed careful resolve to 
avoid further escalation. Like India, Pakistan may have benefitted from 
opening a second or multiple fronts, but even in the face of India’s 
successful counteroffensive, Pakistan limited the fighting to the Kargil 
region.53 

Nuclear weapons also ensured that diplomatic channels remained 
open between Pakistan and India throughout the conflict. Pakistani and 
Indian leadership met both officially and in secret in attempts to defuse 
the situation and prevent further escalation.54 The presence of nuclear 
weapons almost certainly ensured the international community took a 
more active role in ending the conflict. The United States, in particular, 
went to great lengths to encourage both India and Pakistan to avoid es-
calation and end the conflict. As noted above, pressure from President 
Clinton may have been the final deciding factor in Sharif ’s decision to 
withdraw Pakistani troops.

From the perspective of socialization, the behavior of India and Paki-
stan cannot be resolved into a simple set of two-way interactions. To say 
each side was interacting, with the action of one eliciting a reaction from 
the other, obscures the socialization effects produced by their interactions. 
“Each acts and reacts to the other. Stimulus and response are part of the 
story. But also the two of them act together in the game, which—no less 
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because they have devised it—motivates and shapes their behavior. Each 
is playing to each other and to the tensions their interactions produce.”55 
Because socialization draws members of a group into conformity with its 
norms, it reduces variety. Conformity to group norms and reducing va-
riety are essential elements in creating and sustaining persistent relations 
within and among states. The persistent characteristics of group behav-
ior result in part from the qualities of its members and in part from the 
characteristics of the relationship their interactions produce.56 In this 
sense, nuclear relationships, as exemplified by the behavior of the United 
States, Russia, India, and Pakistan seem to be cautious ones. From this, 
one should not conclude that nuclear leaders behave with law-like regu-
larity. But one can infer that nuclear leaders, even in times of crisis, tend 
to seek solutions short of all-out war, which is another way of saying the 
possibility of nuclear war makes them risk-averse.

Anticipating Three Objections
Critics will contend that the kind of restraint noted above rests on 

a presumed level of rationality not found in the real world. In fact, 
the opposite seems to be true. It is more difficult to find an example 
of the irrational actor in the real world than a rational one. What, 
exactly, is an irrational actor? Is it a state that violently disagrees with 
the policies of the United States? If that is the case, there are precious 
few. North Korea and Iran might fit this description, although neither 
is particularly violent, at least toward the United States. On the other 
hand, it could be someone who fits the literal meaning of the word “ir-
rational.” An actor is said to be irrational if he or she demonstrates an 
inability to reason, but in international politics those actors are hard 
to find. Instead, what one finds are fairly reasonable actors who formu-
late decisions based on their interpretation of the world around them. 
Few things shape the “world around them” more than the presence of 
nuclear weapons, which is why nuclear leaders behave cautiously when 
staring into the face of another nuclear leader. It should be noted that 
policies based on that sort of reasoning are neither rational nor ir-
rational, but merely reasonable. 

With respect to numbers, there are those who insist the United States 
must maintain a nuclear arsenal large enough to cover all contingencies. 
In other words, while China has to contend with the United States and 
Russia, the United States has a greater number of potential contenders 
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and needs a larger number of weapons to cover a larger number of op-
tions.57 There is logic in that line of reasoning, but it tends to overem-
phasize the role of deterrence while overlooking the role of dissuasion. 
The United States and Russia are already dissuaded by China, even if 
that were or were not China’s original intention. Presumably, if China’s 
relatively small nuclear force is capable of dissuading the United States 
and Russia, it is also capable of dissuading India and Pakistan. In other 
words, China’s small nuclear arsenal creates enough options for it to 
dissuade three regional nuclear powers as well as the United States. 
Unless one assumes the United States must guard against something 
far more dangerous than what China faces, it is reasonable to conclude 
that a relatively small nuclear force is all the United States needs to meet 
its security requirements. Arguments for a large force seem to lose their 
meaning unless they are tied to a counterforce strategy which, when 
judging by the behaviors of nuclear leaders, is not necessary. As Mc-
Namara’s earlier remarks attest, the superpowers increased their nuclear 
numbers to prevent one side from acquiring a numerical advantage over 
the other. All the while, leaders on both sides lost sight of the fact that 
nuclear weapons, while incapable of producing military effects, are ex-
tremely capable of producing political ones. 

Yet some “large number” strategists will wonder about the remotest 
of possibilities: the United States awakens one day to discover that all 
the nuclear powers in the world—including some of its staunchest allies 
like England, France, and Israel—have united against it. What then? 
To ensure deterrence holds in such a world, the United States would 
presumably need at least one more nuclear weapon than all the nuclear 
powers on Earth combined.58 But again, even in this most bizarre of 
worlds, the socializing effects of nuclear weapons would be felt by all, 
because challengers could never be sure who the United States would 
strike first, which is something its leaders would have to threaten to do 
to ward off attack.

Lastly, some will argue that the United States should maintain a large 
enough arsenal so it can extend security guarantees to others. There is 
an important case to be made for such guarantees. Yet, while nuclear 
guarantees might be our fate, one wonders if they should be our de 
facto policy. As the Kissinger quote cited earlier suggests, guarantees 
can put guarantors in a tough spot. Perhaps the most important consid-
eration when thinking about guarantees is whether they will prevent a 
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state from acquiring a capability of its own. France developed a nuclear 
capability of its own for a number of reasons, to include its history of 
strategic decline, serious questions about allies stemming from Dien 
Bien Phu and the Suez crisis, the expense of conventional rearmament, 
fears about its infantry becoming NATO cannon fodder, and the need 
to restore grandeur. If, above all else, France were motivated by a sense 
of grandeur, there seems to be little guarantees could have done—how 
could a security guarantee help France recapture its grandeur? The point 
being, states seek nuclear weapons for a variety of reasons. Some will be 
satisfied with guarantees; others might not. Understanding the condi-
tions and contexts for extending guarantees—to include to whom and 
when—seems essential.59

Conclusions
Structural theory helps explain what I call “the common sense of 

small nuclear arsenals.” The central claim advanced here is that small 
numbers of nuclear weapons seem to socialize leaders to the dangers of 
adventurism and, in effect, halt them from behaving or responding reck-
lessly to provocation. Policymakers should rightly be concerned with the 
implications of this argument. 

A state does not have to demonstrate a capacity to win a nuclear war 
to prevent one, because the devastating consequences of nuclear war are 
transparent, well understood, and universally recognized. McGeorge Bun-
dy’s comment is worth repeating: “A decision that would bring even one 
hydrogen bomb on one city of one’s own country would be recognized 
in advance as a catastrophic blunder; ten bombs on ten cities would be a 
disaster beyond history; and a hundred bombs on a hundred cities are 
[sic] unthinkable.”60 There is, however, a divide between war fighters—
who must think about such things—and arms controllers who work to 
reduce the number of weapons in the world. Both find common ground 
on this: from the beginning, nuclear weapons and US policy have been 
devised to prevent the outbreak of a nuclear war, not to win one.

On that axis, things like readiness, survivability, and flexibility are vital 
ingredients, and a robust nuclear triad appears the most effective scheme 
to prevent the outbreak of nuclear war. That small states can achieve rela-
tive security without one is telling. One wonders how US policymakers 
will react if China were to build a triad of its own? Would it be inter-
preted as a means to enhance security, or would it appear threatening? 
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With that in mind, the question for US policymakers seems to be what 
size nuclear force the United States needs to achieve relative security. It 
has been suggested that the United States could ensure its security with 
a relatively small force comprised of 311 nuclear weapons. That may not 
be the ideal number and, in fact, that number was suggested as a way 
to stimulate debate on nuclear strategy, not to close any doors regarding 
force structure.61 As evidenced by the president’s interest in reducing the 
size of America’s arsenal, however, it is no longer unreasonable to think 
that a small force might be as capable of deterring and dissuading as a 
large one.

In the end, structural theory claims that the international system 
constrains what states can and cannot do. Nuclear weapons add to this 
by socializing leaders to the dangers of nuclear war. Seven of the nine 
nuclear states recognize this and have concluded that a small number of 
nuclear weapons are sufficient to deter and dissuade rivals. Might the 
United States become number eight? That is for policymakers to decide. 
It would seem to make common sense, but common sense is not what 
we put into the world; it is what we find there. 
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US Extended Deterrence
How Much Strategic Force Is Too Little?

David J. Trachtenberg

In of the second decade of the twenty-first century, the United States 
finds itself on the cusp of what might be called the third atomic age. 
The first coincided with the Cold War, which saw the United States 
transition from a nuclear weapons monopoly to a superpower seek-
ing to restore parity to the strategic balance in the wake of the Soviet 
Union’s development and deployment of a massive, powerful, and exten-
sive nuclear weapons capability. 

The second atomic age emerged with the disintegration of the Soviet 
Union, ending the Cold War. It was characterized by a period of re- 
assessment and restructuring of US nuclear policies and forces to 
adapt to a security environment that had changed dramatically and 
unexpectedly.

Today, a third atomic age is developing in which the role of nuclear 
weapons in US national security strategy continues to diminish and the 
nuclear forces supporting that strategy shrink to historically low levels. 
However, the global proliferation of nuclear weapons and technologies 
has led others to move in the opposite direction—seeking to acquire the 
very nuclear weapons that many in the West view as increasingly irrelevant 
to contemporary security challenges. The potential ramifications of this 
development have led some analysts to suggest the world is now at a 
nuclear “tipping point.”

Throughout the Cold War and post–Cold War periods, the United 
States relied ultimately on its nuclear potential to deter aggression. Dur-
ing the Cold War, the primary mission of US nuclear forces was to deter 
the Soviet Union. In the early part of this era, US policy makers pos-
tulated that deterrence could be effectively maintained with a nuclear 
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capability sufficient to inflict a level of damage to the Soviets’ industrial 
capacity and population that they would deem unacceptable. This “deter-
rence by punishment” calculus formed the basis of force sizing and plan-
ning for the US nuclear arsenal for years to come. Yet, a central fallacy 
in this approach was that it relied on American perceptions of what the 
Soviets would find “unacceptable” rather than definitive knowledge of 
what they themselves would consider sufficient to deter.

The debate over extended deterrence is similarly challenged by a need to 
understand that its effectiveness depends on how both allies and adversaries 
perceive the credibility of US commitments. American views of how oth-
ers should perceive the credibility of US nuclear threats are less relevant 
than how others actually perceive them. Moreover, the views of allies 
and adversaries can vary widely, based on historical, cultural, and 
other unique circumstances.

As the nature of nuclear threats evolved, the US nuclear force struc-
ture and size also evolved. With the demise of the Soviet Union, the 
missions and purposes of US nuclear forces were increasingly called into 
question. This included not only their utility for deterring direct attack 
on the United States but also the efficacy of extending nuclear deter-
rence to third parties to prevent aggression by others.

The Bush administration’s 2001 Nuclear Posture Review (NPR) postu-
lated a world of extant and emerging nuclear powers posing qualitatively 
different nuclear threats to the United States and its allies than existed 
during the Cold War. While deterrence of nuclear attack remained a central 
goal of US nuclear forces, its nuclear arsenal was considered to play a 
broader role in ensuring global security.

Along with traditional deterrence, the 2001 NPR articulated a role for 
nuclear weapons in “assurance, dissuasion, and defeat”—concepts previ-
ously posited in the 2001 Quadrennial Defense Review. In other words, the 
NPR acknowledged that US nuclear forces play a major role in providing se-
curity guarantees to friends and allies who lack their own nuclear weapons 
and face challenges from hostile neighbors or adversaries (i.e., assurance). 
The US nuclear potential was also seen as having a dissuasive effect 
on adversaries who might contemplate actions contrary to American in-
terests. And, of course, should deterrence fail—an increasingly plausible 
prospect in a world of rogue states and terrorist actors—US nuclear forces 
must have the capacity to defeat any aggressor. Without this capacity, the 
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credibility of the US nuclear deterrent might be called into question, un-
dermining the central deterrence goal of its nuclear forces.

This article focuses on the assurance aspect of US nuclear forces— 
helping to assure friends and allies of the American commitment to 
their security. There are many ways to assure friends and allies, and not 
all rely on threatening potential aggressors with nuclear destruction. 
These can include declaratory policy, creating or strengthening mutual 
defense agreements and military alliances, fostering broader political 
relationships, bolstering reliance on missile defenses, and the forward 
deployment of conventional forces.1 

None of these means is mutually exclusive, and a sound policy of 
assurance will deploy all of them, as appropriate, tailored to specific 
circumstances. Nevertheless, it is the nuclear deterrence aspect of as-
surance which is being questioned more widely as nuclear force levels 
are reduced and which is the focus of this article.

Importantly, the requirements for extended deterrence and assur-
ance may not be identical. An adversary may be deterred from attack-
ing an ally even though that ally does not perceive its security to be 
adequately “assured.” Therefore, in some cases, the requirements for 
assurance may exceed those of deterrence. Clearly, the answer to the 
question How much is enough (or too little)? depends on the percep-
tion of both allies and adversaries.2 

In light of growing threats to the United States posed by the prolif-
eration of nuclear and other weapons of mass destruction (WMD) capa-
bilities to potential adversaries, the efficacy of security guarantees also 
depends on how allies perceive US willingness to defend their security 
if doing so risks exposing the US homeland to direct attack.

By extending its nuclear deterrent to other countries, the United 
States has historically provided a “nuclear umbrella” under which it 
sought to ensure their security. The prospect of a nuclear response by the 
United States to a third-party attack using nuclear or other WMDs on 
an ally has for decades added a degree of uncertainty to the calculations 
of potential adversaries contemplating such aggression. However, in a 
world of proliferating nuclear powers, renewed American emphasis on 
arms control and further nuclear reductions and growing tensions be-
tween US policies that support elimination of nuclear weapons entirely 
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and adversaries who increasingly seek them, the continued viability and 
credibility of the extended deterrent deserves closer examination.

Some questions this article addresses include:

•   How has extended deterrence worked in the past, and what are the 
factors that influence its viability?

•   Is there a link between extended deterrence and nonproliferation?

•   How do allies in Europe and Asia perceive the requirements of 
extended deterrence?

•   Is the size of the US nuclear arsenal more relevant to extended de-
terrence than its composition?

•   Are there alternatives to the extended deterrence provided by US 
nuclear forces that can provide the same degree of assurance to 
friends and allies?

•   What impact do nuclear reductions have on the ability of the United 
States to reassure allies of the credibility of its security guarantees?

•   What are the implications for extended deterrence of current US 
nuclear policies?

•   And, as US nuclear forces are reduced, is there some threshold level 
of capability beneath which the risks of aggression exceed the abil-
ity to deter it?

History of Extended Deterrence
At the dawn of the nuclear age, the United States confronted a numer-

ically superior conventional army that had occupied the eastern half of 
Europe after World War II. As Cold War attitudes hardened and Soviet 
expansionist objectives became clearer, the United States sought to deter 
Soviet aggression by extending its nuclear deterrent abroad. The threat 
of an American nuclear response to a conventional invasion of Western 
Europe was integrated into US military doctrine in the postwar era.

At a time when the United States possessed nuclear superiority over 
the Soviet Union, this extended deterrent was perceived as a credible 
threat sufficient to deter any move west by the Red Army. As the Sovi-
ets approached nuclear parity and then surpassed the United States in 
overall levels and capabilities of its nuclear forces, the credibility of US 
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threats to “go nuclear” to protect Western Europe against Soviet aggres-
sion became debatable.

Nevertheless, despite changes in the balance of nuclear forces be-
tween the two superpowers in the 1960s and 1970s, the US nuclear 
arsenal remained sizable enough to give pause to any aggressor. At its 
peak, the United States deployed more than 10,000 strategic and non-
strategic (i.e., tactical) nuclear weapons on more than 2,000 delivery 
platforms. Although the Soviets maintained some significant advan-
tages in nuclear firepower, throw weight, and other measures of nuclear 
capability, the sheer size of the American nuclear arsenal was thought 
by some to have an “existential” deterrent effect.3

As arms control became a central element of the bilateral superpower 
relationship, pressures emerged to reduce the size of nuclear stockpiles. 
Along with the Strategic Arms Limitations Talks (SALT) and Strategic 
Arms Reductions Talks (START), which resulted in treaties reducing 
the number of long-range nuclear weapons systems, the 1986 Interme-
diate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty resulted for the first time in 
the negotiated elimination of an entire class of nuclear weapons delivery 
systems. This included the Pershing II ballistic and ground-launched 
cruise missiles (GLCM) deployed in Europe that were a visible part of 
the US extended deterrence commitment.

Extended deterrence was not limited to protecting European al-
lies. For example, as Japan became one of the strongest postwar allies 
of the United States, the emerging nuclear weapons potential of first 
China and then North Korea concerned Japanese officials, who became 
acutely sensitive to the role of the US nuclear umbrella in assuring Ja-
pan’s security.

After the Korean armistice in 1953, South Korea also enjoyed a degree 
of protection accorded by the American extended nuclear deterrent. US 
nuclear weapons were stationed on South Korean territory. The painful 
shadow of Vietnam, however, and the fall of the Saigon government in 
1975 led to questions about whether the United States would rather ac-
cept defeat in war than resort to the use of nuclear weapons.

Since then, the United States has deployed veiled nuclear threats in limited 
circumstances to bolster deterrence. For example, then secretary of state 
James Baker articulated such a threat to Saddam Hussein in an effort to 
deter the Iraqi dictator from using WMDs against coalition forces in the 
1991 Gulf War. Even though Secretary Baker later admitted the United 
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States had no intention of using nuclear weapons, the possibility they 
might be used was arguably a consideration in Saddam’s decision not to 
launch chemical or biological attacks against Israel or coalition forces.

The importance of extended deterrence has been recognized even by 
those who favor the ultimate elimination of the nuclear capabilities on 
which it rests. Speaking in Prague in April 2009, President Obama reit-
erated his vision for a nuclear-free world but noted, “As long as these 
weapons exist, the United States will maintain a safe, secure, and effec-
tive arsenal to deter any adversary, and guarantee that defense to our al-
lies”4 (emphasis added). Today, however, as nuclear weapons increasingly 
are seen by some decision leaders as weapons that serve no purpose, will 
never be used in combat, and should be eliminated, the credibility of US 
nuclear threats is likely to be diminished in the eyes of both potential 
adversaries and long-time friends and allies.

The Relationship between Extended 
Deterrence and Nonproliferation

For a number of states, their own security rests on the viability and 
credibility of US nuclear assurances. Without the assurance—or reassur-
ance—that this nuclear umbrella provides, these states may pursue their 
own nuclear weapons acquisition programs. As one observer noted, “For 
allies such as Japan, South Korea and Taiwan, and some NATO states, the 
stability both of the US deterrent and extended deterrence guarantees are 
a significant part of these countries’ own strategic calculus.”5 Indeed, there 
have been numerous studies in recent years suggesting “the credibility and 
reliability of US nuclear assurances are necessary to keep countries . . . 
from reconsidering their decisions to be nonnuclear states.”6

In a 2007 study that linked US extended deterrence with nonprolif-
eration, the State Department’s International Security Advisory Board 
(ISAB) concluded, “Nuclear umbrella security agreements, whether 
unilateral or multilateral, have been, and are expected to continue to be, 
effective deterrents to proliferation.”7 The ISAB report stated, “There is 
clear evidence in diplomatic channels that US assurances to include 
the nuclear umbrella have been, and continue to be, the single most 
important reason many allies have foresworn nuclear weapons,” and 
further suggested that “a lessening of the US nuclear umbrella could 
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very well trigger a [nuclear proliferation] cascade in East Asia and the 
Middle East.”8

Former secretary of defense Robert Gates acknowledged the impor-
tance of US nuclear weapons to extended deterrence and nonprolifer-
ation. In a 2008 speech to the Carnegie Endowment for International 
Peace, he declared, “As long as others have nuclear weapons, we must 
maintain some level of these weapons ourselves to deter potential adver-
saries and to reassure over two dozen allies and partners who rely on our 
nuclear umbrella for their security, making it unnecessary for them to 
develop their own.”9

In 2009, the bipartisan Commission on the Strategic Posture of the 
United States concluded, “The US nuclear posture must be designed to 
address a very broad set of US objectives, including not just deterrence 
of enemies in time of crisis and war but also assurance of our allies and 
dissuasion of potential adversaries. Indeed, the assurance function of the 
force is as important as ever.”10

By some estimates, nearly 30 countries rely on the extended deter-
rent for the ultimate security US nuclear forces provide. Some of these 
countries are strong US allies that do not feel sufficiently threatened by 
neighbors or adversaries to contemplate developing nuclear weapons 
of their own. Others have been dissuaded from doing so as a result of 
formal defensive alliances with the United States (such as NATO). Still 
others are friends with which the United States does not have a formal 
defense relationship but whose security is nevertheless important to the 
maintenance of stability and defense of American interests; therefore, the 
nuclear umbrella has been extended to them. 

Many of these countries can be found in dangerous or unstable re-
gions with potentially hostile neighbors. If the US extended nuclear de-
terrent loses credibility, it is most likely to have significant repercussions 
among those states who may determine that their security is best served 
by acquiring their own nuclear weapons capability.

Allied Views of Assurance
The role of US nuclear forces in extending deterrence to NATO allies 

is codified in NATO’s Strategic Concept, promulgated in 2010. The 
document states, “The supreme guarantee of the security of the Allies 
is provided by the strategic nuclear forces of the Alliance, particularly 
those of the United States.” In addition, NATO’s strategy for deter-
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rence will continue to be based “on an appropriate mix of nuclear and 
conventional capabilities.”

What constitutes an “appropriate mix” is a matter to be determined 
by the NATO members themselves. However, the Strategic Concept 
notes, “As long as nuclear weapons exist, NATO will remain a nuclear 
alliance.” Further, the document is clear on the inseparability of Euro-
pean and American security, noting that “the transatlantic link remains 
as strong, and as important to the preservation of Euro-Atlantic peace 
and security, as ever.”11

The issue of extended deterrence and the role of US nuclear forces in 
providing that deterrence to NATO is not without controversy. Nev-
ertheless, it is clear a number of US, NATO, and non-NATO allies 
consider the US extended deterrent to be critical to their security.12 A 
group including former military chiefs of the United States, Britain, 
France, Germany, and the Netherlands reaffirmed the importance of the 
extended deterrent role of US nuclear forces and the credibility of nu-
clear escalatory threats by noting, “The first use of nuclear weapons must 
remain in the quiver of escalation as the ultimate instrument to prevent 
the use of weapons of mass destruction, in order to avoid truly existen-
tial dangers.”13

For some, the value of the extended deterrent lies in the deployment 
of American nuclear weapons on their territory and the demonstra-
tion of resolve these deployments convey. In these cases, additional US 
strategic offensive arms reductions may have less significance on allied 
perceptions of American credibility. For others, the value of extended 
deterrence lies more in the ability and willingness of the United States 
to maintain the effectiveness of its strategic nuclear arsenal. Therefore, 
additional strategic arms reductions may undermine the assurance 
value of American security guarantees.

In the past, some US allies have expressed strong views regarding the 
extended deterrent. These include non-NATO allies. For example, ac-
cording to documents recently declassified by Japanese officials, concern 
over a possible Sino-US conflict in the mid 1960s led Prime Minister 
Sato Eisaku to press Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara for assur-
ances the United States would be prepared to use its nuclear weapons 
against China. 

In the wake of China’s nuclear testing, Secretary McNamara subse-
quently expressed concern that without reassuring Japan of the US com-
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mitment to its security, Tokyo might seek its own nuclear weapons. Since 
then, other Japanese officials have sought similar American nuclear assur-
ances, including comments by Foreign Minister Aso Taro after North Ko-
rea’s nuclear test in 2006.14 Apparently, South Korea also sought nuclear 
assurances from the United States after that nuclear test.15 Former South 
Korean defense ministers reportedly approached the United States seek-
ing the redeployment of nuclear weapons in South Korea that had been 
previously withdrawn.16 

In June 2009, President Obama and South Korean president Lee 
Myung-bak reaffirmed that the US–Republic of Korea security relation-
ship included the “continuing commitment of extended deterrence, in-
cluding the US nuclear umbrella.”17 During a subsequent visit to Seoul, 
Secretary of Defense Gates declared, “The United States is committed to 
providing extended deterrence using the full range of American military 
might” to protect South Korea, including “the nuclear umbrella.”18

Obviously, allied views of extended deterrence will be shaped not 
only by what the United States does with respect to its nuclear forces 
but also by the evolving global strategic situation. Although the Cold 
War division of Europe ended more than two decades ago, some allies 
in Europe grow increasingly concerned over what they perceive as a 
renewed aggressiveness in Russia’s foreign and defense policies. The 
Russian military action in the summer of 2008 against Georgia—a 
country seeking NATO membership—suggested that extending US 
nuclear guarantees to countries on Russia’s periphery might be risky 
business. It also raised additional uncertainties on the part of Russia’s 
other neighbors regarding the credibility of US security guarantees. 

On top of this, Russia has revised its military doctrine to place in-
creased reliance on its nuclear forces, continued to pursue an aggressive 
nuclear weapons modernization program, resumed Cold War–style ex-
ercises of its strategic nuclear forces, threatened some of its former satel-
lite states with nuclear attack, and publicly proposed developing new 
“offensive weapons systems” to counter the United States.19

In the wake of Russian statements and actions, the concerns of Rus-
sia’s neighbors and their desire to be integrated into the security perim-
eter of the United States are understandable. So, too, is concern that 
Washington’s desire to “reset” its relationship with Moscow in the wake 
of Russia’s increasing assertiveness may actually lead others to question 
the attractiveness of, and confidence in, American security guarantees.
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Ukraine, a former Soviet state, has been wary of Russia and, until recently, 
sought the security guarantees that would accrue to it from NATO 
membership. Yet, after 2010, the new Ukrainian government changed 
course from its predecessor, declaring Kiev’s preference for neutrality and 
nonalignment, rejecting the previous government’s push for NATO 
membership, and seeking greater accommodation with Russia.20

As more countries pursue the path to NATO membership, the United 
States will likely find itself extending its nuclear umbrella to additional 
states in what was formerly viewed as Russia’s “sphere of influence.” 
Future reductions in European-based US tactical nuclear forces, along 
with NATO’s prior assurances to Russia that new NATO members 
would not host US nuclear weapons on their territories,21 may compli-
cate the mission of extended deterrence. Indeed, when coupled with the 
movement toward significant reductions in US strategic nuclear forces, 
it may become increasingly difficult to explain credibly how nuclear de-
terrence can be effectively extended to a greater number of states at a 
lower level of forces.

In Asia, the developing nuclear capabilities of North Korea have also 
sparked concern among America’s regional friends and allies. Japan, in 
particular, has encouraged the United States not to back away from its 
extended nuclear deterrent. After North Korea’s 2006 nuclear test, one 
Japanese press report stated that “Defense Minister Fumio Kyuma spoke 
in no uncertain terms about strengthening the deterrence of US nuclear 
weapons. The strongest deterrence would be when the United States explic-
itly says, ‘If you drop one nuclear bomb on Japan, the United States will 
retaliate by dropping 10 on you,’ he said.”22

Japan has been particularly sensitive over the credibility of US security 
guarantees. Japan’s 2004 Defense Program Outline declared, “To protect 
its territory and people against the threat of nuclear weapons, Japan will 
continue to rely on the US nuclear deterrent,” a posture explicitly reflected 
in the country’s official Defense Program Outline since 1976.23 The “Na-
tional Defense Program Outline for Fiscal [Year] 2011 and Beyond” re-
portedly emphasizes that “extended deterrence provided by the United 
States, with nuclear deterrence as a vital element, will be indispensable.”24 
A US-Japan joint statement issued after a meeting of the bilateral Security 
Consultative Committee in May 2007 reaffirmed that “US extended de-
terrence underpins the defense of Japan and regional security,” and this 
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includes “the full range of US military capabilities—both nuclear and 
nonnuclear strike forces and defensive capabilities.”25

Yukio Satoh, vice-chairman of the Japan Institute of International Af-
fairs and former diplomat, expressed Japan’s views regarding US extended 
deterrence by noting:

The importance for Japan of the American nuclear deterrence has increased 
since the end of the Cold War, as the country has become exposed to a diversity 
of conceivable nuclear threats, such as North Korea’s progressing nuclear and 
missile programs, China’s growing military power, and Russia’s strategic reasser-
tiveness. These developments are making Japan increasingly vulnerable to possible 
or potential threats by nuclear and other weapons of mass destruction (WMD). 
Ensuring American commitment to extend deterrence against such threats is 
therefore a matter of primary strategic importance for Japan. . . .

In recent years, the Japanese have become growingly sensitive to the credibility of 
the American commitment. Exposed to a series of dangerous actions by Pyong-
yang, particularly its test-shooting of a missile over Japan in 1998, its nuclear 
testing in 2006, and yet another test of a long-range missile, the Japanese have 
come to realize anew the importance of the American extended deterrence for 
their security, and this has made the Japanese more sensitive than ever to Wash-
ington’s attitude to North Korea.26

Ambassador Satoh, a supporter of the “Global Zero” movement to 
eliminate nuclear weapons, also recognized the potential hazards the move 
toward nuclear disarmament could pose for Japanese security, noting, 

Even the propositions advocated by eminent American strategists to pursue “a 
world free of nuclear weapons” have given rise to some anxiety about the possible 
negative impact on the American extended deterrence. . . . Furthermore, the Japa-
nese concern about the credibility of the American extended deterrence could 
increase if the US government were to unilaterally move to redefine the concept 
of nuclear deterrence, particularly to reduce dependence upon nuclear weapons 
in providing deterrence, without proper consultations. . . .

There have been no official consultations between Washington and Tokyo on 
how American extended deterrence should function, nor even any mechanism 
put in place for such consultations. . . . The time has come for us to create 
some kind of mechanism through which we can discuss the common strategy, 
particularly if the United States is going to reduce dependence upon nuclear 
weapons in their strategy.27
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Does Size Matter?
Assurance considerations may be affected not only by the size of the 

American extended nuclear deterrent but also by its composition. Some 
countries may not consider additional numerical reductions in US stra-
tegic nuclear forces to be especially significant with respect to the cred-
ibility of security guarantees unless those reductions impact the levels or 
operational utility of the types of nuclear forces those countries consider 
most useful to deter threats to their security.

For example, the threatened use of land-based ICBMs deployed on 
American soil in defense of allies may be seen as less credible than SLBMs 
on submarines that can deploy to crisis areas, especially since a strike 
using forces based in the United States may increase the risk of direct 
retaliation against the US homeland. For this reason, allies may consider 
the United States less willing to come to their defense by employing its 
central strategic forces. Bombers, however, may provide the highest level 
of reassurance to allies since, unlike ICBMs, they are mobile and, unlike 
nuclear ballistic missile–armed submarines (SSBN), they are visible. The 
bomber leg of the strategic triad is the most flexible for signaling inten-
tions, which can provide reassurance to allies in times of crisis.

The overall level of US strategic nuclear forces may convey to allies a 
sense of how the United States views the relevance of these forces in the 
contemporary security environment. Strategic force reductions pursued, 
for example, as part of a bilateral US-Russia effort to diminish reliance 
on nuclear weapons for strategic deterrence purposes may have unin-
tended negative consequences for assurance and extended deterrence.

The Role of Strategic and Nonstrategic Nuclear Forces  
in Extended Deterrence

Discussions of “strategic” and “nonstrategic” nuclear forces tend 
to obscure the fact that for the countries whose security depends on 
them, all nuclear weapons are strategic. The distinction is somewhat 
artificial and was derived to conform to an arms-control process that 
focused on regulating arsenals based on the range of their delivery sys-
tems. Nevertheless, both longer-range and shorter-range systems have 
relevance for extended deterrence.

Today, the United States maintains a minimum number of nonstrategic 
nuclear weapons in Europe. Most European-based US nuclear forces 
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were removed as a result of the 1986 INF Treaty, which eliminated the 
Pershing II missile and GLCMs, or the 1991 Presidential Nuclear Initia-
tive (PNI), which led to the withdrawal of nuclear artillery shells, 
naval anti-submarine nuclear weapons, and short-range ballistic mis-
sile nuclear warheads.28 In 1971, 11 types of nuclear weapons systems 
were deployed in Europe.29 Today, the number of nonstrategic nuclear 
weapons in NATO Europe has been reduced by more than 97 percent 
from 1970 levels. The only remaining US nuclear weapons in Europe 
are air-delivered gravity bombs that reportedly can be deployed on dual-
capable aircraft in Turkey, Italy, Germany, Belgium, and the Nether-
lands. Deployment of these nonstrategic nuclear weapons has always 
been seen as a means of reinforcing America’s extended nuclear deterrent 
by providing a critical link between conventional forces in Europe and 
US strategic nuclear forces. They have also provided a visible and tan-
gible expression of American solidarity with host countries, which some 
believe has strengthened their deterrent value.

The importance of maintaining US nonstrategic nuclear forces in Eu-
rope was highlighted in a 2008 report by the Secretary of Defense Task 
Force on DoD Nuclear Weapons Management, which noted, 

The Allies believe in the US nuclear deterrent as a pillar of the Alliance. Some 
Allies have been troubled to learn that during the last decade some senior US 
military leaders have advocated for the unilateral removal of US nuclear weap-
ons from Europe. 

These Allies are convinced that the security of the United States is “coupled” to 
that of Europe. Moreover, these allies are aware of the greater symbolic and politi-
cal value of allied aircraft employing US nuclear weapons. . . . 

USEUCOM (US European Command) argues that an “over the horizon” stra-
tegic capability is just as credible. It believes there is no military downside to the 
unilateral withdrawal of nuclear weapons from Europe. This attitude fails to com-
prehend—and therefore undermines—the political value our friends and allies 
place on these weapons, the political costs of withdrawal, and the psychological 
impact of their visible presence as well as the security linkages they provide. . . .

DCA (dual-capable aircraft) fighters and nuclear weapons are visible, capable, 
recallable, reusable, and flexible and are a military statement of NATO and US 
political will. These NATO forces provide a number of advantages to the Alli-
ance that go far beyond USEUCOM’s narrow perception of their military utility. 
Nuclear weapons in Europe provide a continuous deterrence element; as long as 
our allies value their political contribution, the United States is obligated to pro-
vide and maintain the nuclear weapon capability.30
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Should these forces be withdrawn completely, the willingness of the 
United States to “go nuclear” on Europe’s behalf could be called into 
question. It could also place increasing stress on US strategic nuclear 
forces by adding additional mission responsibilities (especially if the 
number of countries protected under the nuclear umbrella continues to 
increase as a result of NATO enlargement) at a time when those forces 
are also likely to decline further.

It is plausible the requirements of extended deterrence may also ne-
cessitate the retention of certain types of nuclear forces that might oth-
erwise be withdrawn or retired. As the Congressional Commission on 
the Strategic Posture of the United States noted, “Assurance [of allies] 
that extended deterrence remains credible and effective may require that 
the United States retain numbers or types of nuclear capabilities that 
it might not deem necessary if it were concerned only with its own 
defense.”31 The commission also reported some European allies believe 
modernization of European-based nuclear forces is “essential to prevent 
nuclear coercion by Moscow” and for “restoring a sense of balance” in 
the face of Russia’s nuclear modernization efforts.32 In addition, Turkey 
has reportedly been concerned over the potential removal of nuclear 
gravity bombs that can be carried by dual-capable aircraft based on its 
territory. In August 2009, Turkish officials reportedly expressed concern 
that Iran’s efforts to acquire nuclear weapons would lead Turkey to do 
the same.33

Some Asian officials have expressed particular concern over the poten-
tial elimination of the TLAM-N cruise missile, one of the few nonstrategic 
nuclear weapons remaining in the US nuclear arsenal. This was noted by 
the congressional commission.34 One account of concerns expressed by 
a “particularly important ally” indicated that should the United States 
decide to eliminate TLAM-N, “we would like to be consulted in advance 
with regard to how the loss of this capability for extended deterrence will 
be offset.”35 Additionally, the commission noted the views of one ally, 
expressed privately, that “the credibility of the US extended deterrent 
depends on its specific capabilities to hold a wide variety of targets at 
risk, and to deploy forces in a way that is either visible or stealthy, as 
circumstances may demand.”36

Some analysts have suggested that the TLAM-N has little military util-
ity and its importance to countries like Japan is overstated. One chal-
lenged the Strategic Posture Commission’s conclusions in this regard, 
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calling the notion that TLAM-N is critical to extended deterrence in Asia 
“odd.”37 In particular, the deployment of other capabilities to the Pacific 
region, including aircraft carriers, submarines, and long-range bombers, 
is seen by some as a sufficient deterrent to aggression. 

As one analyst noted, “Why, given these extensive US forces ear-
marked for the Pacific region, anyone in Tokyo, Washington, Beijing, or 
Pyongyang would doubt the US capability to project a nuclear umbrella 
over Japan—or see the TLAM-N as essential—is puzzling.”38 Such rea-
soning, however, reflects a decidedly American perspective based on 
American views of what should be reassuring to allies. But clearly, reas-
surance is in the eye of the reassured, and allied views may differ from 
ours, based on unique historical, cultural, or other factors. These factors 
should be taken into account if the purpose of the US extended deterrent 
is to reassure allies of the US commitment to their security.

Since the change in Japan’s government in 2009, questions have been 
raised about that country’s views of the importance of the TLAM-N 
for extended deterrence. Japan’s former foreign minister Katsuya Okada 
noted, “The Japanese government is not in a position to judge whether 
it is necessary or desirable for [the US] government to possess particular 
[weapons] systems. . . . Nevertheless, if TLAM-N is retired, we hope to 
receive ongoing explanations of [the US] government’s extended deter-
rence policy, including any impact this might have on extended deter-
rence for Japan and how this could be supplemented.”39

Indeed, as articulated in the 2010 Nuclear Posture Review Report, the 
Obama administration decided to retire the TLAM-N, arguing that it 
“serves a redundant purpose in the US nuclear stockpile,” and its de-
terrence and assurance roles “can be adequately substituted” by other 
means, including forward-deployed aircraft and central strategic forces.40 
Consequently, all TLAM-N missiles are expected to be retired by 2013. 
At the same time, however, the administration has declared “no changes 
to US extended deterrence capabilities will be made without continued 
close consultation with allies and partners.”41

With respect to the continued deployment of nonstrategic nuclear 
forces in Europe, the Obama administration’s April 2010 Nuclear Pos-
ture Review Report argues such decisions should be made in consultation 
with NATO allies and says the United States “is committed to making con-
sensus decisions through NATO processes.”42 Moreover, it declares, “Any 
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changes in NATO’s nuclear posture should only be taken after a thor-
ough review within—and decision by—the Alliance.”43

Despite the expressed US commitment to consult closely with coun-
tries that benefit from its extended deterrent, some observers have ar-
gued the views of allies should not drive the United States to maintain 
nuclear weapons that have little military utility. They argue that doing so 
would essentially hold American nuclear deployments “hostage” to the 
whims of other countries.44 Nevertheless, it is clear American strategic 
interests are best served by considering allied views—though these views 
may not be determinative—prior to any future decisions regarding the 
appropriate level or composition of US nuclear forces.

Although a number of European and Asian allies share similar views 
of the importance of extended deterrence, there are also important nu-
ances. For example, European allies in general put great value in the 
deployment of US nonstrategic nuclear weapons on European soil, 
whereas a number of Asian allies would prefer to keep US nuclear weap-
ons, both strategic and nonstrategic, “on call.”45

Extending Deterrence by Other Means
Extended nuclear deterrence worked well during the Cold War. 

NATO’s deployment of US nuclear weapons on European soil, cou-
pled with its refusal to preclude the first use of nuclear weapons in 
response to Soviet conventional aggression, arguably helped convince 
Soviet leaders of the seriousness of America’s nuclear guarantees to its 
European allies. In the post–Cold War world, however, some have 
questioned the value of extended deterrence, suggesting other alterna-
tives can deliver the deterrent value US nuclear forces once provided.

Third-Party Nuclear Capabilities

In the European context, both the UK and France maintain their own 
independent nuclear forces and could presumably extend their nuclear 
deterrent to the rest of Europe. However, neither country is likely to do 
so for a variety of political and strategic reasons. These include the dif-
ficulty of persuading their populations to use their independent nuclear 
deterrents not only to protect their own citizens but other European 
countries as well, especially in a post–Cold War world where pressures 
to reduce reliance on nuclear forces continue to mount.
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UK strategic policy continues to reflect the need for nuclear deter-
rence, albeit at lower force levels, and recognition that British nuclear 
weapons can play an important role in NATO’s collective security. The 
Strategic Defence and Security Review submitted by Prime Minister David 
Cameron to Parliament in October 2010 declares that the United King-
dom “can meet the minimum requirement of an effective and credible 
level of deterrence with a smaller nuclear weapons capability.” To this 
end, the UK plans to “reduce our requirement for operationally avail-
able warheads from fewer than 160 to no more than 120.”46 

The British government’s 2006 white paper recognized its nuclear 
forces have been reduced by 75 percent since the end of the Cold War.47 
Former prime minister Gordon Brown, in a July 2009 report to Parlia-
ment, noted a “minimum nuclear deterrent remains an essential element 
of our national security” and declared Britain “will continue to contrib-
ute our strategic nuclear deterrent to NATO’s collective security,” but 
added that the UK “would only consider using nuclear weapons in self-
defense (including the defense of our NATO allies), and even then only 
in extreme circumstances.”48 This was reaffirmed by the 2010 Strategic 
Defence and Security Review, which stated, “The U.K. has long been clear 
that we would only consider using our nuclear weapons in extreme cir-
cumstances of self-defence, including the defence of our NATO Allies, 
and we remain deliberately ambiguous about precisely when, how, and 
at what scale we would contemplate their use.”49

In his 2006 speech to the Strategic Air and Maritime Forces at Ile 
Longue, President Jacques Chirac reiterated the importance of France’s 
nuclear deterrent, calling it “the ultimate guarantor of our security,” 
and declared there should be no doubt “about our determination and 
capacity to resort to our nuclear weapons. The credible threat of their 
utilization permanently hangs over those leaders who harbor hostile 
intentions against us.” But he also suggested defending France’s vital 
interests could extend beyond the country’s borders as a result of “the 
growing interdependence of European countries and also by the im-
pact of globalization.” 

Chirac noted, “Safeguarding our strategic supplies or the defense of 
allied countries are, among others, interests that must be protected.” 
He also declared France’s nuclear deterrent to be “a core element in the 
security of the European continent.”50 Nevertheless, this statement was 
offered in the context of a NATO defense framework that continues to 
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rely on American nuclear capabilities for extended deterrence. It was not 
meant to suggest French nuclear forces could substitute for American 
capabilities. Moreover, some European countries have in the past been 
disinclined to stake their own security on France’s nuclear deterrent.51 
This may, in part, reflect political as well as military concerns.

As a practical matter, extending deterrence to European allies through 
exclusive reliance on the relatively small UK or French nuclear deter-
rents is unlikely to convey the same measure of credibility as using US 
nuclear forces. In addition, neither the British nor French nuclear capa-
bilities are seen as sufficient to extend deterrence to Asian allies against a 
growing Chinese nuclear capability.52

Nonnuclear Capabilities

Some believe the contemporary strategic environment no longer re-
quires American nuclear threats to be made on behalf of allies, if it ever 
did, and nonnuclear means can be equally effective as a deterrent to 
aggression. As a 2008 RAND paper argued, “The United States, even 
when resting extended deterrence almost entirely on nuclear weapons, 
was always extremely circumspect about even obliquely threatening 
their use; this was no less the case during the 1950s when it still retained 
a near monopoly on long-range nuclear weapons. At present, and for 
the near term, US conventional capabilities greatly reduce the need to 
rely on nuclear weapons for extended deterrence relative to the 1950s.”53

Nuclear weapons deter by threatening severe punishment to a po-
tential attacker. The effectiveness of this type of deterrence requires the 
ability to hold at risk those assets an adversary values most. Although 
in certain cases modern conventional weapons can accomplish military 
objectives once thought possible only by the use of nuclear weapons, 
they cannot substitute for nuclear weapons in all cases. 

For example, potential adversaries like North Korea and Iran have 
placed their most valuable strategic assets underground, in highly pro-
tected areas, beyond the reach of conventional strike capabilities. Re-
moving the threat of a nuclear retaliatory strike would grant sanctuary 
to those assets or capabilities that could no longer be held at risk. Rather 
than deter aggression, this might provoke it if an adversary believes its 
most valuable assets could be spared from destruction. Some of the 
bloodiest conflicts in history, including two conventional world wars, 
were fought as a consequence of the failure of prenuclear deterrence. In 
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the words of one analyst, “The historical record of conventional deter-
rence is not encouraging.”54

One reason to question the ability of conventional forces to substitute 
for nuclear in providing extended deterrence is that sufficient conven-
tional forces may not be forward deployed in time to regions where they 
can function as an effective deterrent. Moreover, while the United States 
continues to seek a prompt global strike capability using nonnuclear 
weapons, those potential systems are not sufficiently mature to expect 
they can credibly serve the extended deterrence function that nuclear 
weapons do today.

In addition to the strictly military aspects of deterrence, psychological 
ones are at play as well. Nuclear weapons are perceived to be the ulti-
mate weapons, and the punishment they can exact is without equal. The 
psychological impact of a threat to employ a weapon with such signifi-
cant damage potential may, in and of itself, bolster deterrence in ways 
the threat of conventional retaliation could not. 

While the effectiveness of deterrence rests on the adversary’s perception 
of the consequences of aggression and it is impossible to know with abso-
lute certainty how an adversary perceives nuclear threats, it is nevertheless 
plausible that conventional deterrence alone will carry less impact than 
deterrent threats that include a nuclear component. As Gen Kevin Chil-
ton, former commander of US Strategic Command, testified in 2010, 
“The nuclear weapon has a deterrent factor that far exceeds a conventional 
threat.”55

Aside from reliance on nonnuclear weapons capabilities, it is pos-
sible that extended deterrence can be bolstered through a more robust 
American presence on allied territory. This can take the form of troop 
deployments, military facilities, or other types of visible linkages that 
bind friends and allies more tightly to the United States. However, the 
very visibility of an expanded American presence on the territories of 
sovereign states may also occasion negative political repercussions, espe-
cially in times of heightened tensions. Hence, the value of this means of 
assurance may be more susceptible to short-term fluctuations in inter-
nal host-nation politics that impact the credibility of American security 
guarantees.
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Missile Defenses

In addition to the threat of punishment, deterrence can also be 
achieved through the ability to deny a potential attacker the objectives 
of its attack. This “deterrence through denial” strategy can be reflected 
in defensive measures—either as a substitute for or adjunct to—offen-
sive retaliatory means.

The 2001 NPR reintroduced defenses into the calculus of deterrence 
by advocating the deployment of ballistic missile defenses. The ability 
to protect and defend against attack should deterrence fail was seen as a 
critical element of a sound nuclear strategy and a policy that reinforced 
deterrence by complementing the offensive threat of “punishment” with 
a defensive strategy of “denial.” By adding strategic defenses to the de-
terrent mix, the 2001 NPR argued reliance on nuclear weapons could 
be reduced. This did not mean, however, that it could be eliminated 
entirely.

Ultimately, an adversary decides what best deters it from a particular 
course of action. For some aggressors, the threat of denial may be less of 
a deterrent than the threat of punishment. But it is impossible to know 
with certainty what will work best in all circumstances and under all 
scenarios. Therefore, a prudent strategic posture should seek to maximize 
the effectiveness of deterrence by maintaining the capability to both pun-
ish and deny. Like advanced conventional weapons, missile defenses 
can be an important adjunct to a deterrence policy that includes nuclear 
weapons, but defenses alone cannot substitute for them.

Robustness of the Nuclear Enterprise
Regardless of whether nuclear deterrence relies on offensive punitive 

measures, defensive systems, or a combination of both, the capabili-
ties to punish or deny must be viewed as credible to be effective. In large 
measure, the credibility of a nuclear deterrent arsenal lies not only in a 
willingness to employ it if necessary but in its perceived reliability—its 
ability to accomplish its mission if employed. 

As the United States continues to abide by the unilateral nuclear test 
moratorium imposed two decades ago and as its nuclear arsenal contin-
ues to age, there has been a rising chorus of concern over the continued 
reliability and efficacy of that arsenal. Some observers have suggested 
American decisions over nuclear weapons modernization and sustain-
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ment of the US nuclear weapons enterprise have consequences for ex-
tended deterrence. While acknowledging the importance of the actual 
nuclear weapons in ensuring deterrence, viability of the nuclear weapons 
complex is also seen as central to ensuring deterrence. 

As two Los Alamos National Laboratory officials put it, “It is not only 
the capabilities of the forces themselves that assure allies and deter poten-
tial adversaries, it is also the capability to sustain and modernize these 
forces, while also demonstrating that ability to rapidly respond to new 
or emerging threats.”56 This suggests a failure to modernize and adapt 
the US nuclear infrastructure to contemporary security threats may cast 
doubt on the credibility of the US extended deterrent.

A similar point was made in a study of extended deterrence published 
by the Center for Strategic and International Studies, which noted that 

perceived challenges to the credibility of US deterrence capabilities in the long 
term could have shorter-term consequences for assurance. Perceptions of the 
long-term viability of the US stockpile and infrastructure and of the prospects 
for a national consensus on the future of the US deterrent are salient factors 
affecting allies’ confidence in the durability of the US commitment. Allies are 
paying close attention to American nuclear policy debates. Arguments from 
both sides of the ideological divide can undermine assurance by skewing allies’ 
perceptions of US intentions and capabilities.57

There is also some evidence to suggest European allies view the con-
tinued viability of the overall US nuclear enterprise to be more rel-
evant to extended deterrence than either the levels or composition of US 
nuclear forces.58 Indeed, the significant decline in the US strategic nu-
clear arsenal since the height of the Cold War, the removal of almost all 
nonstrategic nuclear forces in Europe, the suspension of underground 
nuclear testing, the loss of nuclear design and engineering competence 
and talent in the national laboratories, the congressional prohibitions 
on nuclear modernization, the aversion to any “new” nuclear weapons, 
and the general lack of attention to nuclear matters are symptomatic of 
a trend that suggests a diminished overall utility for nuclear weapons. 
These developments may also suggest to allies there is reason for ad-
ditional concern over the efficacy of America’s extended deterrent.
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The Impact of the Obama Administration’s  
Nuclear Policies

The Obama administration has made the global elimination of nu-
clear weapons a key national security goal. In the same Prague speech 
in which he reiterated the importance of extending nuclear deterrence 
to US allies, President Obama also declared the United States—as the 
only nation to have used nuclear weapons in anger—has a “moral re-
sponsibility” to work for their elimination. One year later, the president 
signed a “New START” treaty with Russia that would reduce the level 
of strategic nuclear offensive forces—both warheads and their associated 
delivery vehicles—to levels below those agreed to in the 2002 Strategic 
Offensive Reductions Treaty (i.e., the Moscow Treaty). In addition, he 
committed the administration to pursuing significantly lower levels of 
nuclear forces as part of a follow-on arms control agenda with Russia.

Subsequent to the signing of New START, the administration released 
its own nuclear posture review. This new, congressionally mandated 
NPR articulated the rationale and provided the underpinning for deci-
sions that will affect the size and composition of the American nuclear 
arsenal over the next decade.

As expected, the 2010 NPR reaffirmed the importance of extended 
deterrence, noting, “The United States remains committed to provid-
ing a credible extended deterrence posture and capabilities.”59 And it 
suggested a role for US central strategic forces in the extended deter-
rence mission. In particular, it stated that “nuclear-capable bombers 
are important to extended deterrence of potential attacks on US allies 
and partners. Unlike ICBMs and SLBMs, heavy bombers can be vis-
ibly forward deployed, thereby signaling US resolve and commitment 
in crisis.”60

The 2010 NPR’s recognition of the role US central strategic forces 
can play in extending deterrence to allies and strategic partners raises the 
prospect that the demands on US nuclear forces may grow beyond the 
ability to meet them. This includes the possible extension of US nuclear 
guarantees to countries that heretofore have remained outside the for-
mal protection of the US nuclear umbrella. In November 2008 it was 
reported the United States might extend an explicit nuclear guarantee to 
Israel in the event Iran acquired nuclear weapons.61 

In July 2009, Secretary of State Hillary Clinton appeared to broaden 
that guarantee by stating the United States might consider extending 
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“a defense umbrella” over the Middle East region as a deterrent to a nu-
clear-armed Iran.62 Although she did not explicitly refer to an extended 
nuclear deterrent, the implication was clear and was seen as an attempt 
to dissuade countries in the region such as Saudi Arabia and other Gulf 
states from seeking nuclear weapons as a counterbalance to Iran’s nuclear 
weapons potential.

It seems odd at a time when its nuclear forces are declining, the United 
States may consider extending its nuclear deterrent to other non-NATO 
states with which it has no formal alliances. The prospect of a nuclear-
armed Iran has raised concerns among its immediate and regional neighbors. 
Countries like Saudi Arabia may feel threatened by a nuclear weapon in 
the hands of the leaders of the Islamic Republic.63 A heightened level 
of insecurity among countries in this volatile region may propel some 
toward acquisition of their own indigenous nuclear weapons capability. 
Such a prospect would not only be a setback to US nonproliferation 
policy, but also could ignite regional tensions that threaten American 
friends and interests.

Seeking an Appropriate Nuclear Threshold
Global strategic developments and US policy may move the United 

States in a potentially risky direction. The proliferation of nuclear weap-
ons and technologies to dangerous actors is creating conditions where US 
allies and friends place greater stresses on, and increasingly question the 
credibility of, American security guarantees. For example,

•  Additional European states seek security against a resurgent Russia 
through NATO membership that conveys the protection of the 
American nuclear umbrella;

•  US allies in Asia are wary of China’s nuclear modernization pro-
grams, as it increasingly invests in developing regional nuclear ca-
pabilities;

•  North Korea’s development of nuclear weapons continues una-
bated, fueling concerns over how the United States will ensure 
regional security; and

•  Iran’s determined pursuit of nuclear weapons may lead Middle East-
ern countries—some of whom do not even get along with one an-
other—to quietly solicit American protection.
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In all of these circumstances, the extended deterrent provided by US 
nuclear weapons may assume greater prominence and importance. Yet, 
the US nuclear arsenal has shrunk to its lowest levels since the Eisen-
hower administration and is slated to be reduced even further, consistent 
with a policy whose stated objective is the complete elimination of nuclear 
weapons. It may be difficult to convince those who today see their own 
security guaranteed by the American nuclear umbrella and those who 
believe their future security depends upon tying themselves more tightly 
to the safety provided by US nuclear weapons that the shift toward other 
measures of assurance (e.g., advanced conventional capabilities, missile 
defenses, etc.) is not merely an attempt to justify policy decisions made 
in the absence of allied consultation and without sufficient understand-
ing of the allies’ perceptions of their own vulnerabilities.

As the number of strategic nuclear weapons and delivery platforms 
declines, burdens on the residual nuclear forces for implementing ex-
tended deterrence will rise. These burdens are unlikely to diminish, 
given the strategic realities noted above. A decline in its strategic nuclear 
forces may also impact the ability of the United States to forward deploy 
such forces to theaters of crisis. For example, although it may be seen 
as useful to forward deploy strategic bombers or submarines to the Pa-
cific region as a signal of resolve, pressures to reduce these forces signifi-
cantly—or even to abandon the traditional triad and move to a “dyad” 
or “monad”—may mitigate against such deployments and diminish the 
credibility of extended deterrence in the eyes of allies, friends, and ad-
versaries.

In Europe, the future disposition of remaining US nuclear forces will 
likely be addressed in an alliance-wide context. Though NATO publics 
are generally receptive to the goal of nuclear disarmament, their govern-
ments may be increasingly reluctant to abandon those remaining US 
nuclear weapons on European soil in light of the alliance’s enlargement, 
growing concerns over Russian policy and behavior directed against its 
neighbors to the west, and the traditionally anemic defense investment 
of individual NATO countries that prefer the United States continue to 
assume the lion’s share of the burden for their ultimate security. Having 
suffered the consequences of a failed conventional deterrence that led to 
two world wars on the continent, Europeans may not yet be ready to 
abandon the implements of deterrence that have successfully prevented 
a third for more than six decades.
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Any changes to America’s strategic nuclear posture should not occur 
in the absence of detailed, robust consultations with allies and friends. 
Such consultations will be easier to implement with European allies, as 
mechanisms have long existed to involve NATO governments in the 
nuclear planning process. The modalities for adapting this consultative 
process to Asian allies and friends is more complex, however, as they have 
not been integrated into US nuclear planning activities in the same way 
as NATO countries.

How Little Is Too Little?
Deterrence is an art, not a science. Therefore, it is not possible to de-

clare with certainty that a particular level of nuclear weapons is sufficient 
to guarantee the effective functioning of deterrence—or extended deter-
rence—in all cases, at all times, against all possible adversaries. Indeed, 
what may be considered sufficient for deterrence today may prove insuf-
ficient tomorrow, as the strategic environment is highly dynamic.64

In the past, assurance considerations have factored into decisions 
regarding the overall size of the US strategic nuclear arsenal. This was 
certainly true with respect to the strategic force reductions postulated 
in the 2001 NPR. Consistent with its guidance, US strategic forces were 
reduced to their lowest levels in many decades. Despite these reduc-
tions, however, the range of 1,700–2,200 operationally deployed strategic 
nuclear weapons subsequently codified in the Moscow Treaty was cho-
sen as “an assurance-related requirement for US nuclear forces that they 
be judged second to none.”65

To date, there has been no explanation of whether or how the re-
duced nuclear force levels of 1,550 warheads on 700 deployed delivery 
systems agreed to in the April 2010 New START accord have incorpo-
rated the assurance requirements of allies. The reductions required by 
New START, coupled with the Obama administration’s declared intent 
to reduce US nuclear weapons even further on a path toward eventual 
elimination, may complicate the long-term viability of extended deter-
rence. One observer noted, “As numbers go down, extended deterrence 
concerns go up.”66

Assuming continued reductions in US strategic nuclear forces, is 
there a threshold level beneath which the risks of aggression exceed the 
nation’s ability to deter it? There can be no definitive answer to this 
question, as the answer will vary depending upon the specifics of the sce-
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nario postulated. However, the ultimate answer to this question depends 
primarily on the perceptions of allies and adversaries, not on American 
calculations and theories.

Likewise, it is difficult to ascertain the appropriate level of forward-
deployed nonstrategic nuclear forces necessary to ensure the continued 
credibility of extended deterrence. For Europe, NATO will need to ad-
dress this in the context of shifting perceptions of threats, alliance mem-
bership changes, and unique national circumstances.67 In some cases, 
allies may feel extending a purely defensive umbrella (e.g., through de-
ployment of active missile defenses on their territory), hosting the de-
ployment of US troops, or other measures may provide sufficient deter-
rence against aggression from hostile neighbors or powers. Yet, this is an 
untestable proposition. Deterrence may succeed, but it is not possible 
to know with absolute certainty what accounted for its success. On the 
other hand, if it fails we will know with certainty that the measures we 
relied upon were insufficient.

Preserving the credibility of US security guarantees will always be 
challenging. Some of the difficulties were noted by two Lithuanian ana-
lysts who argued that 

security guarantees from third nations always suffer from credibility problem 
[sic]. History provides many examples when extended deterrence fails (e.g., 
British and French security guarantees did not deter Germany from attacking 
Poland in 1939). Extended nuclear deterrence is even more difficult to imple-
ment. For the United States, the United Kingdom or France to prove to other 
nations that they are ready to risk nuclear holocaust for the sake of the Baltic 
states is extremely difficult.68

Indeed, on whose behalf the United States should risk “nuclear holo-
caust” is a matter of considerable dispute. Some argue it should not ex-
tend its nuclear umbrella to countries that do not share its fundamental 
values. Others believe American nuclear security guarantees should only 
be extended to countries whose security is considered absolutely vital to 
US survival.

If, how, and to whom the United States should extend additional nu-
clear guarantees should be carefully considered. As the nuclear umbrella 
shrinks and the number of countries seeking protection under it grows, 
the implications for credible extended deterrence loom large. The 
benefits for deterrence must be balanced against the potential risks to 
the United States should it fail. This is not an easy task, and there are no 
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simple answers. But decisions on whether to extend US nuclear deter-
rence to other states should be decided on a case-by-case basis, taking a 
range of country-specific and alliance-specific military, political, diplo-
matic, and other variables into account.

Despite these challenges, it is clear from the statements of some allies 
that reliance on the US extended deterrent is more important than ever, 
especially in light of changes in the strategic environment they perceive 
as directly threatening their security. It is also evident additional reduc-
tions to US nuclear forces may have negative consequences for the 
ability to assure allies that the United States is unwavering in its com-
mitment to their security.

Conclusions
Extended nuclear deterrence has a long and relatively successful his-

tory. But most of that history was written during the Cold War under 
strategic circumstances that have been fundamentally altered. The de-
mise of the Soviet Union, the rise of other nuclear-armed states, the 
proliferation of nuclear threats, the restructuring of alliances, and con-
tinued downward pressures on nuclear weapons and force levels suggest 
that extended deterrence, to be effective, must operate in new and chal-
lenging conditions.

Despite this new strategic environment, extended deterrence remains 
an important element of US security strategy. Its continued relevance 
has been recognized by the Obama administration through the state-
ments of senior spokespersons like the secretary of state, secretary of de-
fense, and the president himself. It has also been reaffirmed in the 2010 
NPR. Yet, the credibility of the US nuclear umbrella may be strained as 
a result of the desire to rid the world of those weapons upon which it 
is based. Simultaneously, the number of states seeking or obtaining the 
protection offered by the extended deterrent may increase as the size of 
nuclear forces providing that extended deterrent diminishes.

Determinations of the appropriate size and composition of the US 
nuclear arsenal must necessarily reflect the varied requirements of ex-
tended deterrence and assurance. Given the emergence of new threats, 
different regional security environments, and continuing challenges to 
reliance on nuclear weapons for deterrence purposes, it is not possible 
to posit with certainty a static level of nuclear forces that can simul-
taneously accomplish all necessary missions. However, it does appear 
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plausible US nuclear force reductions will complicate achieving these 
missions. For this reason, future decisions regarding the size and compo-
sition of US nuclear forces should be informed by comprehensive consul-
tations with friends and allies whose security depends on the viability of 
the US nuclear deterrent. Integrating allies into the formal consultative 
process on these issues may also have the attendant benefit of providing a 
form of reassurance. Absent such consultations, US policies intended to 
strengthen deterrence may actually hasten its failure. The consequences 
of such could be unprecedented and catastrophic for all. 
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So long as there is a finite chance of war, we have to be inter-
ested in outcomes; and although all outcomes would be bad, some 
would be very much worse than others.

—Bernard Brodie

Much has been written about nuclear weapons, but what has been 
learned? Once an essential element of American foreign and defense pol-
icy, these matters were neglected after the Cold War and all but forgot-
ten after September 11th. As the Schlesinger Commission concluded, 
“Because nuclear weapons have been less prominent since the end of the 
Cold War and have not been used since World War II, their importance 
and unique role as a deterrent have been obscured though not dimin-
ished.”1 Recent incidents of mismanagement of the US nuclear weapons 
enterprise, the acquisition of atomic weapons by North Korea, Iran’s ap-
parent quest for such weapons, the expiration of the Strategic Arms Re-
duction Treaty (START) and negotiation of its replacement with Russia, 
and the decision to engage in a nuclear posture review have brought the 
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attention of policy makers to the important question of the role that 
nuclear forces should play in American strategy.

This is not a new question, but it requires a renewed evaluation. Ber-
nard Brodie pondered it long ago, and his work birthed a rich literature 
that informed and clarified the round of nuclear debates that resulted in 
America’s first comprehensive nuclear policy—massive retaliation.2 
Today, however, policy makers seem befuddled by nuclear weapons. Af-
ter 60 years of living with The Bomb, they seem to have forgotten its 
value. Nuclear weapons produce strategic effects. Their presence com-
pels statesmen to behave cautiously in the face of grave danger. This 
cautiousness produces restraint, which shores up international stability. 
In short, nuclear weapons deter.

In this article we first address the concept of deterrence, its require-
ments, and alternative strategies. We then discuss the effects of nuclear 
deterrence in international political relations and the capabilities—both 
nuclear and conventional—required to produce these effects. Finally, we 
draw conclusions with regard to the appropriate size and composition of 
the US strategic nuclear arsenal, given our arguments.

 What is Deterrence?
From a theoretical standpoint, deterrence links a demand that an ad-

versary refrain from undertaking a particular action to a threat to use 
force if it does not comply. Deterrence places the adversary in a situation 
in which it has a choice of complying with what has been demanded of 
it—inaction—or defying those demands and risking implementation of 
the deterrer’s threatened sanction. What the adversary considers to gener-
ate expectations about the consequences of its alternatives has been the 
subject of wide and varied speculation.3 These expectations are distilled 
into expected-value calculations whereby the costs and benefits of an out-
come are discounted by the probability of its occurrence (i.e., [benefits 
– costs] * probability). Then the expected values of possible outcomes 
stemming from a single course of action are summed. In deterrence the 
adversary compares the expected value of complying with the deterrer’s 
demand and refraining from action to defying that demand and acting 
anyway. For deterrence to be successful, the deterrer’s threatened sanc-
tion must reduce the expected value of defiance so that it is less than the 
expected value of compliance. The deterrer can do that by threatening to 
reduce the benefits of defiance or increase its costs. The former would con-
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stitute a denial threat, while the latter would be a threat of punishment. 
And because the adversary will discount these threats by its assessment of 
the likelihood that the deterrer will implement them, the deterrer must 
convey these threats credibly.4 

Deterrence is more than a theory. It is also a policy. States adopt de-
terrence policies for one reason—to fend off attack. The United States 
used deterrence to frame its approach to an apparently hostile Soviet 
Union and to make use of nuclear weapons by not using them. As the 
Schlesinger Commission put it, “Though our consistent goal has been 
to avoid actual weapons use, the nuclear deterrent is ‘used’ every day 
by assuring friends and allies, dissuading opponents from seeking peer 
capabilities to the United States, deterring attacks on the United States 
and its allies from potential adversaries, and providing the potential to 
defeat adversaries if deterrence fails.”5 Strategic nuclear weapons were 
used to operationalize strategies of denial and punishment. Denial strat-
egies, generally termed counterforce, focused upon mitigating the ability 
of the adversary to use its military forces, especially nuclear forces, in 
the event of a conflict so as to reduce its chances of victory. Punishment 
strategies, generally termed countervalue, focused upon destroying the 
industrial capacity and urban centers of the adversary to impose terrible 
costs upon its society.6 During the Cold War, US defense programs were 
designed and justified in terms of their ability to fulfill these missions.7 
Since 9/11, capabilities have been programmed in an astrategic man-
ner, and many of the mundane considerations of deterrence have 
been cast aside, making the forging of a new deterrence policy prob-
lematic today.8

Deterrence theory and policy is based upon the presumption that 
the adversary to be deterred is rational. The Deterrence Operations Joint 
Operating Concept, which guides US deterrence doctrine and strategy, 
assumes that “[a]ctions to be deterred result from deliberate and in-
tentional adversary decisions to act (i.e., not from automatic responses 
or unintended/accidental events). Decisions to act are based on actors’ 
calculations regarding alternative courses of action and actors’ percep-
tions of the values and probabilities of alternative outcomes associated 
with those courses of action.”9 It is often argued that deterrence is in-
herently flawed because no human being is perfectly rational—indeed, 
they often act irrationally.10 But this is a red herring. As Robert Jervis 
has argued, “How rational do men have to be for deterrence theory to 
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apply? Much less than total rationality is needed for the main lines of 
the theory to be valid.”11 Indeed, given that adversaries of any note lead 
large organizations—states—and had to pursue strategies to gain and 
retain power, it is difficult to argue that such persons are irrational or 
nonrational.12 They may not be perfect, but they are sensible and react 
to the incentives of their strategic and domestic environments.13 This 
holds also for terrorist groups such as al-Qaeda or Hamas, who utilize 
suicide terrorism to achieve strategic objectives.14 It is on this basis that 
strategy and policy can be readily erected.

Political Effects of Nuclear Weapons
A key goal of any national security policy should be to enhance sta-

bility, where stability is defined as the absence of war or major crisis. 
Assuming the absence of a sudden change in the anarchic nature of the 
international system, any such policy should rely upon deterring poten-
tial aggressors at its base. Nuclear weapons enhance “general deterrence,” 
a concept defined by Patrick Morgan. “General deterrence relates to op-
ponents who maintain armed forces to regulate their relationship even 
though neither is anywhere near mounting an attack” (emphasis in origi-
nal).15 The goal of a general deterrent policy would be to ensure that in-
centives for aggression never outweigh the disincentives.

In theory, nuclear weapons are better than conventional forces in 
terms of enhancing general deterrence. This is so because deterrence suc-
ceeds when the costs—or, more appropriately, the risks of costs—exceed 
any probable gains that are to be had through armed aggression. War has 
been such a common international phenomenon throughout the cen-
turies because some decision makers have concluded that the benefits of 
aggression would outweigh its costs.16 Such a conclusion can be reached 
all the more easily when it is believed that victory on the battlefield 
can be attained quickly and decisively, and there are many historical 
examples from which decision makers can choose in order to bolster 
their confidence—from Bismarck’s wars against Denmark, the Austrian 
Empire, and France to Iraq’s conquest of Kuwait and its eviction by UN 
coalition forces.

Injecting the possible use of nuclear weapons by the defending state 
into the equation, however, can alter these calculations considerably. The 
possession of a sizable nuclear arsenal by a defender, as well as the means 
to deliver these weapons to the battlefield or the aggressor’s homeland, 
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makes the risks of aggression much greater and the potential costs much 
starker. This is because the possession of nuclear weapons tends to equal-
ize the power of states, although not to the absolute degree that some 
would argue—attributes of national power such as geographic size, pop-
ulation, industrial capacity, GNP, and others still weigh heavily in any 
assessment of national power. Nonetheless, this equalizing tendency ob-
jectively manifests itself in two ways. On the battlefield, nuclear weap-
ons can enhance the power of a smaller conventional force considerably. 
And in terms of absolute destructive power, only a finite amount of 
damage is necessary to destroy a modern state as a functioning entity.17 
Provided that two states are capable of developing the means to reliably 
deliver at least “enough” nuclear weapons to their adversary’s homeland 
to “assure” its destruction, then, in a relative way, the two states can be 
considered equally powerful.

One could argue that the qualitative differences between nuclear and 
conventional forces also have certain psychological consequences that 
make the former a better buttress for general deterrence.18 Given the 
destruction that nuclear weapons could wreak in a short temporal pe-
riod, the potential costs of aggression against a nuclear-armed adversary 
would be “paid up front,” as opposed to over a long period of mutual 
attrition, and are thus “clearer” to decision makers. And although some 
conventional munitions can approach the destructiveness of nuclear de-
vices,19 a certain symbolism has come to be attached to nuclear weapons 
that has historically enhanced their clarifying quality and induced 
caution in national decision makers.20 This clarifying effect operates 
particularly to the advantage of states defending their vital interests. The 
threat of a nuclear-armed state to use its nuclear weapons in defense of 
vital interests, such as its survival or territorial integrity, is almost inher-
ently credible.21 Thus a secure nuclear arsenal has the effect of “sanctuar-
izing” the states that possess them. One could argue that nuclear weap-
ons enhance general deterrence by virtually precluding acts of aggression 
against states that possess them,22 and thereby greatly enhance stability.

But how large an arsenal is necessary for a state to effectively “sanctu-
arize” itself? While much of the more recent literature on the value of nu-
clear weapons as a pacifying force in international relations has implicitly 
assumed that any number of survivable weapons would be adequate for 
successful deterrence,23 in effect arguing for existential deterrence,24 the 
concept of proportional deterrence25 would be a better theoretical guide.
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Under a doctrine utilizing proportional deterrence, the defender would 
need to possess, at a minimum, enough survivable nuclear forces26 to in-
flict damage on the aggressor roughly equivalent to the gains—in territory, 
industrial capacity, et cetera—that the aggressor could hope to achieve if 
it successfully conquered the defender.27 This, of course, assumes a strat-
egy of deterrence through punishment—that is, striking at the aggressor’s 
population/industrial centers. Thus, for example, supposing the French, 
whose strategic doctrine rests upon proportional deterrence, desired to de-
ter an attack by the Soviet Union during the Cold War, they would need 
enough survivable nuclear forces to inflict damage that was “the equivalent 
of France”—about 50 million people or striking, if not destroying, 100 to 
150 major Soviet cities.28 Hence, the answer to the question how much 
is enough for proportional deterrence? rests upon the rough value of the 
defender’s territory, in a geopolitical sense.29

China understands this. Adopting a minimum deterrent strategy, 
China’s nuclear numbers remain relatively small compared to the large 
numbers held by the United States and Russia. It is estimated that China 
has approximately 400 nuclear weapons, with about 200 operationally 
deployed. It probably possesses 30 intercontinental ballistic missiles 
(ICBM) capable of striking the continental United States and about 10 
that are capable of striking Hawaii and Alaska. It also possesses about 100 
intermediate-range weapons capable of striking US bases, friends, and 
allies in the Pacific region.30 These weapons would be enough to destroy 
more than the value of Taiwan to the United States, the most likely stakes 
in any conflict between the two countries. In contrast, the United States 
possesses 450 ICBMs, each capable of carrying up to three warheads; 18 
Trident submarines, each equipped with 24 submarine-launched ballistic 
missiles (SLBM) that carry as many as eight warheads each; and 100 or so 
nuclear bombers capable of carrying a variety of payloads to include air-
launched cruise missiles (ALCM). It is assumed that Russia has a similar 
mix. Yet, despite these rather large nuclear inequities, China continues to 
modernize its conventional capabilities, extending its influence through-
out the region. How does one explain this behavior?

China is confident that its small nuclear arsenal is sufficient to deter 
rivals. In international politics, deterrence restrains states from acting 
externally but affords opportunities to act internally—allowing them to 
pursue whatever weapons they choose. Shrewd states recognize this as 
well as the fact that large nuclear arsenals buy them little; as in other ar-
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eas of competition, there comes a point of diminishing return, and with 
nuclear weapons that point comes quickly. There is little the United 
States or Russia can do militarily to dissuade China from pursuing its 
armament program. China realizes this, which explains why its nuclear 
appetite remains satisfied. Might China change? It might if demand were 
stimulated, which is why nuclear defenses are a bad idea, at least in Asia. 
In games of deterrence, defenses can be both stabilizing and destabiliz-
ing; deciphering when and how is one reason the United States turned 
its back on defenses, abandoning its civil defense program in favor of a 
strategy of mutually assured destruction.31 Today, the United States and 
China have tacitly entered into what can only be described as a period 
of mutual retaliation; nothing official has been declared, but both sides 
know that the stakes are too high for either to make a run militarily at 
the other. 

Nuclear weapons socialize statesmen to the dangers of adventurism, 
which in turn conditions them to set up formal and informal sets of 
rules that constrain their behavior. No statesmen want to be part of a 
system that constrains them, but that is the kind of system that results 
among nuclear powers. Each state is conditioned by the capabilities of 
the other, and the relationship that emerges is one that is tempered by 
caution despite the rhetoric of its leaders. 

During the Cuban missile crisis, President Kennedy and Premier  
Khrushchev sought solutions short of war, despite their sharp political 
differences.32 That the Soviets underestimated how the United States 
would react when confronted with the deployment of missiles off the 
coast of Florida is interesting but not as telling as how both leaders 
behaved when they realized what was at stake. Secretary of State Dean 
Rusk’s comment that “We were eyeball to eyeball” is illustrative for two 
reasons. First, the two sides were staring into the face of grave danger. 
Second, there were no misperceptions. Both quickly recognized that the 
outcome of the crisis depended as much on the moves of one side as it 
did the other. War was the focal point; a threshold easily recognized, best 
not crossed, and worth avoiding.33 This occurred despite the fact that 
the United States had overwhelming superiority in strategic and tacti-
cal nuclear forces and significant ability to blunt any Soviet retaliatory 
strike.34 From that day forward, the superpowers understood that they 
could race to the brink but no further, lest they run the risk of nuclear 
war; a risk that neither side would take. Following the crisis, both sides 
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took steps to reduce uncertainty and improve crisis stability.35 What 
conclusions can be drawn? Small numbers of nuclear weapons produce 
dramatic effects. In times of crisis, they compel statesmen to act with re-
straint. In this sense, nuclear statesmen are risk averse, which also makes 
them vigilant.

Although it has been argued that such stable relations may have been 
unique to the bipolar relations between the United States and the So-
viet Union,36 they seem to apply elsewhere. Prior to Pakistan acquiring 
a nuclear capability, it fought three bloody wars with India. Today, in 
the presence of nuclear forces, the sharp differences that separate India 
and Pakistan are not sufficient to drive either side to war.37 While the 
two sides actively engage in a game of tit-for-tat, nuclear weapons have 
softened both states and steadied their relationship by reducing the like-
lihood of interstate war. Far from perfect, relations between India and 
Pakistan can be summarized as tense but stable.38

Might this be the case within the Middle East? So it seems. Although 
the Arab states fought three wars to destroy Israel prior to widespread 
knowledge of its unacknowledged nuclear weapons capability, none have 
been fought since. Should Iran acquire a nuclear capability, the spread 
of nuclear weapons in the Middle East is all but certain. Although Is-
rael’s security will be challenged, given the potential for a mutual deter-
rent relationship to take hold thereby limiting its freedom of action, 
this constraint will also obtain throughout the region. Until it does, the 
challenge posed to Saudi Arabia in particular will be significant.39 It is 
important to stress that the Iranian bomb will be a Shia bomb and the 
Sunni community will be hard pressed. Stabilizing the region until a 
Saudi weapons capability is ready will not be easy, and the options avail-
able to the United States are less than optimal. It could extend a security 
guarantee to the Saudis, but that would enlarge America’s presence in 
the region, which would not sit well with extremists. Defensive systems 
could be deployed, but the down sides are similar to extending secu-
rity guarantees. Islamic extremists would exploit their presence, holding 
them up as yet another example of the kingdom’s dependency on the 
United States. A regional approach where the United States and its part-
ners collectively provide for the defense of Saudi Arabia and the broader 
Sunni community might be effective, but the list of potential partners is 
short. Given all of this, the shrewdest thing to do might be nothing. As 
odd as it sounds, the United States might be better off by not acting and 
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even allowing the Saudis to deploy a counterweapon should the Iranians 
decide to do so. In short, more might be better.40

Toward A Minimal US Nuclear Deterrent
But perhaps not in arsenals that are already outsized. In the 1960s, 

the Kennedy administration recognized the need for a secure retaliatory 
capability and the desire of the services—particularly the Air Force—
to purchase capabilities that far outstripped that objective.41 It therefore 
sought to program capabilities that would be invulnerable to a coun-
terforce strike and would be able to inflict unacceptable damage on the 
Soviet Union—but no more.42 Looking back, Secretary of Defense Mc-
Namara had this to say: “Our goal was to ensure that they, with their 
theoretical capacity to reach such a first-strike capability, would not out-
distance us. But they could not read our intentions with any greater ac-
curacy than we could read theirs. The result has been that we have both 
built up our forces to a point that far exceeds a credible second-strike 
capability against the forces we each started with. In doing so neither of 
us has reached a first-strike capability.”43 In other words, both sides were, 
in fact, deterred fairly early on during the Cold War, even though that 
may or may not have been the intention, and the actual marginal utility 
of additional forces was quite small.

Therefore, as policy makers await the release of the administration’s 
nuclear posture review, the question is not whether the United States can 
reduce its number of nuclear weapons to zero. Instead, the question is: 
What size force is needed for deterrence? Those numbers are compara-
tively small. Today the United States can adopt a minimum deterrence 
strategy and draw down its nuclear arsenal to a relatively small number of 
survivable, reliable weapons dispersed among missile silos, submarines, 
and airplanes.

Strategic air commander Gen Thomas Power said in 1965 that “The 
optimum deterrent must lie somewhere between the illusory minimum 
and the impossible maximum.” To chart a course to the “illusory mini-
mum,” a pragmatic approach must be found that comforts policy mak-
ers that have come to rely on the war-deterring effects of nuclear weap-
ons for six decades. Skeptical constituencies are more likely to embrace 
smaller numbers of nuclear weapons if the arsenal is reduced gradually. 
With this in mind, the International Commission on Nuclear Non-
Proliferation and Disarmament proposed that the United States reduce 
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to 500 nuclear weapons by 2025.44 This represents a 90-percent reduc-
tion in the nuclear arsenal but offers more than enough deterrent capa-
bility while providing flexibility to pragmatically implement the force 
structure cuts. 

In fact, the United States could address military utility concerns with 
only 311 nuclear weapons in its nuclear force structure while maintaining 
a stable deterrence. These 311 weapons should include missiles that are 
integral to a stable deterrence because they cannot be moved, are easily 
detected, and can hold enemy forces at bay with pinpoint accuracy. One 
hundred single-warhead ICBMs, such as the Minuteman III systems cur-
rently in service, provide a disbursed, ready force that may be more politi-
cally palatable than more severe reductions. The sea leg of the triad can be 
constituted by 192 de-MIRVed Trident D-5 SLBMs on 12 Ohio class sub-
marines, each capable of holding 24 missiles. This would allow two patrols 
of four boats each at any given time. These missiles are highly survivable 
as they can be moved, cannot be easily detected, and, with pinpoint ac-
curacy, can hold hardened targets at risk if necessary. Furthermore, British 
and French nuclear capabilities remain available to assure European allies, 
if any perceive weakness based on this force reduction in the Atlantic. Fi-
nally, air-launched cruise missiles (ALCM) from 19 B-2s will continue to 
contribute standoff capability and flexibility to the triad. This is more than 
enough weapons to use aircraft for nuclear escalation control and political 
signaling while allowing all B-52Hs to convert and focus on a their con-
ventional role. As with the SLBM force, ALCMs can be shuttled from 
wing to wing for operational security or intermixed with conventional 
munitions—a solution first proposed by Brodie.45 

In short, America’s nuclear security can rest easily on a relatively small 
number of counterforce and countervalue weapons totaling just over 300. 
Moreover, it does not matter if Russia, who is America’s biggest competi-
tor in this arena, follows suit. The relative advantage the Russians might 
gain in theory does not exist in reality. Even if one were to assume the 
worst—a bolt from the blue that took out all of America’s ICBMs—the 
Russians would leave their cities at risk and therefore remain deterred 
from undertaking the first move. Skeptics will rightfully attack this ar-
gument, so it is best to address a few concerns.

First, there will be those who insist that a minimum nuclear posture 
is of little value to the United States because it must maintain a nuclear 
arsenal large enough to cover all of its contingencies. In other words, 
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while Pakistan has to contend with India, the United States has several 
potential contenders that, when combined, pose a large challenge. There 
is logic in that line of reasoning, but it ignores the vast conventional su-
periority of the United States. It is clear that in most circumstances con-
ventional weapons will be preferred to nuclear ones and supplement the 
Global Strike mission. Indeed, Lieber and Press recognize this in their 
recent analysis of nuclear capabilities.46 It is also undermined by the 
fact that the United States is deterred in most contingencies by China, 
which has a much smaller force structure. Presumably, if China can 
deter the United States, small numbers are effective. In fact, arguments 
for a large force have no meaning unless they are tied to an exclusive 
counterforce strategy directed against Russia, which, when all is said 
and done, does not appear to be necessary. During the Cold War, the 
superpowers raced to increase numbers in an attempt to prevent one 
side from acquiring either a counterforce capability or a symbolic nu-
merical advantage. All the while, both sides lost sight of the fact that 
it is the political value of nuclear weapons that matters most, not their 
military utility. New nuclear states seem satisfied with small numbers. 
One wonders why. It either has something to do with the number of 
threats that they face or with their appreciation of the political value of 
nuclear weapons. A definitive answer is out of reach, which is why de-
bate on this issue is so important.

The second criticism has to do with the future of the triad, which was 
the fulcrum of deterrence throughout the Cold War. Some might argue 
that the triad was effective and its redundancy and flexibility shored up 
international stability and helped keep the Cold War cold. It is, how-
ever, important to recall that the Soviets had no such operational con-
cept. They relied heavily, almost exclusively, on missiles and still man-
aged to deter the United States. If one accepts the basic idea that it is the 
political value of nuclear weapons that matters, the method of delivery 
is immaterial. 

Lastly, there is concern over organizational competency and profes-
sional development. How small can a force become before it no longer 
resembles a force at all? That is a difficult question to answer. In some 
instances, a smaller force can be extremely competent, and increasing 
its size could lead to its undoing. One thinks of the Navy SEALs. What 
makes the SEAL program so effective is that it is highly selective, well 
funded, specialized, and small. Might the same hold true for nuclear 
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warriors? That is a question for others to answer. Sizing of the nuclear 
force should be based primarily on the requirements for a stable, reli-
able, nuclear deterrent, with support issues like industrial base support, 
crew force management, and training only weighing in as secondary 
considerations.

Conclusions
Deterrence evolved throughout the Cold War, moving from massive 

retaliation to the intricate targeting schemes of countervailing strate-
gies. All the while the superpowers came to understand what Bro-
die aptly described as “strategy in the missile age.” Despite the harsh 
rhetoric and big words from both sides, they came to appreciate what 
these weapons meant and behaved accordingly. While both vied for at-
tention and aggressively pursued international influence, neither side 
initiated or threatened to initiate a nuclear exchange. In short, nuclear 
learning occurred. Something similar is taking place in other parts 
of the world. China, India, Pakistan, North Korea, and presumably, 
Iran understand that a small number of nuclear weapons is all that is 
needed for deterrence to take hold. Others will learn too, which is why 
nuclear weapons ought to be the centerpiece of American strategy. 
That does not mean that they should be America’s only concern, just 
the most important one.

Would the world be better off without nuclear weapons? Although it 
might be desirable to rid the world of nuclear weapons, it is not wise. 
“The web of social and political life is spun out of inclinations and in-
centives, deterrent threats and punishments.” Take away the latter two 
and international society depends entirely on the former—a utopian 
thought impractical “this side of Eden.”47 Serious-minded men have 
wished it were not so. Gen Charles Horner, then head of US Space 
Command, explained in 1994, “I want to get rid of all [nuclear weap-
ons]. I want to go to zero. I’ll tell you why. . . . Think of the moral 
high-ground we secure by having none.”48 Two years later, addressing 
the National Press Club in December 1996, Gen Lee Butler, former 
commander of Strategic Air Command, wondered if “it is possible to 
forge a global consensus on the propositions that nuclear weapons have 
no definitive role; that the broader consequences of their employment 
transcend any asserted military utility.”49 In both instances, what was 
overlooked is the role that force plays in international life. In politics, 
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force is said to be the ultima ratio. In international politics, it is the first 
and constant one.50 Force casts a long shadow and serves as an incen-
tive to temper statesmen, moderate demands, and settle disputes. That 
the use of nuclear weapons is to be avoided does not render them use-
less. Quite the opposite—nuclear weapons might be the most politically 
useful weapons a state can possess, which helps explain why they are 
spreading. 

Nuclear weapons allow international life to go on in spite of their 
inherent dangers because leaders of nuclear states realize that that they 
are constrained despite their goals, desires, or rhetoric. The international 
system, with its uneven distribution of material capabilities throughout 
the world, regulates what states can and cannot do. Nuclear weapons add 
to this by making the likelihood of war among nuclear powers less, not 
more, likely.51 Shrewd statesmen recognize this as well as the realities of 
power in international life. The fact is some states will pursue nuclear 
weapons; others will not. 

In the final analysis, security is the problem; weapons one solution. 
The spread of nuclear weapons is derived from the relative insecurity of 
some states in the world. So long as war remains a finite possibility, we 
have to be concerned with outcomes, and while some would be bad, 
others would be worse. In the age of minimum deterrence, the world 
will have to stand for a few more nuclear states; the majority of them 
will not pursue nuclear weapons. Pursuit of such weapons is contingent 
upon security. If states can achieve it without them, they have no need 
for them, which is another way of saying a nuclear-free world hinges on 
a more secure one. That we are not there yet is reason enough to work 
to make it so. 
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Chinese Military Modernization
Implications for Strategic Nuclear Arms Control

China’s political and military objectives in Asia and worldwide differ 
from those of the United States and Russia, reflecting a perception of 
that nation’s own interests and of its anticipated role in the emerging 
world order.1 Its growing portfolio of smart capabilities and modernized 
platforms includes stealth aircraft, antisatellite warfare systems, quiet 
submarines, “brilliant” torpedo mines, improved cruise missiles, and 
the potential for disrupting financial markets. Among other indicators, 
China’s already deployed and future Type 094 Jin-class nuclear ballistic 
missile submarines (SSBN), once they are equipped as planned with 
JL-2 submarine launched ballistic missiles, will for the first time enable 
Chinese SSBNs to target parts of the United States from locations near 
the Chinese coast. Along with this, China’s fleet of nuclear-powered at-
tack submarines supports an ambitious anti-access/area denial (A2/AD) 
strategy to deter US military intervention to support allied interests in 
Asia against Chinese wishes.2 China’s diplomacy creates additional space 
for maneuver between Russian and American perceptions. While China 
may lack the commitment to arms control transparency, the nation’s 
current and future military modernization entitles Beijing to participate 
in future Russian-American strategic nuclear arms control talks.

 Entering China into the US-Russian nuclear-deterrence equation 
creates considerable analytical challenges, for a number of reasons. To 
understand these challenges one must consider the impact of China’s 
military modernization, which creates two follow-on challenges: escala-
tion control and nuclear signaling.

Military Modernization
China’s military modernization is going to change the distribution of 

power in Asia, including the distribution of nuclear and missile forces. 
This modernization draws not only on indigenous military culture but 
also on careful analysis of Western and other experiences. As David Lai 
has noted, “The Chinese way of war places a strong emphasis on the 
use of strategy, stratagems, and deception. However, the Chinese under-
stand that their approach will not be effective without the backing of 
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hard military power. China’s grand strategy is to take the next 30 years 
to complete China’s modernization mission, which is expected to turn 
China into a true great power by that time.”3

Chinese military modernization and defense guidance for the use of 
nuclear and other missile forces hold some important implications for 
US policy. First, Chinese thinking is apparently quite nuanced about 
the deterrent and defense uses for nuclear weapons. Despite the accom-
plishments of modernization thus far, Chinese leaders are aware that 
their forces are far from nuclear-strategic parity with the United States 
or Russia. Conversely, China may not aspire to this model of nuclear-
strategic parity, such as between major nuclear powers, as the key to 
war avoidance by deterrence or other means. China may prefer to see 
nuclear weapons as one option among a spectrum of choices available 
in deterring or fighting wars under exigent conditions and as a means of 
supporting assertive diplomacy and conventional operations when nec-
essary. Nuclear-strategic parity, as measured by quantitative indicators 
of relative strength, may be less important to China than the qualitative 
use of nuclear and other means as part of broader diplomatic-military 
strategies.4

Second, China is expanding its portfolio of military preparedness not 
only in platforms and weapons but also in the realms of command, con-
trol, communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance, and recon-
naissance (C4ISR) and information technology. Having observed the 
US success in Operation Desert Storm against Iraq in 1991, Chinese 
military strategists concluded that the informatization of warfare under 
all conditions would be a predicate to future deterrence and defense op-
erations.5 As Paul Bracken has noted, the composite effect of China’s de-
velopments is to make its military more agile—meaning, more rapidly 
adaptive and flexible.6 The emphasis on agility instead of brute force re-
inforces traditional Chinese military thinking. Since Sun Tzu, the acme 
of skill has been winning without fighting, but if war is unavoidable, 
delivering the first and decisive blows is essential. This thinking also 
stipulates that one should attack the enemy’s strategy and his alliances, 
making maximum use of deception and basing such attacks on superior 
intelligence and estimation. The combination of improved platforms 
and command-control and information warfare should provide options 
for the selective use of precision fire strikes and cyberattacks against pri-
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ority targets while avoiding mass killing and fruitless attacks on enemy 
strongholds.7

Escalation Control
Another characteristic of the Chinese military modernization that is 

important for nuclear deterrence and arms control in Asia is the problem 
of escalation control. Two examples or aspects of this problem might be 
cited here. First, improving Chinese capabilities for nuclear deterrence 
and for conventional warfighting increases Chinese leaders’ confidence 
in their ability to carry out an A2/AD strategy against the United States 
or another power seeking to block Chinese expansion in Asia. This con-
fidence might be misplaced in the case of the United States. The United 
States is engaged in a “pivot” in its military-strategic planning and de-
ployment to Asia and, toward that end, is developing US doctrine and 
supporting force structure for “AirSea Battle” countermeasures against 
Chinese A2/AD strategy.8

Another problem of escalation control is the question of nuclear crisis 
management between a more muscular China and its Asian neighbors 
or others. During the Cold War era, Asia was a comparative nuclear 
weapons backwater, since the attention of US and allied North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization policy makers and military strategists was focused 
on the US-Soviet arms race. However, the world of the twenty-first cen-
tury is very different. Europe, notwithstanding recent contretemps in 
Ukraine, is a relatively pacified security zone compared to the Middle 
East or to South and East Asia, and post–Cold War Asia is marked by 
five nuclear weapons states: Russia, China, India, Pakistan, and North 
Korea. The possibility of a nuclear weapon use, growing out of a conven-
tional war between India and Pakistan or China and India, is nontrivial, 
and North Korea poses a continuing uncertainty of two sorts. This latter 
nation might start a conventional war on the Korean peninsula, or the 
Kim Jung-un regime might implode, leaving uncertain the command 
and control over the nation’s armed forces, including nuclear weapons 
and infrastructure.9

The problem of keeping nuclear-armed states below the threshold 
of first use or containing escalation afterward was difficult enough to 
explain within the more simplified Cold War context. Uncertainties 
would be even more abundant with respect to escalation control in the 
aftermath of a regional Asian war. There is also the possibility of a US-
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Chinese nuclear incident at sea or a clash over Taiwan escalating into 
conventional conflict, accompanied by political misunderstanding and 
the readying of nuclear forces as a measure of deterrence. The point is 
US and Chinese forces would not actually have to fire nuclear weapons 
to use them. Nuclear weapons would be involved in the conflict from 
the outset, as offstage reminders that the two states could stumble into a 
mutually unintended process of escalation.

An important correction or cautionary note must be introduced at 
this point. Policy makers and strategists have sometimes talked as if nu-
clear weapons always serve to dampen escalation instead of exacerbating 
it. This might be a valid theoretical perspective under normal peacetime 
conditions. However, once a crisis begins—and especially after shooting 
has started—the other face of nuclear danger will appear. Thereafter, re-
assurance based on the assumption that nuclear first use is unthinkable 
may give way to such an attack becoming very thinkable. As Michael S. 
Chase has warned, miscalculation in the middle of a crisis is a “particu-
larly troubling possibility,” heightened by uncertainty about messages 
the sides are sending to one another and/or leaders’ overconfidence in 
their ability to control escalation.10

The “Thucydides Trap” and Nuclear Signaling
Chinese decisions about nuclear force modernization will not take 

place in a political vacuum. One important issue for US-Chinese strate-
gic planning is whether China and the United States will allow their po-
litical relations to fall into the “Thucydides trap,” which refers to the re-
lationship between a currently leading or hegemonic military power and 
a rising challenger—as in the competition between a dominant Athens 
and a rising Sparta preceding the Peloponnesian War.11 The Thucydides 
trap occurs when a leading and rising power sees their competition as a 
zero-sum game in which any gain for one side automatically results in a 
commensurate loss in power or prestige for the other side. It is neither 
necessary nor obvious that US-Chinese diplomatic-strategic behavior be 
driven to this end. However, China’s challenges in Asia against US or al-
lied Pacific interests might provoke a regional dispute with the potential 
to escalate into a more dangerous US-Chinese confrontation, including 
resort to nuclear deterrence or threats of nuclear first use.

Even if both Washington and Beijing avoid the Thucydides trap, 
China has the option of using nuclear weapons for diplomatic or strate-
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gic objectives short of war or explicit nuclear threats. We miss important 
possibilities for the political exploitation of nuclear weapons if we con-
fine our analysis of China’s options to threats or acts of nuclear first use 
or first strike. The following list includes some of the ways China might 
signal nuclear weapons use to support its foreign policy in possible con-
frontations with the United States or US Asian allies:

•   Nuclear tests during a political crisis or confrontation

•   Military maneuvers with nuclear-capable missile submarines or na-
val surface forces

•   Generated alert for air defense forces to reinforce declaration of an 
expanded air defense identification zone closed to all foreign traffic

•   Open acknowledgment of hitherto unannounced—and undetected 
by foreign intelligence—long- and intermediate-range missiles 
based underground in tunnels on moveable or mobile launchers 

•   Adoption of a launch-on-warning policy in case of apparent enemy 
preparations for nuclear first use

•   Cyberattacks against military and critical  infrastructure  targets  in 
the United States or against a US ally, including important military 
and command-control networks in Asia, preceded or accompanied 
by movement of forces to improve first-strike survivability against 
conventional or nuclear attack

•   Relocation of People’s Liberation Army Second Artillery command 
centers to more protected sites

•   Preparation for antisatellite launches against US or other satellites 
in low earth orbit

•   Mobilization of reserves for military units that are nuclear capable

•   Shake-up of the chain of command for political or military control 
of nuclear forces or force components

None of the preceding activities would necessarily be accompanied by 
explicit threats of nuclear first use or retaliation. Chinese political and 
military leaders would expect US intelligence to notice the actions and 
hope for US forbearance. China’s expectation might include either a 
willingness to settle a disagreement based on the status quo or on some 
newly acceptable terms. Creative analysts or experienced military and 
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intelligence professionals could expand the preceding list; it is neither 
exhaustive nor definitive of China’s options for nuclear-related signaling.

Contrary to some expert opinion, the relationship between China’s 
ability to exploit its nuclear arsenal for political or military-deterrent 
purposes and China’s apparent expertise in cyberwar deserves closer 
scrutiny. It is true nuclear war and cyberwar inhabit separate universes 
in terms of organization, mission, and technology. Moreover, the con-
sequences of a nuclear war would certainly be more destructive than 
any cyberwar fought between the same states or coalitions. In addition, 
deterrence seems easier to apply as a concept to nuclear war, compared 
to cyberwar. Among other reasons, the problem of attribution in the 
case of a nuclear attack is simple compared to the case of a cyberattack.12

Notwithstanding the preceding caveats, in the information age it is 
likely that cyber and nuclear worlds will have overlapping concerns and 
some mutually supporting technologies. For the foreseeable future, 
nuclear-strategic command and control, communications, reconnais-
sance and surveillance, and warning systems—unlike those of the Cold 
War—will be dependent upon the fault tolerance and fidelity of infor-
mation networks, hardware and software, and security firewalls and en-
cryption. Therefore, these systems and their supporting infrastructures 
are candidate targets in any enemy version of the US Nuclear Response 
Plan (formerly Single Integrated Operational Plan). In thinking about 
this nuclear and cyber nexus, it becomes useful to distinguish between a 
state’s planning for a preventive versus a preemptive attack.

During the Cold War, most of the nuclear-deterrence literature was 
focused on the problem of nuclear preemption, in which a first-strike 
nuclear attack would be taken under the assumption that the opponent 
had already launched its nuclear forces or had made a decision to do so. 
On the other hand, preventive nuclear war was defined as a premedi-
tated decision by one state to weaken a probable future enemy before 
that second state could pose an unacceptable threat of attack. Most Cold 
War political leaders and their military advisors rightly regarded preven-
tive nuclear war as an ethically unacceptable and strategically dysfunc-
tional option.13

In a world in which the day-to-day functioning of military forces 
and civil society is now dependent upon the Internet and connectiv-
ity, the option of a preventive war with two phases now presents itself 
to nuclear-armed states. In the first phase, selective cyberattacks might 
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disable key parts of the opponent’s nuclear response program—espe-
cially nuclear-related C4ISR. In the second phase, a nuclear threat of 
first use or first strike might follow against an enemy partially crippled 
in its ability to analyze its response options or to order those responses 
into prompt effect. If this scenario seems improbable in the context of 
large states like the United States, Russia, and China because of their 
force and command-control diversity and protection, consider how it 
might work in the context of confrontations between smaller nuclear-
armed states, including hypothetical future India-Pakistan or Israel-Iran 
showdowns.14 Even in the cases of US conflict with China or Russia (or 
between China and Russia), nuclear crisis management would certainly 
include preparation for possible cyberattacks preceding or accompany-
ing nuclear first use or first strike.

Conclusion
China is a possible but not inevitable partner for the United States 

and Russia if the latter nations are to go forward with post–New START 
strategic nuclear arms reductions. China’s military modernization and 
economic capacity create the potential for that nation to deploy within 
this decade or soon thereafter a “more than minimum” deterrent suf-
ficient to guarantee unacceptable retaliation against any attack—espe-
cially if China’s less-than-intercontinental-range forces are taken into 
account. Chinese missiles and aircraft of various ranges can inflict dam-
age on Russian territory and on US-related targets in Asia, including 
US allies and bases. Nevertheless, an open-ended Chinese nuclear mod-
ernization in search of nuclear-strategic parity or superiority compared 
to the United States and Russia is improbable and, from the Chinese 
perspective, pointless. From a broader diplomatic and military perspec-
tive, it appears the time has arrived for a triangular relationship instead 
of a two-sided dialogue on strategic nuclear arms reductions or limita-
tions. 

Stephen J. Cimbala
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Revealed Preference and the Minimum 
Requirements of Nuclear Deterrence

Dallas Boyd

Abstract
US national security policy features a striking inconsistency in its 

leaders’ tolerance for the risk of nuclear terrorism and nuclear war respec-
tively. Policies concerning the former suggest an overwhelming aversion 
to the risk of a nuclear attack. By contrast, US offensive nuclear capabili-
ties, which are configured for preemptive counterforce strikes, imply at 
least some tolerance for the risk of nuclear retaliation. Yet this retaliation 
could be many times more severe than an act of nuclear terrorism—an 
event that American leaders suggest is intolerable. A further inconsis-
tency is that the conventional criteria for a successful first strike only 
account for an enemy’s constituted nuclear weapons. This differs from 
the standard that governs US counterterrorism policy, which holds that 
the mere possession of fissile material constitutes a nuclear capability. A 
more consistent nuclear doctrine would consider that any state capable 
of engineering a single nuclear detonation on American soil may be able 
to deter the United States. If internalized uniformly, this low damage 
tolerance could preclude many scenarios involving preemptive attacks, 
which in turn may cast doubt on the United States’ ability to exercise 
nuclear coercion.

✵  ✵  ✵  ✵  ✵

More than 40 years ago, National Security Advisor McGeorge Bundy 
noted the existence of “an enormous gulf between what political leaders 
really think about nuclear weapons and what is assumed in complex cal-
culations of relative ‘advantage’ in simulated strategic warfare.” He con-
sidered analysts who spoke of “acceptable” damage running into the tens 
of millions of lives to inhabit an “unreal world.” In reality, Bundy be-
lieved “a decision that would bring even one hydrogen bomb on one city 
of one’s own country would be recognized in advance as a catastrophic 
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blunder.”1 Yet, at the time of his writing, the United States and the So-
viet Union were still fearful of falling victim to the other’s first-strike 
superiority, and at the end of the Cold War, more than 20 years later, 
each side continued to deploy more than 10,000 strategic weapons.2

The gulf that Bundy described persists in the present day, even as the 
number of warheads in the major powers’ arsenals has sharply receded. 
However, the veil shrouding what American leaders really think about 
nuclear weapons has partly lifted, exposing a vast divergence between 
their apparent views and US nuclear doctrine. Nowhere is this divide 
more striking than in these leaders’ attitudes toward the risk of nuclear 
terrorism and the risk of nuclear war. If the rhetoric of many US officials 
is to be believed, a terrorist nuclear attack would represent an almost in-
conceivable calamity. “Just one nuclear weapon exploded in a city,” Pres. 
Barack Obama has argued, would devastate “our very way of life” and 
constitute nothing less than “a catastrophe for the world.”3

Together with the range of defenses against this threat, these state-
ments suggest a pronounced aversion to the risk of a nuclear attack. By 
contrast, the US nuclear posture features substantial offensive nuclear 
capabilities, implicitly accepting the risks that would attend a nuclear 
attack initiated by the United States. Indeed, some analysts have asserted 
that the United States is intentionally pursuing “nuclear primacy”—the 
ability to eliminate an enemy’s nuclear forces entirely in a first strike.4 
Yet, the exercise of this advantage would expose the nation to the risk of 
retaliation far more severe than a terrorist nuclear attack—an outcome 
that its leaders suggest is intolerable. What explains this contradiction?

There are two principal explanations. One is that these differing risk 
tolerances are highly circumstantial and thus cannot be compared. Ac-
cording to this logic, the offensive use of nuclear weapons would be 
considered only in defense of a truly vital national interest, which would 
naturally require a higher tolerance for risk than would be operative in 
peacetime.5 The risk of nuclear terrorism, by contrast, does not shift dra-
matically in response to US actions, nor would a decision that increases 
this risk be offset by a potential reward. This distinction argues against 
a uniform risk tolerance, even if both scenarios may involve a nuclear 
detonation on American soil. However, it strains credulity to believe 
that such wildly divergent attitudes toward a nuclear attack could con-
sciously coexist in decision makers’ minds. Far more likely is the second 
explanation: that one of these attitudes is insincere. Either US leaders 
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are less fearful of a terrorist nuclear attack than their policies and rheto-
ric imply or they retain offensive capabilities that their appetite for risk 
should never allow them to employ.

Ascertaining their true risk tolerance borrows from the economic the-
ory of “revealed preference,” which holds that consumer tastes are dis-
cernible from purchasing behavior.6 Various US security policies serve 
a similar function, telegraphing American leaders’ aversion to the risk 
of a nuclear attack. The most obvious of these policies are countermea-
sures against nuclear terrorism, such as programs to secure fissile mate-
rial abroad and scan for radiation at maritime ports. Other signals in-
clude US nonproliferation and counterproliferation efforts, the doctrine 
of preventive war, and the pursuit of ballistic missile defenses. Each of 
these policies shares a common denominator in the belief that even one 
bomb in the hands of an enemy that cannot be deterred poses an unac-
ceptable threat.

This commonality has a profound but overlooked implication for the 
offensive use of nuclear weapons. Because a nation subjected to a first 
strike may no longer have reason to be deterred, its leadership might 
fairly be considered “undeterrable” as well. Furthermore, by the stan-
dard of US counterterrorism policy, which considers the mere posses-
sion of fissile material to equal a nuclear capability, even a first strike that 
eliminated an enemy’s nuclear weapons completely would not neutral-
ize its ability to retaliate. It follows logically that the United States’ risk 
aversion concerning terrorists and pariah states should inform its stance 
toward any adversary with a nuclear capability.

This article therefore has two objectives. The first is to contend that 
US leaders’ aversion to the risk of nuclear terrorism reflects their funda-
mental view of a nuclear attack. The second is to scrutinize the notion 
that an enemy’s capacity for nuclear retaliation can be neutralized with 
such confidence as to overcome this extreme intolerance for risk. This 
exercise sheds light on a question that has been debated since the begin-
ning of the nuclear age: What is the minimum number of nuclear weap-
ons that is necessary to deter? In the case of the United States, the answer 
is clear. Any state that can engineer a single detonation in an American 
city may be able to immunize itself from nuclear coercion, much less 
nuclear attack. This conclusion calls into question virtually every func-
tion of the US nuclear arsenal save its most basic—deterring a nuclear 
attack on the United States. Any use of US nuclear weapons beyond this 
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limited purpose requires the resolve to risk nuclear retaliation—a resolve 
American leaders do not appear to possess.

The case for this proposition begins by cataloging the policies that 
reveal US leaders’ abhorrence of the prospect of a nuclear attack. It then 
examines the evidence that US nuclear forces and related capabilities are 
oriented toward preemptive counterforce strikes and questions the belief 
that such an attack can be conducted with acceptable risk. The analysis 
draws on the concept of delayed retaliation using unconventional de-
livery means, such as those commonly associated with nuclear terror-
ism. Because these modes of attack are no less useful to governments 
than terrorists, they may provide a second-strike capability that fulfills 
the basic requirements of deterrence. The analysis also considers the cir-
cumstances in which a nuclear-capable state might be self-deterred from 
retaliating after a nuclear attack. Finally, it discusses implications for the 
US nuclear posture.

Revealed Preference in US National Security Policies
That a consensus exists on the unacceptability of a nuclear attack is 

perhaps unremarkable. Yet, the breadth of policies that reflect this view 
is so wide, and their influence on the United States’ strategic conduct 
so profound, they cannot but reveal an utter intolerance for this risk. 
Among these policies is the wide-ranging effort to slow the spread of 
nuclear weapons, which has led successive administrations to confront 
North Korea, Iraq, Iran, Libya, and others over their illicit nuclear pro-
grams. Several of these countries have also figured in the decades-long 
pursuit of ballistic missile defenses. Most tellingly, the United States led 
the overthrow of Saddam Hussein’s regime in part over concerns the 
Iraqi dictator had resumed his pursuit of nuclear arms.

Underlying these diverse policies is the concern that the threat of pun-
ishment alone might not deter an attack on the United States—a fear 
that continues to animate the US response to Iran’s nuclear ambitions. 
Because deterrence may not afford the same protection against certain 
adversaries as it does against the established nuclear powers, the United 
States expends enormous effort on alternative means to cope with these 
problem states.7 The fear of undeterrable actors is especially palpable in 
regard to would-be nuclear terrorists, and nowhere is the fear of these 
weapons more plainly revealed than in US leaders’ distress over the ter-
rorist threat.
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Nonproliferation, Counterproliferation, and Preventive War
The United States’ two major political parties share the belief that a 

nuclear detonation on US soil would radically alter the American way 
of life. However, the preferred responses to this threat diverge sharply. 
The left has tended to favor the nuclear nonproliferation regime, while 
the right has emphasized counterproliferation policies. Ironically, both 
approaches have partly been necessitated by earlier US policies that en-
abled the spread of nuclear technology. In the 1950s, the United States 
launched the Atoms for Peace program to supply nuclear reactors, fuel, 
and scientific training to developing countries pursuing nuclear energy.8 
Indeed, this policy enabled the early nuclear programs of Iran, India, 
and Pakistan—three countries that have presented perennial challenges 
to the nonproliferation regime.9 Following India’s 1974 detonation of a 
“peaceful nuclear explosion,” which illustrated the inadequacy of the At-
oms for Peace program’s nonproliferation safeguards, the United States 
began to reverse course and has sought to control access to nuclear tech-
nology and materials ever since.10

On the extreme end of the containment spectrum is the doctrine of 
preventive war, under which a state reserves the right to eliminate a 
catastrophic threat before it materializes. Pres. George W. Bush pressed 
for the invasion of Iraq on this basis, declaring that the United States 
could not wait for proof of Iraq’s nuclear program to come “in the form 
of a mushroom cloud.”11 While the fear of an unprovoked nuclear strike 
helps explain these policies, there is an additional explanation: US lead-
ers are concerned that nuclear weapons in the hands of pariah states 
would impose unacceptable constraints on American freedom of action 
abroad. As Bruce Blair and Chen Yali argue, these policies reflect an un-
derstanding that the United States can be deterred with even the most 
“primitive and diminutive of nuclear arsenals.” This recognition explains 
why the United States “goes to such extraordinary lengths to prevent 
adversaries from acquiring even one solitary bomb in the first place.”12

Ballistic Missile Defense
Failing efforts to stop the spread of nuclear weapons, the United 

States has pursued another countermeasure in the form of ballistic mis-
sile defenses. The debate over this system, while intensely partisan, fea-
tures a revealing intersection of belief between opponents and advo-
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cates. Proponents such as Richard Perle contend that without missile 
defenses, “we are vulnerable to any country or movement that manages 
to obtain even a single missile capable of reaching the United States.”13 
Skeptics counter that the system could easily be circumvented and that 
no responsible leader would ever gamble a single city on the failure of 
alternative means of attack. As Charles L. Glaser and Steve Fetter argue, 
“even a small probability of having one US or allied city destroyed by a 
rogue nuclear weapon would be too large to warrant . . . overthrowing a 
rogue leader.”14 Thus, the debate is illuminating not for its insight into 
the system’s reliability but for making explicit US leaders’ maximum 
damage tolerance—a single nuclear detonation on American soil. If any 
confirmation of this conviction were needed, it emerged in the wide-
spread anxiety over nuclear terrorism in the post-9/11 era.

Nuclear Terrorism
After the terrorist attacks on the US homeland, the fear of an even 

greater catastrophe consumed policy makers and the public alike. Ex-
pert commentary on the probability of a terrorist nuclear attack and 
ever more lurid descriptions of its effects flamed this dread. One widely 
cited study estimated that a single 10–kiloton device detonated in New 
York City would kill as many as 500,000 people.15 Assessments of this 
sort led to a rare convergence of opinion among US leaders, which Pres. 
Barack Obama captured in his description of nuclear terrorism as “the 
single biggest threat to US security.”16 Accordingly, preventing nuclear 
proliferation and nuclear terrorism figured prominently in the presi-
dent’s 2009 Prague speech, and these objectives were first among the 
five priorities listed in the 2010 Nuclear Posture Review.17

While such messaging conveys an unmistakable horror of nuclear ter-
rorism, the true measure of how seriously leaders take this threat lies in 
the policies they have enacted to guard against it. Foremost on this list are 
efforts to place nuclear materials beyond the reach of terrorists, a prac-
tice that had its origins in the Cooperative Threat Reduction program to 
secure nuclear weapons and materials in the former Soviet Union. Later 
policies would expand on this model, including programs to consolidate 
separated plutonium in secure locations and convert civilian research re-
actors to low-enriched uranium fuels. The United States also operates an 
array of programs to detect the smuggling of nuclear weapons and mate-
rials around the world. Under the Second Line of Defense, for example, 
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radiation detectors have been installed at nearly 500 border crossings 
and airports in the former Soviet Union. The Megaports Initiative oper-
ates detectors at ports in more than a dozen countries in Europe, South 
America, Southeast Asia, and the Caribbean, while the Secure Freight 
Initiative conducts scanning at ports in Pakistan, Honduras, Singapore, 
South Korea, Oman, and the United Kingdom. Likewise, some 1,400 
radiation portals have been installed at US ports, which complement 
various domestic tools to detect nuclear devices. Finally, the United 
States maintains a global intelligence network to monitor for materials 
trafficking and terrorist activity relating to nuclear weapons.

The breadth and expense of this architecture should underscore the 
United States’ consummate fear of a nuclear attack. However, the impli-
cations of this fear are not limited to terrorists and pariah states. It may 
also have powerful but underrecognized effects on the outcomes of crises 
between the United States and other major nuclear powers. Prevailing in 
standoffs with these states depends in part on the projection of resolve, 
particularly when the use of nuclear weapons is at stake. In this situation, 
discernible anxiety over even a limited nuclear attack undermines the US 
bargaining position. This fear does particular harm to the credibility of 
nuclear threats, which are thought to confer coercive leverage in crises. 
This is so because such threats require their issuer to appear willing to 
follow through with a first strike, which in turn requires a willingness to 
risk some level of damage in retaliation. As Herman Kahn argued, in the 
nuclear arena “credibility depends on being willing to accept the other 
side’s retaliatory blow. It depends on the harm he can do, not the harm 
we can do.”18 Nuclar coercion will not succeed if the threatened state 
perceives its antagonist’s damage tolerance to be extremely low and the 
defender can credibly deliver this level of punishment. Because Ameri-
can leaders may have unwittingly advertised their maximum damage 
tolerance in the horror they assign to a single nuclear detonation, there 
is reason to doubt the effectiveness of US nuclear threats.

That US leaders believe they can simultaneously deter nuclear rivals 
while threatening aggression stems from an artificial distinction between 
two types of adversaries. In the first category are states—principally 
Russia and China—with which the United States maintains classic 
deterrence relationships. The second group is comprised of potentially 
undeterrable actors against whom US policies on nonproliferation, mis-
sile defense, and nuclear counterterrorism are oriented. Yet, this distinc-
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tion has little bearing where the offensive use of nuclear weapons is con-
cerned. In many scenarios, a state subjected to a nuclear attack would 
have little left to lose, making its leaders no less constrained in retaliating 
than terrorists would be in attacking outright. Thus, the risk aversion 
that informs US policy toward the latter should arguably figure in any 
consideration of an attack on a nuclear power. Overlooking this essential 
similarity is a significant failure of logic—one that permits a potentially 
destabilizing emphasis on offensive nuclear capabilities.

The Conceit of Nuclear Primacy
The pioneers of nuclear deterrence theory surmised that a nation 

would not attack an enemy’s cities with nuclear weapons because its own 
cities would inevitably be destroyed in turn and no advantage would be 
gained from striking first. Thus, these weapons offered some promise of 
stability. However, this optimism was soon extinguished by the ballistic 
missile, the accuracy of which theoretically enabled an enemy’s nuclear 
forces rather than its population centers to be destroyed. Under such an 
attack, retaliation might be avoided altogether, presenting an incentive 
to launch a disarming strike. The danger of this temptation defined the 
brief but terrifying period before the United States and the Soviet Union 
came to accept their mutual vulnerability, which many scholars consider 
to have occurred around the time of the Cuban missile crisis. While 
both sides maintained offensive attack plans for decades afterward, strat-
egists generally accepted that striking first would be successful only if 
the attacker faced a manageable number of weapons, knew their precise 
number and location, and could destroy them before they were fired or 
relocated.19 A modicum of “first-strike uncertainty” about these condi-
tions or a “seed of doubt” in the minds of decision makers was deemed 
sufficient to deter.20

Since the end of the Cold War, however, the development of certain 
US capabilities has hinted that this hard-won appreciation of mutual 
deterrence has eroded. In 2006 scholars Keir Lieber and Daryl Press 
created a sensation in the nuclear policy world when they argued that, 
as a result of increasing missile accuracy and other advances, the United 
States was fast approaching an era of “nuclear primacy.” Under this para-
digm, US leaders would have the “ability to destroy all of an adversary’s 
nuclear forces” in a preemptive strike.21 To support this assertion, Lieber 
and Press modeled a US nuclear attack on Russia and concluded that 
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the United States would have “a good chance” of completely eliminat-
ing Russia’s intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBM), heavy bombers, 
and ballistic-missile submarines. Consequently, they argued that Russia’s 
leaders “can no longer count on a survivable nuclear deterrent.” Lieber 
and Press asserted that China is even more vulnerable, calculating in a 
separate model that the probability of a US attack destroying every one 
of China’s 20 silo-based ICBMs stood at “well above 95 percent.”22

Members of the nuclear establishment hotly deny that the United 
States is pursuing a disarming first-strike capability. Strategist Keith 
Payne, for example,  argues that Lieber and Press’s work represents a 
“gross mischaracterization of US policy,” citing as evidence  declassi-
fied documents and authoritative statements by government officials.23 
However, deducing the orientation of the US arsenal toward preemptive 
attacks requires no explicit acknowledgement to that effect. Inferences 
can be made about a state’s intended use of nuclear weapons from the 
size and structure of its arsenal and other related capabilities. Aside from 
the high accuracy of its missiles, the United States has developed numer-
ous platforms with unmistakable first-strike applications, among them 
stealth bomber aircraft to penetrate enemy air defenses, space-based sys-
tems to track mobile missiles, and precision conventional munitions to 
destroy command and control facilities. The breadth of US investment 
in intelligence capabilities for a first strike is especially telling.24 Analysis 
of such capabilities led a  team of RAND Corporation analysts to the 
obvious conclusion that beyond central deterrence, US strategic forces 
appear “best suited to provide . . . a preemptive counterforce capability 
against Russia and China.” Absent this mission, the size and operational 
doctrine of the nuclear posture “simply do not add up.”25

While these capabilities are undoubtedly impressive, they reflect a 
premise that appears to be greatly out of step with US leaders’ revealed 
preference concerning risk. The conceit of nuclear primacy is the no-
tion that destroying a state’s nuclear forces-in-being, and particularly its 
ICBMs, is synonymous with eliminating its capacity to retaliate. Chris-
topher Chyba and J. D. Crouch capture this misconception in their 
definition of nuclear primacy as the ability to launch a “confident and 
disarming nuclear first strike . . . such that no retaliation with strategic 
nuclear forces would be possible” (emphasis added).26 Nor is this myopia 
limited to American strategists. Chinese scholars Li Bin and Nie Hon-
gyi worry that some US thinkers are “certain the United States can rely 
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on a preemptive nuclear strike to completely destroy China’s long-range 
nuclear weapons” (emphasis added).27 These writings tend to underplay, 
or ignore altogether, unconventional means of delivering retaliatory 
weapons.28 As such, they betray a basic misunderstanding of the require-
ments of a successful first strike—at least for an attacker whose damage 
tolerance is exceedingly low.

As American leaders’ rhetoric and policies continually imply, even a 
modest retaliatory blow would far exceed their stated maximum damage 
tolerance: a single nuclear detonation. To avoid this risk, a US first strike 
would have to be quite splendid indeed, destroying not only long-range 
weapons but also medium- and short-range missiles and nonstrategic 
warheads. Additionally, nondeployed and inactive warheads would have 
to be eliminated, for if even one survived, a counterstrike on an Ameri-
can city would be distinctly possible. Yet, by the standard that governs 
US policies toward terrorists and pariah states, destroying an enemy’s 
constituted weapons would still be insufficient. True nuclear primacy 
would also require the elimination of a state’s nuclear infrastructure and 
fissile material stocks because these assets could eventually be used to 
effect a crude form of retaliation. Given that their destruction would 
be virtually impossible, nuclear primacy is a pursuit fraught with the 
potential for catastrophe—a conclusion with profound implications for 
the minimum requirements of deterrence.

Deterrence: Defining Adequacy Down
In determining the appropriate size and composition of a nuclear ar-

senal, two divergent schools of thought contend. According to the first 
view, a delicate balance of terror exists between nuclear rivals that can 
only be maintained if both sides can impose intolerable damage on the 
other even after absorbing a first strike.29 This task is thought to require 
substantial, highly survivable arsenals and stringent operational proto-
cols to govern their use. The US and Russian nuclear postures reflect this 
view, although considerable scholarship has documented the extent to 
which factors other than strategic necessity drove the growth of their ar-
senals during the Cold War. Among these factors were inter- and intra-
service rivalries in both countries and bald political posturing, typified 
by the US political debate over the “missile gap.”30 Similarly, institu-
tional inertia largely explains the maintenance of nuclear stockpiles to-
day that are similar in configuration if not in size to Cold War postures 
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a generation after that conflict ended. Thus, these arsenals should not be 
seen as expressions of either nation’s true deterrence needs, nor should 
they nurture the presumption that the strength of deterrence is propor-
tional to the size of one’s stockpile.

The opposing school of thought, often referred to as “minimum de-
terrence,” posits that stability is achieved with a relatively small nuclear 
force and that little, if any, marginal benefit accrues with each additional 
warhead. Indian defense specialist Rajesh Basrur describes this view as 
the understanding that “it is not necessary to have large numbers of so-
phisticated weapons to deter nuclear adversaries; that nuclear ‘balances’ 
are not meaningful; and that weapons need not be deployed and kept 
in a high state of readiness in order that deterrence be effective.”31 Some 
scholars believe that an even more modest nuclear posture can meet a 
state’s deterrence needs. These advocates of “virtual nuclear arsenals” ar-
gue that the latent capability to build nuclear weapons may be sufficient 
to deter—a concept that will be revisited later in this article.32

China’s nuclear arsenal is clearly an expression of the minimalist 
school. Taylor Fravel and Evan Medeiros describe the Chinese deter-
rent as one that offers simply “assured retaliation,” which reflects the 
belief that “a small number of survivable weapons would be enough to 
retaliate and impose unacceptable damage on an adversary.”33 As Chi-
nese Maj Gen Pan Zhenqiang puts it, “as long as you are able to give a 
devastating counter-attack against one or two US big cities, the scenario 
[is] enough to make the attacker who had the intention of preemptive 
nuclear strike pause, and hopefully drop [an attack] plan.”34

Minimum deterrence is not without its critics, of course. Lieber and 
Press dispute the “notion that deterrence will hold as long as countries 
face the mere possibility of losing a single city,” which they insist is “not 
well supported by historical evidence.” Citing the outbreaks of the First 
and Second World Wars, they argue that conflicts “always begin with 
at least one country taking a tremendous risk, and these gambles are 
often bigger than the terrible prospect of losing a city.”35 Nuclear policy 
analyst Ward Wilson goes further, asserting that the actual destruction 
of cities has failed to impress leaders throughout history.36 He cites as 
evidence a revisionist explanation for Japan’s surrender in World War II, 
which credits the Soviet declaration of war as the crucial factor in that 
decision rather than the atomic bombings, which were simply exten-
sions of a bombing campaign that had already devastated Japan’s cities.37 
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From this data point, Wilson contends that city destruction has no ef-
fect on decision making, which, he claims, undermines the very premise 
of nuclear deterrence. “If destroying one or two cities does not coerce an 
opponent,” he writes, “then perhaps the threat of limited nuclear retali-
ation does not deter when the stakes are high enough.”38

It is telling that those who assert leaders’ wild risk tolerances must 
reach back seven decades for confirming evidence to this effect. Indeed, 
Wilson asks us to accept that the callousness of Japan’s leaders—the war-
time rulers of a martial culture—is instructive of deterrence calculations 
in the present day. On the contrary, many foreign strategists now believe 
that weapons in the low single digits are quite adequate for deterrence. 
To wit, several scholars at India’s Institute for Defence Studies and Anal-
yses endorse the most minimal deterrent against China. Swaran Singh, 
for instance, “advocates the targeting of five cities,” while Sujit Dutta is 
“of the opinion that China would be deterred if . . . its adversary could 
destroy even three major cities.”39 The late K. Subrahmanyam, arguably 
India’s most respected nuclear strategist, set the bar lowest of all, writing 
that “it is now recognized that one bomb on one city is unacceptable.”40

Central to the question of the minimum requirements of nuclear de-
terrence are the criteria for a deterrent force to be considered “credible.” 
Conventional wisdom holds that several characteristics are necessary 
to apply this label, among them survivable second-strike weapons and 
command and control facilities. However, the definition of a second-
strike weapon is somewhat nebulous. At the most basic level, a state 
is “nuclear capable” if it has sufficient fissile material and expertise to 
build a nuclear explosive device. The next level is achieved when a state 
actually builds said device. More credible still is a confirmation to that 
effect in the form of an explosive test, along with a demonstrated means 
of delivery such as a ballistic missile.41 Finally, a state may take mea-
sures to place its weapons beyond the reach of an enemy attack, usu-
ally by deploying them on mobile launchers or submarines or within 
hardened missile silos. Victor Cha, who served as a policy adviser on the 
National Security Council during the George W. Bush administration, 
presents two additional criteria in an analysis of North Korea’s deterrent: 
a proven missile reentry capability and evidence of warhead miniatur-
ization. Without these capabilities, he writes, Pyongyang’s small arsenal 
“does not come close to a credible nuclear deterrent,” and the regime 
“gets no added security from these weapons.”42
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If the United States’ anxiety over nuclear terrorism is any guide, these 
requirements vastly overstate the threshold for credibility. After all, the 
fear that North Korea might transfer a nuclear weapon to terrorists has 
been central to the case for reversing its nuclear program. If these weap-
ons pose a catastrophic threat in the hands of extremists, on what basis 
should they be considered less threatening when deployed by their origi-
nal owners? In truth, Pyongyang can have confidence in its minimal-
ist posture for two reasons. First, contrary to the emphasis placed on 
strategic delivery vehicles, such platforms are not necessary for nuclear 
retaliation. In extreme circumstances, a variety of unconventional de-
livery means can be used. As the late political scientist Kenneth Waltz 
observed, “Everybody seems to believe that terrorists are capable of hid-
ing bombs. Why should states be unable to do what terrorist gangs are 
thought to be capable of?”43 Second, no arbitrary deadline exists for a 
state to respond to a nuclear attack. Retaliation may come weeks or even 
months after a first strike, providing ample time to prepare nondeployed 
warheads or even construct a makeshift weapon from available nuclear 
material. Together these concepts call into question the key assumption 
on which nuclear primacy rests: that a nuclear counterstrike must come 
immediately and in the form of ballistic missile attacks, or not at all. 
This questionable premise permits US leaders to entertain first strike 
scenarios that are wildly at odds with their apparent tolerance for risk.

Delayed—But Assured—Retaliation
During the Cold War, it was widely assumed that the United States 

and Soviet Union would launch a substantial portion of their arsenals 
the moment either believed itself to be under nuclear attack. Today 
retaliation may occur at a more plodding pace, in part because military 
imbalances are much more pronounced. A US first strike might vir-
tually eliminate an enemy’s deployed weapons, requiring considerable 
time and effort for the state to respond. Additionally, delay is implicit in 
“no first use” policies, which commit a state not to use nuclear weapons 
except in retaliation for a nuclear attack. One such state is India, the 
nuclear strategy of which scholar Ashley Tellis describes as emphasizing 
“delayed—but assured—retaliation.” This posture reflects the belief that 
“for purposes of deterrence, the ability to retaliate with certainty is more 
important than the ability to retaliate with speed.”44
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US planners’ dismissal of this posture generally centers on doubts 
about the “certainty” of assured retaliation. According to this line of 
thinking, no state can be completely confident of its second-strike ca-
pacity, especially if elaborate precautions are not taken to preserve it. Yet, 
this view conflicts with the basic premise of US counterterrorism policy, 
which emphasizes fissile material rather than assembled weapons as the 
most basic nuclear threat. As the National Research Council notes, lack 
of access to this material is the “primary impediment that prevents coun-
tries or technically competent terrorist groups from developing nuclear 
weapons.”45 Its mere possession, on the other hand, confers significant 
deterrent value even in nonweapon form. Indeed, Albert Wohlstetter, 
Gregory Jones, and Roberta Wohlstetter present the case of a state that 
is losing a short conventional war but possesses plutonium “in explosive 
concentrations” along with the “capability of assembling an implosion 
system.” In light of this combination, they write, “from the standpoint 
of the adversary who had been winning, it would be facing a govern-
ment which to all practical effect had nuclear weapons.”46

By this standard, possession of fissile material alone ensures that a 
state can never truly be disarmed. Even after a highly successful first 
strike, the defender could use its surplus plutonium or highly enriched 
uranium to develop a crude retaliatory weapon, which it could then 
deliver using unconventional means. Only a small quantity of this ma-
terial is needed, as US leaders frequently admonish. President Obama 
has warned that a mass of plutonium “about the size of an apple” would 
threaten hundreds of thousands of people.47 The International Atomic 
Energy Agency defines a “significant quantity” of plutonium—the ap-
proximate amount needed to produce a nuclear explosive device—as 8 
kg.48 This unit of measurement should be kept in mind in any discus-
sion of a disarming strike on China, which possesses roughly 1.8 tons of 
weapons-grade plutonium.49

Of course, it is far from certain that a nation subjected to a nuclear 
first strike would succeed in developing and delivering a crude retalia-
tory weapon to its enemy’s territory. However, necessity has always pro-
duced remarkable improvisation during wartime. After a nuclear attack, 
a state could devise unorthodox methods of retaliating, which suggests 
that credibility, that “magic ingredient” of deterrence, might be pur-
chased more cheaply than is commonly supposed.50
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Unconventional Delivery Modes
The concept of delivering nuclear weapons clandestinely dates to the 

earliest days of the nuclear age, when analysts imagined a range of exotic 
delivery means. In 1947, for example, the Federal Bureau of Investiga-
tion speculated that “a complete atom bomb could be smuggled into 
the United States as freight . . . and the bomb could be detonated by 
remote control.”51 As the Cold War progressed, both the United States 
and the Soviet Union developed man-portable nuclear weapons and the 
protocols for delivering them.52 In the last two decades, unconventional 
delivery modes have often been discussed in scenarios involving terror-
ists and pariah states. In particular, this possibility has figured in the 
debate over missile defense, with opponents claiming that a state could 
easily circumvent the system using watercraft, pre-positioned nuclear 
devices, and the like.

More recently, this concept has been revisited in the context of nu-
clear war between the great powers. In the debate over Lieber and Press’s 
analysis, for instance, Jan Lodal, former principal deputy undersecretary 
of defense, suggested that nuclear weapons could be smuggled into the 
United States on “pleasure boats” as a means of ensuring a second-strike 
capability. He conceded that this form of attack could not be used to de-
feat the United States but argued that the “possibility of [water-borne re-
taliation] does make the idea of a totally disarming attack against an ad-
versary’s nuclear forces nonsense.”53 While skeptics tend to dismiss these 
scenarios as the product of overactive imaginations, this bias stems from 
the odd perception that annihilating cities with megaton-class weapons 
is at once more credible and somehow more respectable than delivering 
Hiroshima-size bombs clandestinely. Another source of skepticism is the 
belief that such delivery means simply offer less deterrent value than 
traditional modes of attack. As the National Intelligence Council (NIC) 
observes, the former “do not provide the same prestige, deterrence, and 
coercive diplomacy as ICBMs.” However, the NIC swiftly contradicts 
itself by noting that the United States is more likely to be attacked us-
ing nonmissile means because they are “less costly, easier to acquire, and 
more reliable and accurate.”54 Setting aside this logical contradiction, 
it may be true that analysts do not associate reliability with deterrent 
value. However, if they do not, a weaker state could correct this misper-
ception in various ways, including by conducting highly visible military 
exercises to demonstrate the efficacy of unconventional delivery means.
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As with constructing a makeshift device, delivering a nuclear weapon 
clandestinely would pose significant challenges. Not least, shipborne 
bombs would be vulnerable to interdiction, and if the United States had 
intelligence that this mode of retaliation were being pursued, it would 
take extraordinary measures to defend itself. However, the intensity of 
this effort could not be sustained for long, and an adversary willing to 
wait months before retaliating would have a reasonable chance of suc-
ceeding. Even if the odds of success were objectively low, the stakes in-
volved would demand worst-case scenario planning. Conservative lead-
ers would have to assume that the bomber will always get through.

Deterrence and Self-Deterrence
If a source of reassurance exists that unconventional retaliation would 

not occur after a “splendid” first strike and that US nuclear threats still 
provide coercive leverage, it lies in the distinction between capability 
and intent. Simply because a state could retaliate in this manner does not 
mean that it would. For a variety of reasons, leaders may be self-deterred 
from retaliating—even if the means to do so were available and the jus-
tification ironclad. First, because these delivery means require counter-
value targeting, that is, the mass killing of civilians, this option may not 
be considered palatable. Second, the weaker side might refrain from re-
taliating for fear of being annihilated in counterretaliation. If the stron-
ger party believed that either of these considerations was prohibitive, it 
might still attempt coercion or outright attack, despite the weaker state’s 
possession of a latent nuclear capability. These factors must therefore be 
carefully examined before a more complete judgment of the utility of 
US offensive capabilities can be rendered.

The Credibility of Countervalue Retaliation
In considering unconventional delivery means, most discussion of 

credibility centers on technical matters, such as whether shipborne 
weapons can escape interdiction. However, the deterrent value of this 
attack mode also hinges on credibility of a different sort—whether a 
decision to retaliate in this manner would really be made. The credibility 
of countervalue targeting has long troubled nuclear strategists who fear 
that threats to murder large numbers of noncombatants are simply not 
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believable. This apprehension contributed in part to the adoption of 
counterforce targeting in US nuclear doctrine.

Whether this concern would apply to countervalue retaliation is un-
clear. China’s nuclear strategy implicitly involves city destruction, given 
the limited quantity and accuracy of its long-range weapons. However, 
qualitative differences between missile attacks and unconventional de-
livery modes suggest that a discrete use calculation might apply. Not 
least, an indiscriminate attack against civilians weeks or even months 
after a provocation would seem particularly cold-blooded. Nonetheless, 
the credibility threshold for retaliation is presumably far lower than for 
initiating nuclear war, and one line of thinking in particular may permit 
recourse to countervalue strikes despite moral qualms about them.

Counterforce capabilities are the luxury of states that spend lavishly 
on offensive arms, whereas a minimalist posture is the strategy of a more 
restrained nuclear power. In the event of a nuclear attack, members of 
the latter group cannot in fairness be expected to refrain from their only 
available means of retaliating. This would amount to penalizing the vic-
tim for adopting a more stable and responsible nuclear posture than 
its aggressor. Thus, any civilian deaths that result from such a state’s 
retaliation can be laid squarely at the feet of the initiator of the nuclear 
exchange.

There are at least two scenarios where the justification for countervalue 
retaliation would be difficult to deny: a preemptive nuclear attack on a 
state’s strategic forces or a conventional invasion.55 In these scenarios, 
nuclear retaliation might be permissible for the reason outlined above: 
the more powerful side cannot dictate the terms under which its aggres-
sion can legitimately be answered. Nonetheless, no amount of sophistry 
can obscure the barbarism of nuclear strikes on population centers. A 
state retaliated against in this manner may very well escalate, especially 
if its leaders viewed the precipitating attack as having had limited aims. 
Their reaction may take the form of a grossly disproportionate counter-
retaliation—the fear of which constitutes a second potential source of 
self-deterrence.

The Influence of Escalation Dominance
For more than a half-century, strategists have speculated on the effect 

of significant nuclear imbalances during crises. In 1959 Bernard Bro-
die considered the following scenario: “Let us assume that a menaced 
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small nation could threaten the Soviet Union with only a single ther-
monuclear bomb, which, however, it could certainly deliver on Moscow 
if attacked.” Brodie concluded that this capability would be “sufficient 
to give the Soviet government much pause.”56 However, the possession 
of a deliverable weapon is only one ingredient in the recipe for nuclear 
deterrence. No less important is the aggressor’s belief that the defender 
will actually use it. The threat to do so is thought to lack credibility if 
the power differential between the two sides is too pronounced. In this 
circumstance, the stronger state may believe that it can conduct a lim-
ited attack—striking only military targets, for instance—while threat-
ening an unrestrained attack on cities if the weaker state responds. This 
advantage is referred to as escalation dominance, which Forrest Morgan 
and his peers at RAND define as “a condition in which a combatant 
has the ability to escalate a conflict in ways that will be disadvantageous 
or costly to the adversary while the adversary cannot do the same in 
return.”57 If an aggressor enjoys this position, the weaker state may be 
perceived—and perceive itself—as being unable to retaliate even if it has 
the technical means to do so. At least one nuclear-weapon state is known 
to have debated this dilemma, and the conclusion of its leaders appears 
to call into question Brodie’s verdict.

In the 1970s and 1980s, South Africa secretly developed six nuclear 
bombs, ostensibly to counter the threat from Soviet- and Cuban-backed 
rebels in Angola. However, some of its leaders doubted that these weap-
ons could credibly deter a communist invasion. In this scenario, South 
Africa’s strategy called for a series of graduated signals to alert the Soviets 
that it possessed nuclear weapons, culminating in an explicit threat to 
use them on the battlefield. Yet, there was no agreement on what to 
do if this threat failed. One South African official felt that it would be 
advisable at that point to “throw in the towel, and let the Soviet Union 
take us,” because to do otherwise would have been a “suicidal act.” The 
Soviets would have “every excuse then to actually attack us with nuclear 
weapons. . . . Then we would still lose, but we would destroy the country 
and the people as well.”58

This anecdote seems to undercut the idea that a rudimentary deter-
rent is adequate against a much stronger nuclear power. It suggests that 
as long as a preemptive attack spares something that the weaker state 
values (for example, its cities or its leaders’ grip on power), that govern-
ment cannot retaliate without fear of losing what remains. However, the 
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fatal flaw in this logic is the assumption that leaders will always make 
rational decisions, even after suffering a national trauma. This is a condi-
tion that US decision makers could never take for granted. To resist co-
ercion or deter an attack, the weaker side must simply create uncertainty 
about whether it would retaliate with nuclear weapons despite a great 
imbalance in strength. For a desperate or fanatic regime, this task would 
probably  not be difficult. History is replete with vanquished govern-
ments fighting on after any prospect of victory had expired, and for cul-
tures that place a high premium on “face,” absorbing counterretaliation 
might be preferable to the dishonor of failing to respond at all. Finally, 
if a first strike were to occur, the aggressor could not assume unitary 
decision making on the part of its enemy. Military commanders might 
retaliate without authorization, especially if communication with the 
central leadership had been cut off. Each of these possibilities should 
be sufficient to plant a seed of doubt in the minds of American leaders. 
Given their manifest risk intolerance, even the smallest uncertainty may 
effectively render US offensive nuclear forces unusable, and without the 
credible threat of their use, any attempt at nuclear coercion may in turn 
ring hollow.

Yet, if US leaders’ risk tolerance is indeed prohibitive and their self-
deterrence correspondingly high, one might reasonably ask on what 
grounds counterforce capabilities should be considered dangerous. Af-
ter all, these weapons are arguably destabilizing only if they are bran-
dished or launched recklessly. However, it should not be assumed that 
American leaders are immune from cognitive dissonance, especially 
under the enormous pressure of a nuclear crisis. It is quite possible they 
have not internalized the contradiction between their risk-averse coun-
terterrorism and counterproliferation policies on one hand and the na-
tion’s footing for offensive nuclear war on the other. In a crisis, well-
rehearsed nuclear war plans may assume a certain automaticity, in spite 
of leaders’ obvious intolerance for risk in other domains. Further, a 
rational, considered decision to launch a first strike is not the only plau-
sible scenario in which these weapons might be used.

A counterforce posture, especially when paired with a “launch on 
warning” policy, necessarily requires high launch readiness, imposing 
decision windows of perhaps 15–30 minutes upon receipt of satellite 
and radar warning of an incoming attack. The risk of a premature or 
mistaken launch under this model is self-evidently higher than under 
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one designed to ride out a nuclear attack and retaliate with second-
strike forces. Nor is the potential for miscalculation limited to a splen-
did counterforce attack. Consider a scenario presented by Austin Long 
and Brendan Green in which the United States enters into a limited 
conventional conflict with a nuclear adversary. In this circumstance, the 
enemy “would have strong incentives to try and secure their nuclear 
forces by dispersing them, delegating launch authority, or otherwise in-
creasing readiness.” If the United States were decisively winning, these 
authors suggest, “signs of [its adversary’s] increasing readiness or weap-
ons dispersal . . . would create dangerous windows of opportunity on 
the US side, as American troop concentrations, American allies, or even 
the American homeland could be potential hostages.” Given such high 
stakes, they argue, “counterforce will likely have advocates in high circles 
during a crisis.”59

Far from endorsing these capabilities, this scenario illustrates that US 
counterforce systems would be the principal driver of the enemy’s anxi-
ety about losing its weapons in the first place. Further, movements to 
secure one’s nuclear forces from attack may be mistaken for launch prep-
arations, prompting a counterforce strike and transforming what had 
been a limited conventional war into a nuclear one. Moreover, the pos-
sibility that enemy weapons may prove elusive is no less relevant in this 
circumstance than in the case of a bolt-from-the-blue attack. As Michael 
Gerson notes of such a scenario, “In the end, if an attempted disarm-
ing first strike leaves some of the adversary’s weapons intact, the United 
States may have started the nuclear war that it had hoped to prevent.”60

Implications for the United States
Ultimately, this analysis rests on inferences about the true risk tol-

erance of US leaders and the confidence of their adversaries in both 
resisting nuclear coercion and retaliating after a nuclear strike. Because 
neither of these variables can be established conclusively before a crisis 
occurs, there is room for disagreement about their potential implica-
tions. What should be uncontroversial, however, is that widely divergent 
perceptions of capability and resolve in a crisis may lead to catastrophic 
misjudgments.61 Additionally, there should be no doubt that such di-
vergences exist.

Consider the multiple levels of perception that would be operative if 
the United States attempted nuclear coercion—much less a first strike. 
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First would be US leaders’ confidence in their counterforce capabilities, 
followed by the enemy’s estimation of them. Next would be the enemy’s 
confidence in its ability to retaliate after absorbing a counterforce strike 
and the United States’ assessment of this probability. Beneath these first-
order judgments are even more subjective evaluations: American leaders’ 
perception of the enemy’s perception of US first-strike capabilities, the 
enemy’s perception of US leaders’ perception of its retaliatory capability, 
and so on. Mistaken assumptions in any one of these dimensions could 
result in grave errors. For example, if US leaders are so enamored of 
their first-strike capabilities that they perceive little risk of retaliation, 
the threshold for launching a preemptive attack—or merely engaging in 
nuclear coercion—might be dangerously low. Indeed, this prospect has 
not escaped foreign strategists. Chinese analysts Li Bin and Nie Hon-
gyi have noted that the limitations of US offensive forces are “not clear 
enough” to American leaders, creating the possibility that they “may 
think they have” the capability to neutralize China’s retaliatory forces. 
According to Li and Nie, the Americans’ “blind confidence” might give 
rise to attempts at nuclear saber rattling or worse.62 Compounding this 
danger is the possibility that a state subjected to American coercion 
may believe just as strongly in its own capacity to retaliate. Moreover, 
if either side believes that the other privately shares its own assessment, 
they may fatally misjudge the robustness of deterrence. In particular, 
foreign leaders may take at face value US rhetoric on nuclear terrorism 
and conclude that the ability to deliver a single bomb is sufficient to 
deter the United States. In this circumstance, they may discount the 
gravity of American threats even if they are quite sincere.

Because US offensive capabilities are the chief source of these potential 
risks, the responsibility arguably falls to the United States to minimize 
them. One doctrinal option is simply to limit offensive nuclear forces 
exclusively to damage-limitation roles, that is, reducing the brunt of an 
enemy attack when it is not merely likely but imminent or under way. 
Striking first in this scenario requires no great tolerance for risk, because 
some level of damage is inevitable, and preemption merely reduces that 
damage as much as possible. However, this option would leave coun-
terforce capabilities intact, offering no assurance that American leaders 
would forswear preemptive attacks in less than dire circumstances. The 
most effective means of preventing nuclear aggression—and the terrible 
risks entailed—is to dismantle counterforce capabilities altogether.
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Rejection of Counterforce Targeting
The belief that strategic stability requires the capacity to hold an en-

emy’s nuclear forces at risk is canonical in US nuclear doctrine.63 How-
ever, the logical foundation of this axiom has never been firm. Because 
counterforce capabilities nourish the reciprocal fear of a surprise attack, 
their effect during crises may be inherently destabilizing. A state’s anxi-
ety over losing its weapons only encourages their precipitate launch, and 
its enemy’s anticipation of this mind-set incentivizes attempts to dis-
arm those weapons first. If neither side could target the other’s strategic 
forces, no such “use or lose” pressures would exist.

The case against counterforce need not be confined to the theoreti-
cal realm, however. Well-documented historical episodes illustrate the 
disconnect between this strategy and national leaders’ enthusiasm for 
employing it. During the 1961 Berlin crisis, Pres. John F. Kennedy con-
sidered a first strike against Soviet nuclear forces based on a plan that 
had been drafted earlier that year. US satellites had revealed that the 
USSR possessed only eight ICBMs, presenting the alluring prospect of 
a disarming attack. However, even this miniscule retaliatory force was 
sufficient to discourage Kennedy, who lacked confidence that the So-
viet weapons could be completely neutralized.64 As Fred Kaplan reflects 
on the incident, “even in those halcyon days of ‘strategic superiority,’ 
the most determined American officials, who had firmly believed in the 
counterforce strategy in theory, did not even contemplate taking the 
awesome risk of executing the strategy in practice.”65 Strangely, this epi-
sode and others like it occasioned no fundamental reevaluation of the 
US targeting strategy. More than 50 years later, the US nuclear posture 
is still configured for counterforce strikes, even against states with whom 
the numerical balance is much less favorable than it was against the So-
viets early in the Cold War.

A US nuclear posture that is more consistent with its leaders’ tol-
erance for risk would designate these weapons for an exclusive pur-
pose: deterring a nuclear attack on the United States or its allies with 
the threat of countervalue retaliation. Many strategists have an allergy 
to this concept because they consider the presumed targets of these 
strikes—enemy cities—morally impermissible and the threat to destroy 
them incredible.66 However, states do not face a binary choice between 
targeting missile silos and annihilating civilians. There is a “third way” 
that removes the dangers of counterforce targeting, while minimizing 
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the collateral damage of countervalue attacks. This doctrine, which 
Hans M. Kristensen, Robert S. Norris, and Ivan Oelrich term “infra-
structure targeting,” would hold at risk critical national assets such as 
energy nodes, transportation hubs, and fuel refineries.67 Destroying 
these targets could seriously threaten an enemy’s economy and national 
cohesion without the instability of counterforce strategies or the moral 
outrage of targeting population centers. Of course, many infrastructure 
targets are located in close proximity to urban areas, and it is impossible 
to adopt a targeting posture that completely spares civilians. Indeed, 
counterforce targeting, despite its emphasis on military assets, also en-
tails substantial civilian casualties because deadly fallout from a massive 
attack would cover a wide geographic area. Ultimately, however, the 
criterion that should commend a targeting posture is not the number 
of civilian deaths it would produce on paper or whether these deaths 
are intended or collateral. Rather, the most salient quality is whether 
the posture increases or decreases stability, and a countervalue model is 
arguably superior in this respect.

Steep Reductions in Nuclear Warheads
Rejecting counterforce targeting would yield many additional ben-

efits beyond shielding leaders from their own risky decision making. 
Not least of these would be a steep drop in the size of the US arsenal, 
the overwhelming driver of which is the abundance of military targets in 
Russia. Eliminating the requirement to destroy these assets would limit 
the number of enemy aim points to a fixed set of infrastructure targets, 
which would substantially reduce warhead needs. As part of this doctri-
nal shift, the United States could also phase out its silo-based ICBMs, 
an idea that is rapidly gaining in respectability. Indeed, a panel led by 
Gen James Cartwright, former commander of US Strategic Command, 
recommended in 2012 that these weapons be retired.68

Eliminating the land-based leg of the triad would occasion great 
handwringing, but it would hardly constitute the most radical policy 
of the nuclear age. Certainly more psychologically discomfiting was 
the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty, which hinged on the counterintui-
tive notion that the United States and the Soviet Union could improve 
their security by preserving their defenselessness to nuclear attack. And 
of course a diverse group of nuclear practitioners, including many se-
nior military leaders, has embraced nuclear abolition. Relative to these 
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ideas, it seems distinctly uncontroversial to suggest retiring weapons 
that pose enormous risks to strategic stability and are of questionable 
military utility.

Beyond debates about the value of any particular weapon system, a 
more fundamental objection to steep warhead cuts is the conviction that 
nuclear superiority translates directly into coercive leverage. Matthew 
Kroenig, for example, argues that states that possess numerical superior-
ity in weapons have correspondingly higher levels of effective resolve, 
which in turn causes them to “push harder in a nuclear crisis, improving 
their prospects of victory.”69 Yet, this phenomenon may argue against 
nuclear imbalances for the reason identified earlier. In crises where states 
fundamentally misperceive each other’s tolerance for risk, the result of 
overconfidence may not be dominance but rather catastrophe.

De-emphasis of Nuclear Weapons in US Security Policy
Finally, adopting a countervalue strategy would enable a range of 

policies that circumscribe the role of nuclear weapons in US security 
policy, a goal that President Obama articulated in Prague.70 First, the 
United States could comfortably adopt a pledge not to be the first to 
use nuclear weapons in a conflict. While US doctrine lists a range of 
potential first-use scenarios—for example, targeting deeply buried bio-
logical weapons facilities—these are mere garnishes to the primary mis-
sion of US strategic weapons: preemptively destroying enemy nuclear 
forces. If the limitations of this strategy were appreciated more widely 
and US doctrine modified accordingly, the chief impediment to adopt-
ing a no-first-use pledge would be greatly attenuated. Additionally, de-
ployed warheads could be maintained at lower states of alert, which 
many senior leaders believe even now to be far out of proportion to the 
nation’s deterrence needs.71

Coupled with warhead reductions, changes to US targeting policy 
could influence foreign decision making by reassuring America’s rivals 
that they do not need formidable nuclear forces to deter the United 
States. While it is important not to overstate the responsiveness of 
foreign nuclear programs to American policies, it is not implausible 
that US doctrinal adjustments could have cascading effects. Consider 
the interlocking nature of the world’s nuclear deterrence relationships, 
where Russia and the United States must deter each other, China must 
deter them both as well as India, India must deter China and Pakistan, 
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and Pakistan must deter India.72 A fundamental change to the targeting 
policy of the most powerful of these states could lead to a steep down-
ward revision in the commonly accepted requirements of nuclear deter-
rence. Even if Russia’s targeting policy remained unchanged, countries 
that have not yet developed robust counterforce capabilities, such as 
China, India, and Pakistan, might be persuaded not to pursue them in 
the first place.

Recognizing the difficulty of making such sweeping reforms to the 
US nuclear posture, as well as the enduring allure of the counterforce 
option in some scenarios, it may be necessary to consider more modest 
changes to reduce the danger of catastrophic misperceptions. Ideally, 
these reforms would address both sides of the underlying problem—
the consequences of signaling the United States’ low damage tolerance 
and the intrinsic dangers of the counterforce model itself. Regarding the 
former, US leaders should consciously avoid rhetoric in other contexts 
that gives the impression of their extreme sensitivity to nuclear threats. 
Whether sincere or exaggerated, these statements may invite boldness 
on the part of adversaries in a crisis, undermining the US bargaining po-
sition. Although signaling that the United States is perfectly willing to 
gamble its cities may lack credibility, at the very least US leaders should 
refrain from messaging that reinforces the opposite position.

Likewise, if the United States is unwilling to relinquish its counter-
force capabilities, initiatives can still be taken to manage the risk of their 
imprudent use. First, nuclear practitioners should be made to under-
stand that the United States’ coercive leverage in nuclear crises may have 
been compromised by its leaders’ rhetoric and policies in other arenas. 
Injecting this concept into war games and scenario analysis may increase 
their appreciation of a potent source of adversary resolve. Most impor-
tantly, US nuclear war planning should be made less myopic in its focus 
on deployed, long-range weapons and take into account the potential 
for delayed retaliation, including with unconventional delivery means. 
Consideration of these possibilities may not foreclose counterforce tar-
geting altogether, but it may make decision makers more circumspect 
about the likelihood of a completely disarming first strike.

Conclusion
More than 30 years ago, Thomas Schelling posed the question, what 

is meant by “having” the bomb? He suggested that in a decade or two, 
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most countries would “have” nuclear weapons in the sense that Swit-
zerland has an army—a latent military capability that can be quickly 
constituted in an emergency. Schelling reasoned that it made more sense 
to characterize many states’ nuclear weapon status “not with a yes or 
a no but with a time schedule.”73 Since then, the idea of “weaponless 
deterrence” has been at the center of the intellectual case for nuclear 
disarmament.

Advocates of this controversial model believe that strategic stability 
can be underwritten by latent nuclear capabilities rather than consti-
tuted arsenals and that states with a certain level of nuclear capacity 
would reap the deterrent value of these weapons without actually pos-
sessing them. This condition would arise from the maintenance of a 
nuclear infrastructure complete with knowledge of nuclear weapon de-
sign and access to fissile material. Sweden, for example, maintained a 
latent nuclear capability for many years by virtue of a deeply buried 
65-megawatt reactor capable of producing plutonium and a small cadre 
of physicists with weapon-design expertise.74 An adversary weighing ag-
gression against such a state would have to consider its theoretical capac-
ity to retaliate with nuclear weapons, albeit on a much slower schedule.

Many skeptics consider weaponless deterrence to be a fanciful ambi-
tion, but the crucial seed of the model may already exist. According to 
Obama administration official Laura Holgate, some 40 countries already 
have enough nuclear material to produce a “Hiroshima or a Nagasaki-
type explosion.”75 Coupled with evidence that the threat of damage on 
this scale may be enough to deter even the strongest world power, per-
haps weaponless deterrence is less utopian than is commonly supposed. 
Yet, even if the interval between the status quo and that distant aspira-
tion is ultimately a bridge too far, the insight at the heart of this model 
may nonetheless call for a wholesale reevaluation of nuclear strategy. If 
delayed retaliation on a relatively small scale is indeed sufficient to deter, 
the use or threatened use of counterforce capabilities should be greatly 
limited whether these systems are dismantled or not.

Ascertaining the United States’ maximum damage tolerance, and 
hence its potential resolve in a crisis, is difficult in the abstract. A use-
ful starting point would be to press US leaders to explain the logical 
contradictions embedded in US nuclear policy. This exercise may lend 
credence to the idea that, from the perspective of a state contemplating 
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nuclear aggression, an opponent’s mere possession of fissile material may 
meet the most fundamental requirement of deterrence. 
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Fear and Learning in Tehran
What Recent Psychological Research Reveals 

about Nuclear Crises

Michael D. Cohen

Abstract
Recent psychological research has shown that experiencing fear, if 

people believe they have some control over the source of the fear, reduces 
their tolerance for risk. Leaders who experience fear of imminent nuclear 
war thereafter tend to reject these risky policies. Indeed, experiencing 
the fear of imminent nuclear war will cause leaders to avoid calculated 
and uncalculated risks. While the United States should work toward a 
comprehensive solution with Iran, using force would be not only risky 
but also counterproductive. If Iran developed the bomb, the use of force 
would be much less likely to succeed than the simplest policy of all: al-
lowing Iranian political leaders to stop this behavior on their own.

✵  ✵  ✵  ✵  ✵

The Iranian nuclear challenge continues to command attention in the 
news and within the diplomatic community. Despite the continuing ne-
gotiations with the Iranian government at Geneva, fierce debate persists 
over how to respond to the threat posed by the country’s nuclear activi-
ties. Most experts believe these activities aim to create either a nuclear 
weapon or the capability to produce one. Some have pushed for a mili-
tary attack to damage or destroy Iran’s nuclear program, worrying that 
any permanent settlement would allow Iran to develop a secret breakout 
nuclear capability and continue to advocate the use of force if Tehran 
falls short of its Geneva commitments.1 Others have hoped sanctions 
and diplomacy alone will keep Tehran a great distance from the bomb 
and believe a final settlement can permanently prevent the regime from 
developing it.2 However, both sides share the underlying assumption 
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that if Iran develops nuclear weapons or perhaps even the capability to 
produce them, the situation would wreak medium- to long-term havoc 
in the Persian Gulf and wider Middle East as Iran pursues its revisionist 
agenda behind the cloak of its nuclear deterrent.

However, there is another possibility. James Lindsay and Ray Takeyh 
recently argued that while a nuclear Iran would be most dangerous “at 
first, when it would likely be at its most reckless, like other nuclear as-
pirants before them, the guardians of the theocracy might discover that 
nuclear bombs are simply not good for diplomatic leverage or strategic 
aggrandizement.”3 The waxing and waning of the Iranian nuclear crisis 
over recent decades suggests that the country’s supreme leader, Ali Hos-
seini Khamenei, and his associates are still learning about what nuclear 
weapons might offer Iran. Indeed, global trends in the conflict propen-
sity of nuclear powers strongly suggest that if Iran developed nuclear 
weapons, such a learning process described by Lindsay and Takeyh is 
much more likely than long-term brazen regional behavior.4 Tehran may 
try to brandish its newly found nuclear weight around the region, but 
Khamenei and his associates will quickly learn that nuclear threats do 
more harm than good. Despite regular warnings that an Iranian bomb 
would undermine an already fragile Middle East, the fact is since the 
1950s, states that have harbored intentions to revise major parts of their 
status quo—a desire termed revisionist—and have developed secure 
second-strike nuclear forces have quickly learned that nuclear weapons 
are not useful for changing their environments. Such states have then 
accepted their regional order.

One can partly attribute this great nuclear-learning phenomenon to 
the number and strength of US alliances throughout the world and the 
presence of adversaries equipped with nuclear weapons. However, nu-
clear learning mostly results from fear of imminent nuclear war, when 
leaders of new nuclear weapons states attempt to transform their status 
quo and cause a nuclear crisis. Recent psychological research has shown 
that experiencing fear, if people believe they have some control over the 
source of the fear, reduces their tolerance for risk. Beliefs about no con-
trol or total control reduce the effect of fear on risk.5 Because leaders are 
likely to believe they have some control over whether nuclear war occurs 
in the context of calculated (i.e., territorial grabs) and uncalculated risks 
(i.e., inadvertent escalation and/or deliberate nuclear attack), fear of im-
minent nuclear escalation will tend to make leaders minimize risk and 
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use nuclear weapons for deterrence rather than dangerous coercive strat-
egies.6 As leaders of new nuclear powers push to transform their status 
quo, they are more likely to approach the nuclear brink and experience 
fear of imminent nuclear war.7 Attempting to transform the regional sta-
tus quo after developing nuclear weapons involves accepting the risk of a 
nuclear crisis and nuclear escalation. Leaders who do this and experience 
fear of imminent nuclear war thereafter tend to reject these risky policies, 
because the brain subconsciously associates any risky policy to the initia-
tor. Indeed, experiencing the fear of imminent nuclear war will cause 
leaders to avoid calculated and uncalculated risks: land grabs, other faits 
accomplis, ultimatums and other coercive demands, and limited uses of 
force. Therefore, while the United States should work toward a compre-
hensive solution with Iran, using force if the regime is not forthcoming 
would be not only risky but also counterproductive. It would encourage 
Khamenei to respond with force if he had a bomb and would further 
encourage him to build one if he did not. If Iran developed the bomb, 
the use of force would be much less likely to succeed than the simplest 
policy of all: allowing Iranian political leaders to stop this behavior on 
their own.

Nuclear Dogs That Have Not Barked
Former Undersecretary of State for Arms Control and International 

Security Robert G. Joseph echoed a widely held belief, when he claimed 
that nuclear weapons would “embolden the leadership in Tehran to ad-
vance its aggressive ambitions in and outside of the region, both directly 
and through the terrorists it supports.”8 In theory, the more nuclear 
weapons have spread throughout the world, the more the danger of re-
gional instability should have increased.

However, over the past six decades, nuclear proliferation has caused 
short periods of instability and conflict that have been followed by lon-
ger periods of peace and tentative cooperation. Experience with nuclear 
weapons and the experience of fear in a nuclear crisis moderates the 
higher conflict propensity of new nuclear powers.9 The four years that 
followed the Soviet Union’s development of the ability to target the 
United States with nuclear missiles in 1959 were the most dangerous 
of the Cold War.10 Nevertheless, Soviet challenges to major US interests 
in Berlin and Cuba substantially declined by 1963. China killed sev-
eral Soviet troops on the disputed Zhenbao Island on the Ussuri River 
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in 1969, five years after developing nuclear missiles in 1964. However, 
China did not challenge Soviet positions in the region again and indeed 
has not used force against the Soviet Union anywhere since then.11 Af-
ter Pakistan developed nuclear weapons around 1990, fatalities in the 
Kashmir conflict increased from 30 in 1988 to nearly 2,000 in 1992 
and more than 4,500 by 2001. During this period, Pakistan fought the 
1999 Kargil War with India and engaged in a 10-month mobilized cri-
sis in 2001–02.12 However, fatalities in Kashmir have steadily declined 
since then, and by 2012 were almost at pre-1990 levels.13 Indo-Pakistani 
relations have slowly but steadily improved as Pakistani president Pervez 
Musharraf and Indian Prime Minister Manmohan Singh authorized se-
cret back-channel diplomacy that may have come close to concluding a 
final Kashmir settlement.14

International security experts have been unable to convincingly ex-
plain this remarkable trend. The first and most credible conventional 
explanation is that changes in the local or international balance of mili-
tary power prevented territorial revisionism that was earlier permissible. 
US, Soviet, and Indian defenses were certainly consolidated after Soviet, 
Chinese, and Pakistani challenges, which made subsequent attempts at 
revanchism more difficult. However, no defenses could have prevented 
further challenges. Pres. John F. Kennedy could not have stopped Soviet 
premier Nikita Khrushchev from attempting to reinstall Soviet missiles 
in Cuba or issuing further Berlin ultimatums. Soviet premier Leonid 
Brezhnev could not have prevented further Chinese attacks on Soviet 
positions on Zhenbao Island. In addition, no Indian defenses could 
have prevented further Pakistani challenges in the rugged, mountainous 
peaks of Kashmir. The international balance of nuclear and conventional 
power hardly changed when Soviet, Chinese, and Pakistani challenges 
ceased.15 Increased defenses, useful as they are, cannot account for this 
phenomenon.

A second conventional explanation is that while changes in the bal-
ance of military power may not have been very effective, the simple pres-
ence of nuclear weapons has been. Nuclear weapons threaten to wreak 
total destruction out of even limited conflict; so, nuclear powers should 
behave with extreme caution.16 While nuclear powers have hardly be-
haved with reckless abandon, this caution is not immediate and has to 
be learned.17 Before Soviet, Chinese, and Pakistani leaders learned to 
behave with the caution appropriate for nuclear powers, they pursued 
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policies that carried a real risk of nuclear war. The simple presence of 
secure second-strike nuclear forces cannot explain this variation: a con-
stant cannot explain variation.

A third conventional explanation is that the undesirability of nuclear 
war prevents leaders from forcefully responding to regional aggression 
by nuclear powers. Moreover, the tendency for military organizations 
to develop doctrines and policies that diverge from the preferences of 
civilian leaders carries a real risk of accidental or unintended nuclear 
escalation. New nuclear powers have indeed tended to be dangerous.18 
However, the same experienced nuclear powers have not. Instead, they 
have accepted major parts of their status quos that earlier were deemed 
intolerable. Military doctrines have not yet caused nuclear war and have 
been most dangerous when civilian leaders have practiced revisionism.

Finally, many have pointed toward elite competition within these re-
gimes as a source of their undesirable behavior. However, Khrushchev 
and Mao Tse-tung were at the peak of their political power within the 
Soviet Union and China respectively when these states’ foreign policies 
were so dangerous.19 It is unlikely Musharraf authorized the Pakistani 
intrusion into Kargil in 1999 as part of a political power grab, and the 
general controlled Pakistani policy toward India throughout the 2001–
02 crisis. Although the regime in Tehran may be highly fragmented, it is 
likely that if Iran develops nuclear weapons, Khamenei will have as much 
control over Iranian foreign policy as Khrushchev, Mao, and Musharraf 
did over theirs. There is an imperfect correlation between elite politics 
and foreign policies of these states: whereas the former hardly changed, 
the latter fundamentally transformed.

Fear and Loathing
A more convincing explanation for the moderating effect of experi-

ence with nuclear weapons begins with the familiar observation that 
nuclear weapons are poor instruments for coercive diplomacy.20 How-
ever, the low coercive value of nuclear weapons says nothing about how 
leaders learn this. Leaders—especially those motivated to revise their 
regional order—are no more likely to immediately hit upon accurate 
answers here than they are to immediately learn about the coercive 
power of other military strategies or weapons. The historical record pre-
sented hereafter clearly shows leaders of revisionist states learn about 
the coercive limits of nuclear weapons the way most people learn most 
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things: personal experience.21 It occurs in their own nuclear crisis rather 
than through a more systematic analysis of their adversary, region, or 
the historical record. Moreover, their initial belief that nuclear weapons 
might allow them to realize their otherwise elusive revisionist dreams 
causes their nuclear crisis. Fear is the relevant variable that causes these 
lessons about the limits of nuclear weapons over time. Nuclear crises 
cause enough fear to produce moderation of revisionist, new nuclear 
powers that no aggregation of military and economic power can realize. 
Thus, there is a systematic effect of experience with nuclear weapons on 
a state’s conflict propensity.22

Numerous studies have found that the experience of fear causes people 
to reduce their acceptance of risk. Images that are known to cause fear 
under laboratory conditions, such as images of snakes or the Septem-
ber 11 attacks, routinely cause people to accept less risk in subsequent 
choices than those not shown the images. People’s brains are hardwired 
to avoid future situations they perceive as similar to those that caused 
the initial fear experience. If leaders fear imminent nuclear war, they will 
avoid any policies they believe will likely bring them back to the brink. 
Leaders’ successors will likely also have experienced fear and likely be-
have similarly. This effect of fear on risk is not generated by any amount 
of reading of history and is conditional on people believing they have 
some control over the source of their fear. Unsurprisingly, fear has little 
effect on risk when one believes they have little control over its source. 
Why run from the bear if you think you cannot escape it? When people 
experience fear and believe they have no control over its source, its effect 
on risk acceptance is slight. However, when people experience fear and 
believe they have some control over its source—as leaders in nuclear cri-
ses would—they become extremely unlikely to accept further risks. This 
risk aversion occurs in those areas that are perceived to cause similarly 
dangerous situations as those that originally caused the fear in other 
unrelated circumstances. While these insights come from the labora-
tory experiments cited above, it is also clear that the effects of fear are 
substantially greater when the subjects are world leaders rather than un-
dergraduate students and when these leaders genuinely believe they have 
control over whether nuclear war erupts.

Although it is difficult to measure the experience of fear precisely, the 
historical record shows that when leaders develop nuclear weapons and 
stumble into a nuclear crisis, the fear of imminent nuclear war is neces-
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sary for them to radically transform their foreign policies. If they attempt 
to transform their regional order through some combination of nuclear 
threats and salami tactics and do not experience fear of imminent nuclear 
war, they will likely continue with their aggression. A healthy respect for 
the danger associated with nuclear weapons is insufficient to cause them 
to reverse course. Knowledge about how nuclear powers might cause 
nuclear war will not suffice. Leaders must stare down the nuclear brink 
and expect imminent nuclear destruction within hours or days.

People take time to learn. It took Khrushchev almost four years from 
the development of nuclear missiles in 1959 to the Cuban missile crisis 
in 1962. Five years passed Mao’s first 1964 nuclear test before the 1969 
war scare. Pakistan developed nuclear weapons in 1990, and Musharraf 
did not experience fear of imminent nuclear war until May 2002. Of 
course, new nuclear powers are not all the same. The Soviet Union, 
China, and Pakistan differ in many obvious ways. Cold War Europe, 
East Asia in the 1960s, and South Asia in the 1990s exhibited important 
differences. Soviet, Chinese, and Pakistani leaders had different griev-
ances and addressed them through different strategies. However, these 
differences conceal a striking similarity. Fear of imminent nuclear war 
had similar effects on Soviet, Chinese, and Pakistani aggression. Such 
fear made deterring revisionism by these powers much easier, because 
they were less inclined to accept the risk. While before experiencing fear 
they pursued dangerous policies that dragged them into nuclear crises, 
afterward they substantially moderated their aggression and largely re-
solved contested but otherwise unresolved issues. Despite stark differ-
ences in culture, ethnicity, history of previous conflict, and leadership 
personality, the experience of fear of imminent nuclear war was neces-
sary to cause leaders to refrain from nuclear coercion.

Fight or Flight?
The Soviet, Chinese, and Pakistani cases all involved leaders who be-

lieved they had some control over nuclear escalation when they expe-
rienced fear. It is clear Khrushchev, Mao, and Musharraf had supreme 
control over their respective countries and would have believed they had 
real leverage—but obviously not total control—over whether nuclear 
war occurred. The Soviet, Chinese, and Pakistani crisis years—in the 
early 1960s, late 1960s, and early 2000s respectively—might seem to 
contradict the idea that fear causes revisionist states to back down. After 
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all, these episodes constituted the most dangerous peak of crisis peri-
ods that almost plunged the world or specific regions into nuclear war. 
However, these cases are clear instances of fear of imminent nuclear war 
moderating reckless foreign policies. Indeed, it is likely that had these 
leaders not experienced fear of imminent nuclear war they would have 
continued in their revisionist ways.

Although the Soviet Union first tested a nuclear bomb in 1949, 
Khrushchev did not obtain the capability to reliably target the United 
States with nuclear missiles until a decade later.23 One-way Soviet 
bombing runs were too vulnerable to North Atlantic Treaty Organi-
zation (NATO) air defenses, and Khrushchev’s 1956 Suez crisis threat 
was all bluff.24 Nevertheless, the Soviet leader believed nuclear threats 
would enable him to get his way in the Middle East, West Berlin, 
Cuba, and elsewhere. According to Khrushchev’s son, Sergei, the Soviet 
leader learned that “the mere mention of nuclear-armed missiles had 
a powerful effect.”25 Indeed, these years were the most dangerous of 
the Cold War. In addition, throughout the two Berlin crises, Khrush-
chev did not experience fear of imminent nuclear war.26 However, after 
President Kennedy announced the quarantine of Cuba on 22 October 
1962, Khrushchev began to experience fear of imminent nuclear war. 
He claimed to his presidium colleagues, “We started out and then got 
afraid. . . . [Moreover,] the tragic aspect is that they might attack and 
we will repulse it. It might turn into a big war.”27 He likely worried that 
US forces would prevent the remaining Soviet ships and submarines 
that advanced toward Havana from proceeding and that Soviet retalia-
tion would quickly escalate to nuclear war.28 Khrushchev stated to the 
president of Czechoslovakia on 30 October 1962, “We were truly on 
the verge of war.”29 He proclaimed in early December 1962, “Of course 
I was scared. It would have been insane not to have been scared. I was 
frightened about what could happen to my country—or your country 
or all the other countries that would be devastated by a nuclear war. If 
being frightened meant that I helped avert such insanity then I’m glad I 
was frightened.”30

Khrushchev learned of the danger of nuclear coercion not from his-
tory or abstract theory but from his own personal experience at the nu-
clear brink. After this experience, he not only refrained from attempting 
to reinstall Soviet nuclear missiles in Cuba but also accepted the intoler-
able situation in West Berlin, offered concessions in stalled nuclear test 
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ban negotiations, and accepted milder communist revolutions in Iraq 
and Laos. Where earlier he lashed out, after experiencing fear, he more 
passively accepted intolerable changes. Tacit cooperation and confidence 
building measures replaced coercive demands.

By February 1969, Soviet forward patrolling of the disputed Zhenbao 
Island had become more aggressive, and fighting had seriously wounded 
several Chinese troops.31 After a Chinese retaliatory ambush in March 
caused 200 Soviet fatalities, Chairman Mao began to worry about a 
retaliatory Soviet nuclear strike and experienced fear of imminent nu-
clear war.32 Extensive underground tunnels were built throughout the 
country, Chinese leaders were evacuated from Beijing, and military 
units were placed on high alert. Mao confided to his personal nurse 
that “China and the Soviet Union are now at war.”33 It is possible that 
Andrei Grechko, the Soviet defense minister who planned the 1968 in-
vasion of Czechoslovakia under the pretext of Warsaw Pact training ex-
ercises, had threatened to punish China with a nuclear assault.34 Mao’s 
doctor recalled the August 1969 relocation of millions from the city to 
the country: “Remaining city residents were mobilized to ‘dig tunnels 
deep’ in preparation for aerial, possibly nuclear, attack.”35 That month, 
Mao concluded that “it is not good for all central officials to assemble 
in Beijing . . . [because] even one atomic bomb will kill many of us.”36 
The evacuation of China’s top leaders from the capital shortly followed. 
He worried the incoming flight carrying Soviet premier Alexei Kosygin, 
arriving ostensibly to restart negotiations, might turn out to be an am-
bush and placed specially trained battalions throughout the airport. On 
18 October, when the Kosygin flight was expected to arrive, Chinese 
strategic missile forces were placed on their highest alert for immedi-
ate launch. People’s Liberation Army units were ordered to a state of 
total readiness. At a meeting of generals from all regional commands 
and service arms to address readiness, the term most often heard in the 
meeting hall was “the coming Soviet surprise attack.”37 On 19 October, 
Mao’s deputy, Lin Biao, remained fixated on the Soviet aircraft that was 
carrying the Soviet delegation to Beijing, demanding intelligence up-
dates every few minutes and delaying his usual afternoon nap until the 
Soviet delegates had departed Beijing.38 After the Kosygin talks safely 
concluded, Chinese forces were kept at full alert for another six months. 
Moscow and Beijing subsequently agreed to conflict prevention and es-
calation reducing measures, and China has not used force against Soviet 
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or Russian positions on Zhenbao or elsewhere since 1969.39 Mao seems 
to have learned of the dangers of nuclear weapons not from history but 
from his own nuclear crisis with the Soviet Union.

After developing nuclear weapons in 1990, Pakistan had not fought 
a war with India for almost two decades. However, Islamabad substan-
tially increased sponsorship of the Kashmir insurgency throughout the 
1990s, started the Kargil War in 1999, and engaged in a ten-month 
mobilized crisis with India between 2001 and 2002. After Pakistani-
supported insurgents killed 30 civilians at a military camp in Jammu in 
late May 2002, Indian prime minister Atal Vajpayee threatened Pakistan 
with an invasion to dismantle terrorist infrastructure. Pakistani president 
Musharraf responded in late May with three missile tests and threats of 
nuclear attack against an Indian invasion.40 By the end of the month, 
Musharraf “hardly slept . . . [and] feared imminent nuclear war.”41 Dur-
ing his 27 May presidential address to his nation, Musharraf claimed, 
“Pakistan is currently passing through a critical juncture. We are faced 
with a grave situation and we are standing at the cross road of history. 
Today’s decision will have serious internal and external effects on our 
future. . . . Tension is at its height.”42

On 1 June, in his first public speech after experiencing fear of immi-
nent nuclear war, Musharraf proclaimed that leadership on both sides 
must realize the very dangerous nature of the situation and that there 
should be no miscalculation on either side.43 He subsequently described 
the May crisis as “very close . . . [and] extremely tense because there 
were war clouds.”44 In June 2003, he told the Washington Post that “two 
hundred percent, there won’t be war . . . [because of ] the understand-
ing of the leaders. We’ve fought three wars and we know the hazards 
of war.”45 Musharraf made no such claims after the 1999 Kargil War 
and the December 2001 terrorist attacks on the Indian parliament. In-
dian and Pakistani English-language newspaper coverage of the South 
Asian crisis also suggests that Musharraf experienced fear of imminent 
nuclear war at the end of May 2002.46 Pakistani newspaper coverage of 
the crisis during the last week of May was about eight-times greater than 
coverage in December 2001 when the Indian parliament was attacked. 
Coverage during the last week of May 2002 was between two-thirds and 
four-fifths of Pakistani coverage of the Kargil War between mid-June 
and mid-July 1999, when the Indian army began to attack Pakistani 
positions, killed hundreds of Pakistani troops, and recaptured occupied 
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territory.47 That Pakistani coverage in May 2002 was almost as high as 
when hundreds of Pakistani troops were being killed in Kashmir at the 
height of the Kargil War suggests that the May crisis also captured much 
national attention. Musharraf learned of the dangers of nuclear coercion 
not from the Cold War or even the history of Indo-Pakistani relations 
but from his own experience at the nuclear brink.

While violence in the Kashmir insurgency after May 2002 did not 
disappear, it declined substantially.48 However, 2012 was almost as dan-
gerous as 1999. Many have argued that this Pakistani about-face was 
caused in fact by US pressure on Islamabad to rein in its support for 
Kashmiri insurgents in the aftermath of the September 11 attacks and 
the US war in Afghanistan.49 US pressure on Musharraf indeed occurred 
during the same period he experienced fear, making it difficult to iso-
late the role each played in Musharraf ’s decision-making process. How-
ever, the problem with the US coercion argument is that Pakistan did 
not succumb to US pressure to rein in its support. After Pres. George 
W. Bush’s heavy-handed threats, Musharraf paid lip service to appease 
Washington and Delhi but offered no meaningful concessions. Pakistani 
authorities handed no militants over to India, and many of the militants 
the Pakistanis did apprehend were later released. Moreover, the US coer-
cion argument cannot explain why Pakistan pursued a policy of nuclear 
threats to realize its Kashmir goals before May 2002 but opted for secret 
diplomacy, confidence-building measures, and tacit cooperation there-
after. Pakistani policy in Kashmir during the decade since 2002 has sim-
ply been much more risk averse than in the decade before. Musharraf ’s 
experience of fear of imminent nuclear war in late May 2002 explains 
the dramatic turnaround.

Terrified in Tehran?
One might argue these findings are not applicable to Iran, due to that 

country’s unique culture and religion and its distinct geopolitical and 
economic motives to develop nuclear weapons. However, the fact is that 
almost all states that have developed nuclear weapons have stumbled 
into a crisis out of inexperience and then authorized more moderate 
nuclear strategies and foreign policies after a few years’ experience. This 
“experience effect” in the cases of the United States (in Korea), the So-
viet Union (in Hungary), the United Kingdom (in Egypt) and France 
(in Algeria), cases in the late 1940s and early 1950s, are likely attribut-
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able to the early Cold War as well as nuclear weapons. It is not clear 
that fear played a role here, because the uncertainty associated with the 
early Cold War drove the conflict propensity of the new nuclear pow-
ers. However, all inexperienced nuclear powers since the late 1950s have 
found themselves in conflicts and wars either trying to revise a status quo 
(Soviet Union and Pakistan) or preventing and/or coercing a revisionist 
nuclear power from doing so (India). In China’s case, nuclear weapons 
seem to have emboldened the Chinese to respond more forcefully to 
aggressive Soviet patrolling of disputed territory. In some cases whether 
the new nuclear power is revising or defending the status quo is unclear, 
because many other factors are also changing in a particular region, for 
example Israel and South Africa. Nevertheless, the fact that countries as 
different as the Soviet Union in the early 1960s, China in the late 1960s, 
and Pakistan in the early 2000s exhibited strikingly similar variation 
in their fundamental choices of coercive or moderate nuclear strategies 
shows that the great nuclear learning phenomenon knows no cultural or 
geographic bounds even though these countries exhibit important dif-
ferences. The effect of experience with nuclear weapons on the central 
elements of their nuclear strategies over time is striking.

We can predict the general contours of how an inexperienced nuclear 
Iran would behave based on a careful reading of similar trends in these 
earlier cases. Many have argued Iranian culture and religion suggest the 
regime would behave far more dangerously than earlier inexperienced 
nuclear powers. However, while most Iranians believe a uranium en-
richment program is their natural right, public opinion regarding de-
veloping nuclear weapons is much more divided. Ayatollah Ruhollah 
Khomenei explicitly stated that Iran should not develop nuclear weap-
ons. While some conservative leaders have spoken of the virtues of sac-
rifice for the nation, it is far from certain this would cause them to use 
nuclear weapons or authorize aggressive foreign policies that put the 
regime and country at risk. Iranian culture and religion are obviously 
different from those of other nuclear powers, but there are no reasons to 
expect the regime to be an exception to the historical rule. One might 
worry Iran would give nuclear weapons to terrorists, but it would have 
strong incentives not to forfeit control over such powerful weapons.50

Others might also argue that Iran’s motivation for developing nuclear 
weapons differentiates it from other cases. Scholars have extensively de-
bated the causes of nuclear weapons proliferation.51 However, the fact 
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remains, whether those states that have developed nuclear weapons did 
so because of defensive or offensive geopolitical ambitions, domestic 
politics, well-endowed science bureaucracies, global isolation, psycho-
logical biases, or nationalistic beliefs, leaders in all countries behaved 
in fundamentally similar ways over time when they were inexperienced 
with nuclear weapons. The relationship between a state’s decision to de-
velop nuclear weapons and what happens after development is tenu-
ous. A partial exception to this rule is the extent to which Khamenei 
and his associates in the Revolutionary Guard are dissatisfied with the 
status quo in the Persian Gulf. They likely desire to end their state’s re-
gional and global economic and political isolation and to increase their 
influence over regional affairs and economic development.52 They may 
wish to reduce US influence by increasing the cost of US presence in 
the region. The stronger these desires—either before or after developing 
nuclear weapons—the greater the likelihood of Iran harassing Persian 
Gulf tanker traffic, sponsoring Shiite groups around the region to un-
dermine conservative Sunni states, and sponsoring attacks against US 
troops throughout the Persian Gulf. Iran might issue coercive threats 
to the United States or its regional allies. While the Iranian army is 
large, many of its forces are obsolete and are no match for Israeli or US 
forces in a conventional conflict. Nor would Iran be able to do much 
to threaten or destroy Saudi oil production.53 However, if Iran develops 
nuclear weapons, fear of imminent nuclear war in a crisis is likely to 
cause Khamenei and his associates to rely on moderate nuclear strate-
gies. Moreover, if an inexperienced nuclear Iran begins to demonstrate 
hubris in the region, a crisis, fear of imminent nuclear war, and more 
moderate nuclear strategies will follow irrespective of whether Iranian 
threats were directed at the United States or its regional allies. Direct 
threats against the US homeland may cause a crisis more quickly than 
threats against Israel, Saudi Arabia, or other US regional allies, but the 
likelihood of a nuclear crisis and the concomitant effects of fear of im-
minent nuclear war would be the same in both cases.

One can also argue that an Iranian bomb could unravel the nuclear 
nonproliferation regime. The causes of a Saudi or Turkish bomb and 
the impact of this on the nuclear nonproliferation regime are separate 
questions that I cannot fully address here. However, the literature on the 
causes of nuclear proliferation suggests that whether an Iranian bomb 
would cause regional proliferation is far from clear. Policy makers have 
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worried about this ever since Pres. Kennedy worried about 40 nuclear 
powers in the 1960s, but well into the twenty-first century, the number 
of nuclear powers remains below 10.54 For example, while Saudi policy 
makers have often said they would develop nuclear weapons if Iran did 
so, much of this is designed to pressure the United States to prevent Iran 
from developing the bomb.55 The United States has effectively used a 
combination of carrots and sticks to prevent many states from develop-
ing nuclear weapons, and it is not clear that an Iranian bomb would stop 
this trend.56 Finally, one can argue that an Iranian bomb would under-
mine the global nuclear nonproliferation regime. Again, I cannot fully 
address that issue here, but the effect of the nuclear nonproliferation 
regime on states’ decisions to develop nuclear weapons is contested.57 
Moreover, it is a stretch to assume that an Iranian bomb would have 
much effect on distant states’ nuclear decisions. An Iranian bomb may 
well pose challenges to the global nuclear nonproliferation regime that 
are as similar and surmountable as those posed by the other nuclear 
powers.

In the long crisis over Iran’s nuclear activity, the great nuclear learn-
ing phenomenon has all but gone unmentioned. The robust historical 
trend clearly indicates a need to guard against hasty conclusions that 
an Iranian bomb would wreak havoc throughout the Persian Gulf and 
Middle East. If Khamenei evades Israeli bombs and computer hackers, 
secretly develops nuclear weapons, and attempts to increase the cost of 
US influence in the region, there is little the United States and its allies 
could do to stop him short of military attack. Harassing Persian Gulf 
tanker traffic, undermining conservative Sunni regimes, and sponsor-
ing attacks against US troops in Iraq and Afghanistan are not easily 
deterred. Thus, a growing number of policy makers and analysts have 
argued that military force should always be an option—one that may 
well be required if Iran developed nuclear weapons.58 Nevertheless, an 
attack would likely cause Iran to double down on its nuclear program 
and may cause a regional war.

The custodians of any potential Iranian nuclear arsenal face a great 
obstacle to realizing their revisionist ambitions. Any attempts to reduce 
US influence in the region would likely cause US and/or Israeli reactions 
that would eventually leave Khamenei and his associates fearing immi-
nent nuclear war. Such fear caused Soviet, Chinese, and Pakistani lead-
ers to cease their nuclear saber rattling, and it is unlikely Iranian leaders 
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would react differently. If Iranian leaders believed a nuclear war was 
imminent, they would do whatever they could do ensure nuclear weap-
ons would not be used. The historical record suggests that under these 
conditions Iranian foreign policy would come to resemble that of other 
experienced nuclear powers. It is also likely that Iranian foreign policy 
toward its other adversaries would show more signs of cooperation and 
confidence building and less signs of bluff and bluster. It is surely more 
difficult to establish whether Iranian leaders have experienced fear of 
imminent nuclear war than it is to count the number of challenges a 
nuclear Iran could pose to the United States and its partners. However, 
such an assessment is vital, because whether and how Khamenei and his 
associates experience fear of imminent nuclear war will determine if Iran 
throws its nuclear weight around the region and decide the manner in 
which the regime stops doing so. In the meantime, two broad lessons 
from the great nuclear learning phenomenon provide a more sober as-
sessment of the situation.

If Tehran develops nuclear weapons, the first lesson is, the United 
States should not attack Iran. Imposing a nuclear crisis on new nuclear 
powers hoping to quickly cause the desired effects of fear through US 
threats or uses of force would be a dangerous mistake, because the desired 
effect of fear depends on beliefs about control. If Khamenei believes re-
gime change is imminent, he will likely believe he has little control over 
nuclear escalation and the fate of his regime. He would be most likely to 
use nuclear weapons under these conditions. If Tehran developed nuclear 
weapons and attempted to revise the status quo through a combination 
of threats and smaller uses of force, the United States would not have to 
do much to cause Khamenei to learn of the limits of nuclear weapons 
to transform the Persian Gulf. Superior US military power can easily 
prevent Tehran from sustaining revisions to the status quo. Policy mak-
ers should reconsider any intelligence assessments that do not explicitly 
account for the impact of fear of imminent nuclear war on Tehran’s be-
havior. Assessment after assessment has suggested that nuclear weapons 
would embolden Tehran to harass Persian Gulf tanker traffic, threaten 
or attack Saudi oil infrastructure, and increase sponsorship of attacks 
against US troops in Iraq and Afghanistan. Khamenei and his associates 
may try to do this, but the historical record shows that the workings of 
the human mind will prevent them from getting very far.
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The second lesson is that the United States should not threaten to 
attack Iran and would do well to announce it would only use force if 
Tehran first attacked US forces or perhaps those of key allies. US mili-
tary power is so much greater than that of Iranian forces that if the US 
deployed forces in the region during a nuclear crisis, the mistrust and 
suspicion between Washington and Tehran may cause Khamenei to be-
lieve regime change was imminent. He would seriously consider using 
nuclear weapons under these conditions.

The best US deterrence policy would credibly commit to leave Tehran 
with some control over whether conventional or nuclear war erupts. US 
military assets deployed to the region should be much better at defend-
ing US and allied troops from Iranian challenges than invading and 
occupying Tehran. Khamenei would be much more likely to believe he 
had control over nuclear escalation and the fate of his regime during a 
nuclear crisis if he believed the United States would not attack unless 
deliberately provoked.

Traditionally, dealing with new nuclear powers has involved some 
combination of robust extended deterrence policies and threats to use 
force. However, revisionist new nuclear powers of the twenty-first cen-
tury are likely to have very weak conventional military power. The dy-
namics of how people react to fear ensure that US threats to topple the 
regimes of these nuclear powers pose substantial dangers. The world is 
fortunate that leaders of new nuclear powers have been educated by fear 
and restrained their own revisionist ambitions. The United States and its 
allies must take care not to adopt policies thought to decrease the risk of 
nuclear war that actually make it more likely. If Iran develops the bomb, 
the best US approach would allow Iran to experience nuclear fear and 
learn to curtail their revisionist plans. 
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